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SITES AND RESOURCES:

We’re waiting for you!
@ELi PUBLISHING
www.elionline.com
• digital platforms
• downloadable files
• extra resources
• teaching tips
www.eligradedreaders.com
• complete catalogue
• extra resources

Follow the icons throughout this
catalogue to find out the digital features
available for each course and for your
blended/online lessons.
DIGITAL BOOK
Interactive digital version of course
materials for IWB / PC / Mac

ELi LINK
ELi Link is a free app that allows
students to access all the audio and
video contents via a smartphone or
tablet, directly from the paper version
of the book.
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ONLINE RESOURCES
Further and constantly updated online
resources available to download from
the website product page.

IWB
Materials for Interactive
Whiteboard

DIGITAL MATERIALS
CD / DVD / CD-ROM / DVD-ROM

American English

You’ll find:
• the latest news on the world of language teaching;
• information on training and webinars;
• updates on our texts, resources and products for schools;
• resources and fun facts.
• resources for your online lessons
• Video lessons and video-recorded webinars

www.elilanguagegames.com
• downloadable instructions
• video tutorials
• extra resources
www.elilanguagemagazines.com
• complete catalogue
• downloadable files

ELi Publishing

For any comments, questions,
suggestions or proposals
please send an email to
international@elionline.com

Social media
@ELi PUBLISHING
ELi MULTIMEDIA

ELi MULTIMEDIA
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THE HEART AND MIND APPROACH
Il corso che parte dal cuore e arriva alla mente

The

Student’s Book with Activities

Michelle Worgan

new

Student’s Book
with Activities

new
ion
edit

Michelle Worgan

for the Cambridge English
Move! is part of a fun series of volumes to prepare students
all areas of the YLE
Qualifications for Young Learners exams. The series covers
It is flexible to complement
syllabus and allows students to take the test confidently.
and non-exam students.
a general English course book and is ideal for both exam
Cambridge
English Exam
Starters
Movers
Flyers

CEFR

• All the vocabulary, skills and grammar
for the test
• Authentic test style practice
• Specific materials to develop students’
confidence in speaking
• Realistic videos to understand what happens
during the speaking test
• Short videos to highlight the main grammar
topics
• A digital picture dictionary with audio tracks
• A digital Graded Reader

Start!
Move!
Fly!

Pre A1
A1
A2

new

STORY 3
GARDEN

STORY GARDEN

A digital version of the book is downloadable from www.elionline.com/digitalbooks
with interactive exercises, video, and consolidation games.

The

It follows the Common European Framework of Reference, taking pupils to
competence level A1+.
It offers blended learning, combining digital and paper resources suitable for traditional
and IWB use of the book.
It offers an inclusive learning pathway, which addresses the provision of SLD and SEN
pupils.
It has an accessible digital version readable font for SLD and SEN pupils.

Martha Huber

Martha Huber

■

■

■

■

The Story Garden is a new primary course based on The Heart and Mind
approach, or emotional education, which creates synergy between pupils’ cognitive
and emotional development.
■

■

Mariagrazia Bertarini

CONTENTS

The

Mariagrazia Bertarini

STORY
GARDEN

Preparation for the A1 Movers
Cambridge English Qualifications

contains the full version of
The Digital Book, ideal for online and integrated learning,
interactive exam activities.
the Student’s Book with MP3 audio tracks and videos, plus
Use the ELI LINK app to listen and
look at the multimedia content of
your Digital Book on your smartphone or tablet.

Move! Teacher’s Book
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Student’s Book

Look and
listen with:

with Digital Graded Reader
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new
new

40

One PH TO, a thousand words

chosen to encourage an exchange
A collection of 75 large photo cards,
of opinions and class discussion.
social and personal themes and
75 photos which illustrate environmental,
and exchange opinions with others.
encourage students to speak, interact
, oral production and interactive
Students improve their comprehension
way.
skills in an interesting and stimulating
and pair work, and they can be used
These cards are ideal for both group

50

On one side of each card there is:
a theme;
• a photograph which illustrates

new
1

new

60

the other side contains:
to the depicted theme;
• a series of questions pertinent
which can be used to
• a list of vocabulary and suggestions
discussion;
answer the questions and stimulate
discussions at a more
in-depth
for
• discussion topics
advanced level.

72

ENGLISH

supplementary materials

978-88-536-3293-7

www.elionline.com

in online lessons.

games

978-88-536-3292-0

One PH TO, a thousand words

exams and grammar

Download the Digital Book from
www.elionline.com/digitalbooks using
the access code in the Student’s Book.

Book

Student’s Book

equilibrium/equality project
dedicated websites
teaching tips
teacher training and webinars
new eli digital hub
eli link app
eli titles - level maps

Move! Student’s Book with downloadable audio + Digital

The box contains:
• 75 large photo cards
and learning paths
• a guide containing suggestions
languages:
This ELI product is available in other
information and suggestions.
Visit www.elionline.com for more

80

teacher’s resources

82

complementary isbn list
title index
distributors

89
90
91

SpeakING English with

pictures

1

new

new

1

equilibrium
equality project

A new scenario for inclusion, plurality
and gender equality
The ELi Publishing Group is committed to promoting within our editorial
publications an array of topics that are constantly updated and closely linked
to today’s increasingly complex world. Our educational products reflect the
continuous social and cultural changes and we are committed to placing even
more attention on the messages contained
within our publications.
We aim to inspire and expand the scenarios
of students, academic faculties and families
by providing examples adhering to the
values of social justice, gender equality and
the appreciation of diversity and differences,
thus favouring a culture of inclusion.
It is a long and constantly evolving project,
and for this reason, we are asking all
teachers and professionals in the educational
community to cooperate and provide
suggestions, indications and opinions in order
to make our texts more and more in line with
the reality of the current situation.

CONTENTS

PUBLISHING

Carefully created contents
in order to facilitate knowledge
and awareness of a balanced
scenario from a social and cultural
point of view

equilibrium
equality project

#equality project
We have established a relationship and opened a round
table with the University of Macerata (Italy) to allow us
to discuss our future publishing projects and the issue
of gender equality in textbooks, with the aim of identifying
and eliminating stereotypes in school textbooks.

  

The working group is made up of
specialised personnel within
the publishing house and experts
from the University. They prepare
valid guidelines for all types of school
publications, with the aim of educating
for equality right from the first years
of schooling.

ICONOGRAPHY

LANGUAGE

Carefully considered
iconographic analysis
to raise awareness of a culture
of equality through
visual language

Use of a textual language
that is suitable, inclusive
and precise so as to recognise
both genders beyond
any stereotype

dedicated websites

Welcome to the new ELi Publishing websites...
...where our products come to life!
new
SITE
WEB

www.elionline.com
•	Catalogues & Digital HUB
•	Product information enriched with video lessons,
product presentations, leaflets all in one place
•	Webinar and Teacher training service
•	A team of pedagogical consultants
•	Free access to product resources
• ELi Digibook tutorial videos and assistance

www.elilanguagegames.com
• downloadable instructions
• video tutorials
• extra resources
• download the latest ELi games
catalogue
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www.eligradedreaders.com
• complete catalogue
• extra resources both for teachers and students
• all texts available in mp3
• a selection of free readers for online reading
• access to samples and audio samples
• download the ELi Graded Readers Teacher’s
guide

www.elilanguagemagazines.com
• complete catalogue
• downloadable audio files
• downloadable teacher notes
• download the latest ELi Language
magazines catalogue

For free access to a wealth of… digital resources to accompany your courses at the beginning and during the school year, for your classroom or online lessons.
• Extra downloadable resources from the TEACHERS’ AREA for each course web page
• Keys and audio files
• Videos

Also, regularly check www.elionline.com/distance-learning/ to find material to include in your
online classes:
• Digital samples
• Demo version of the digital book
• Entry tests
• Culture Worksheets
• Language function worksheets
• Quizzes with Kahoot!
• 2030 AGENDA Worksheets
• Grammar Video lessons
• Google modules for grammar activities to be shared with your students

dedicated websites

Subscribe for free to our website www.elionline.com
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A fresh, constantly updated space where
teachers can find lots of extra fun and useful
teaching ideas to use in their young learner,
high school and young adult classes.
Ideal for both online and classroom lessons.

• Graded lessons according to age
and to CEFR levels.
• Clear focus on grammar/lexis or skills
• Activities for CLIL, Culture and Festivals
• Learning objectives clearly highlighted
• Step-by-step guidance with lesson planning
• Worksheets available to be shared with your
students via any digital platform
• Downloadable answer keys

Teaching
Tips
FREE TEACHING IDEAS FOR TEACHERS

www.teachingtips.blog
6

Teacher training and Video lessons
Don’t miss ELi’s series of live webinars and video lessons!

Visit our website www.elionline.com/webinar
or follow @ELI Publishing on facebook
Select the webinar and register for free
Receive you certificate of attendance directly in your inbox

Webinar archive
Would you like to watch a webinar again? Browse the website and watch the videos on YOU TUBE ELi Multimedia
as many times as you like at www.elionline.com/webinar
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NEW DIGITAL PLATFORM

Welcome to

THE NEW ELi DIGITAL HUB
A NEW HUB, ELi Publishing branded and powered by bSmart where you and
your customers will find all you need to fulfill classroom and digital lessons.
With ELi Digital Hub textbooks come alive with video, images, audio materials,
exercises and much more. Share materials in ELi Virtual Classroom or test
your students in ELi Test Room.

ACTIVATE A BOOK

ELi Virtual CLASSROOM

Student: insert the activation code
found in the student’s book
Teacher: insert the activation code
found in the teacher’s guide or request
the code from your local ELi distributor.
All information, video tutorials and
explanations will be available on
www.elionline.com/digibook

ELi Classroom is an educational
environment where you can share
materials and assign activities to the
whole class. It is ideal for traditional
classes, flipped classrooms,
group work, sharing resources:
ELi Classroom adapts to every
educational need.

ELi Test Room

ELiOnlineShop

A digital room where you can find and
assign interactive tests to your virtual
classroom. Tests are divided according
to the level of the language and are
also available in row A and B formats.
Teachers can monitor the student’s
progress in a click!

A dedicated shop where you can
purchase digital products and ebooks.
Coming soon!

Further information available from www.elionline.com/eli-digital-hub/
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ELi LINK
www.elionline.com/elilink

ELi LINK is a free app that allows your students to access all of the audio and video course contents via a
smartphone or tablet, directly from the paper version of their book.

Frame the textbook page and switch from paper to digital without wasting time... or concentration!

ELI LINK APP

Access audio and video content directly from the book

To download the audio files
With smartphoone or tablet
Download the ELi LINK app

With PC or MAC
Use the ELi LINK app

Scan the cover

from

Download MP3 audio files
from

www.eligradedreaders.com

Further information available from www.elionline.com/elilink
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ELi TITLES - LEVEL MAP

PRE-A1

COURSES
PRE-PRIMARY

p. 14

Smart Start
Pandy the Panda
PRIMARY

p. 17

Merry Team
Super Magic
The Magic Book
The Story Garden NEW
Start! Move! Preparation for Cambridge
English Qualifications NEW
see p.42
SECONDARY

p. 22

Ready for Planet English NEW
Discover B1 Preliminary NEW
Sprint
Flash on English
Flash on English Split ed.

ESP

p. 30

Flash on ESP
Best Commercial Practice
Excellent!

CULTURE
and CLIL

p. 38

Think Global
Crossing Cultures
Hands on Language

EXAMS
and GRAMMAR

p. 40

Start! Move! Preparation for
Cambridge English Qualifications NEW
Ready for A2, B1, B2
Ready for Language Cert
Ready for Trinity
Grammar Plus

GRADED
READERS
GAMES
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p. 50
p. 60

A1
TRINITY
GESE: 1-2

A2
KEY TRINITY
GESE: 3-4

B1
PRELIMINARY
TRINITY GESE: 5-6

B2
FIRST

C1
ADVANCED

SUPPLEMENTARY
MATERIAL

p. 72

My First English Dictionary
English from A to Z
ELi Vocabulary in Pictures
ELi Illustrated Dictionary
The Story Musical
Sing a Song
Sing more Songs
English with Crosswords + CD-ROM

A1
TRINITY
GESE: 1-2

A2
KEY TRINITY
GESE: 3-4

B1
PRELIMINARY
TRINITY GESE: 5-6

B2
FIRST

C1
ADVANCED

ELi TITLES - LEVEL MAP

PRE-A1

Easy English
English with…
Games and Activities NEW

MAGAZINES
TEACHER’S
RESOURCES

p. 80

p. 82

Words in Pictures NEW
One Photo a thousand words NEW
Let’s Role-play
ELi PHOTOCARDS
Grammar Trainer
Language Trainer
English with Crosswords
Vocabulary Builder
Listening Activities
Green Series Photocopiable Resource
Dreamers
From Games to Plays
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courses
pre-school courses
Smart Start
Pandy the Panda

14
16

primary courses
Merry Team
The Story Garden
Super Magic
The Magic Book

17
18
20
21

NE W

secondary courses
Ready for Planet English
Discover B1 Preliminary for Schools
Sprint
Flash on English

ELi offers a wide range SofTORY 3
GARDEN
courses for learners of all ages
and all linguistic levels, covering
Pre-School, Primary, Secondary
and Young Adults. A unique set
of accompanying tools support
the language learning process:
integrated digital components,
ELi LINK App for students (for
selected titles) and much more.
The

3

■

It follows the Common European Framework of Reference, taking pupils to
competence level A1+.
It offers blended learning, combining digital and paper resources suitable for traditional
and IWB use of the book.
It offers an inclusive learning pathway, which addresses the provision of SLD and SEN
pupils.
It has an accessible digital version readable font for SLD and SEN pupils.

A digital version of the book is downloadable from www.elionline.com/digitalbooks
with interactive exercises, video, and consolidation games.

Student’s Book with Activities

Common European Framework

Pre-A1

Cambridge English

STORY GARDEN

■

The

■

new

Martha Huber

new

Martha Huber

■

■

■

The Story Garden is a new primary course based on The Heart and Mind
approach, or emotional education, which creates synergy between pupils’ cognitive
and emotional development.

Mariagrazia Bertarini

Mariagrazia Bertarini

THE HEART AND MIND APPROACH
Il corso che parte dal cuore e arriva alla mente

STORY 3
GARDEN
The

Student’s Book
with Activities

Beginner

Elementary

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

Advanced

Proficient

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

YLE Starters Movers

YLE Flyers

Preliminary

First

CAE

KEY

BEC

BEC

BEC

KEY
PRE-SCHOOL COURSES
Smart Start
Pandy the Panda
PRIMARY COURSES
Merry Team
The Story Garden

NEW

Super Magic
The Magic Book
SECONDARY COURSES
Ready for Planet English

NEW

Discover B1 Preliminary for Schools NEW
Sprint
Flash on English
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22
24
26
28

Learning languages the pleasant way

SMART START
ELi’s new pre-primary course for 3-5 year olds, organised in three
levels. Smart Start’s heroes, twins Tom and Izzy, accompany the very
young learners through their very first educational experience and
contact with English.

SUPER MAGIC
This American English course for children is based on the psycholinguistic
theory of macro areas. All the communicative and social-relational functions are
included, and learning through content / learning by doing are key factors. Let’s
join Benji the Bear and his young friends and discover the Magic of Learning!

SPRINT

Sprint is a motivating, easy-to-use, four-level course for young teenagers.
The combination of printed, digital and online material enhances the
learning experience and helps teachers respond to students’ needs.
Strong focus on 21st-century skills
Two language presentation sections per unit
Consolidation and expansion vocabulary exercises
Word bank section included in the Student’s Book
Videos for learning and practising communicative functions
Multiple approach to grammar: focus boxes, oral and written practice
Grammar reference included in the Workbook
Pronunciation box and practice per unit
Gradual preparation for certifications (Cambridge and Trinity)

Sprint focuses on developing student competences while offering an integrated
approach to language learning. Other highlights include culture aspects and a
full array of digital and multimedia components.

A wide variety of exercises for developing and testing competences
Cultural insights into the English-speaking world

Components
Student:
Student’s Book
Workbook + Audio CD
Digital Book (downloadable)

Teacher:
Teacher’s Book with Tests and Resources
Class CDs 1 and 2 + Test-maker Multi-ROM
Class Digital Book
Poster Pack

ONLINE
RESOURCES

new

READY FOR PLANET ENGLISH
Ready for Planet English is a course designed specifically to motivate and
engage students, and to introduce them to the global dimension of the English
language. It covers level from Pre-A1 to B2, from Foundations to Upper
Intermediate.

DISCOVER B1 PRELIMINARY
FOR SCHOOLS

new

Discover B1 Preliminary for Schools is a course designed specifically to help
students prepare for the revised Cambridge B1 Preliminary for Schools exam.
It can also be used to complement a general English course.

> For further information and for online sample pages go to www.elionline.com
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PRE-SCHOOL COURSES

smart start
Mary Roulston, Michelle Worgan, Paola Tite
absolute beginner - Common European Framework: PRE - A1

Smart Start is a high-level pre-primary course for children aged
between 3 and 5, aimed at schools that teach 5+ hours a week
of English. Divided into three levels, the course offers a fun and
“smart start” to very young learners.
Smart Start is designed to nurture the language development
of the children whilst also nurturing their emotional, creative,
mathematical and physical growth, as they move from nursery
through kindergarten to the start of primary school.
The engaging characters, Tom and Izzy (twin brother and sister),
introduce children to the world of English and create a positive,
fun learning environment through their adventures with their friends,
family and adorable cat, Coco. The language is thus contextualised
in a humorous and motivating way.
Delightful stories bring a range of values into the English language
classroom, while age-appropriate activities help children develop
vocabulary skills, learn English sounds through phonectical lessons,
discover numbers and practise pre-reading and pre-writing skills.
Features:
Smart Start’s key objective is to make the children enjoy their first
educational experience, maintaining their natural motivation and
enthusiasm for learning English. Successful results are guaranteed
through course features such as:
• interactive sticker scenes
• fun songs and chants with actions
• funny comic-style stories to introduce new language
• hands-on experiments and projects
• engaging stories with age-appropriate values
• language reviews in real-world settings featuring children from
around the globe
• a range of ideas for artistic expression and games
Student Book 1
• 80 full-colour pages.
• Introductory 2-page Welcome unit.
• 8 units with 6 lessons each, plus a review lesson.
With Numeracy and Literacy booklets

• 2 Real World sections.
• A cut-out section with character puppets.
• Stickers for children to complete the Lesson 1 pages of each unit.

Students can access
the audio file through
the Audio CD and through
the new ELi LINK App,
just in a click!

Student Book 2 and 3
• 96 full-colour pages.
• Introductory 2-page Welcome unit.
• 9 units with 8 lessons each.
• 3 Real World sections.
• A mini picture card cut-out section.
• Stickers for children to complete the Lesson 1 pages of each unit.

14

www.elionline.com/smartstart

DVD-ROM

Activity Book 1-2-3

PRE-SCHOOL COURSES

The Activity Books reinforce the material introduced in the Student
Books and consolidate reading, writing, numeracy, language skills
and fine motor skills in a range of activities. The activities are
designed to be set up in class or to be completed at home:
• pencil to paper practice.
• Fine skills work (circling, matching, colouring).
• A selection of Values activities linked to the stories in the Student Book.
• Cut-out activities.
• ‘Say’ activities to encourage oral language development and a
home-school connection.
Teacher’s Book 1-2-3
The Teacher’s Books with teaching notes are interleaved with the Student
Book pages, thus very clear and easy-to-follow. Key features include:
• objectives with lesson aims, key language, basic and optional
materials, language competences to be achieved.
• Warm up activities.
• Step-by-step teaching notes.
• Extra activity ideas.
• Consolidation activities for ending a lesson.
• A Game bank.
• Photocopiable templates.
Resources
• Flashcards – full-colour flashcards illustrate the target vocabulary
in each unit. Ideal for presentation, revision, practice and a variety
of games.
• Posters – Presentation and review posters for recycling language.
• Puppet – A Coco the cat hand puppet to be used in all lessons to
welcome and praise the children, as well as to introduce vocabulary
and demonstrate games and activities.
Digital resources for online / blended lessons
• Fully interactive Digital book, for classroom use with an
interactive whiteboard (IWB) and for online lessons.
• The Digital Books contain interactive activities and the
animated stories from the Student Books.
• ‘Heads-up’ lessons engage and stimulate the children’s interest.
• ELi LINK app to access video and audio files directly from the
printed book.
1
80 pp.
9788853626790
64 pp.
9788853626806
pp.
9788853626813

2
96 pp.
9788853626851
80 pp.
9788853626868
pp.
9788853626875

3
96 pp.
9788853626929
80 pp.
9788853626936
pp.
9788853626943

Teacher’s Digital Book on DVD-ROM

9788853627001

9788853627018

9788853627025

Flashcards – full colour

9788853626837

9788853627858

9788853626981

Literacy Book – 64 pp. full colour

9788853626899

9788853626967

Numeracy Book – 64 pp. full colour

9788853626905

9788853626974

9788853626912

9788853627087

Student Book - full colour (with stickers) + printed code to access
ELiDigiBook + ELi LINK App
Activity Book + Audio CD – 2 colours
Teacher’s Guide + Audio CD + DVD – interleaved full colour

Poster – full colour

9788853626844

Puppet (free on adoption)

www.elionline.com/smartstart
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PRE-SCHOOL COURSES

pandy the panda
Nina Lauder, Magaly Villarroel
absolute beginner - Common European Framework: PRE-A1

Pandy the Panda is a three-level course for pre-school children aged
between 3 and 5 which offers a wide range of materials to ensure
enjoyable lessons for very young learners.
Pupil’s Book + Audio CD
• Highly illustrated in full colour.
• Photos to link vocabulary and situations to the real world.
• Stories and age-appropriate activities.
• Songs and chants for use in class and at home.
Activity Book
• Reinforcement of each unit’s target language.
• Pen-to-paper activities; pre-reading, pre-writing.
Teacher’s Book + Audio CD
• Four-colour, interleaved with Pupil’s Book.
• Step-by-step notes for all materials.
• Routines, use of the Pandy Puppet, extra ideas and materials.
Resources
• Full-colour Flashcards; double-sided Story Cards; Posters.
Teacher’s Digital Book
• All course material, for Interactive Whiteboard or computer.
• ‘Heads-up’ interactive lessons.

Digital resources for online / blended lessons
• DVD-ROM with interactive digital book of the coursebook;
• Audio and Video material which can be shared on any
platform;
• All course material for interactive and online lessons

Pupil’s Book + song Audio CD – full colour
Activity Book – 48 pp. 2 colours
Flashcards – 32 cards full colour
Story Cards – 24 cards full colour
Poster Pack – 4 posters full colour
Teacher’s Book + Class Audio CD – full colour
Teacher’s Digital Book con DVD-ROM
Pandy the Panda Puppet (free on adoption)
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www.elionline.com/pandythepanda

1
72 pp.
9788853605795
9788853605825
9788853605887
9788853605948
9788853605917
96 pp.
9788853605856
9788853617095

2
80 pp.
9788853605801
9788853605832
9788853605894
9788853605955

3
80 pp.
9788853605818
9788853605849
9788853605900
9788853605962

112 pp.
9788853605863
9788853617101

122 pp.
9788853605870
9788853617118

Mady Musiol, Magaly Villarroel
beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2

Merry Team is a six-level English course for children at Primary School.
Each level provides material for up to 90 lessons of between 45 and
60 minutes. The Teacher’s Guides provide guidelines for extending or
reducing the lessons.
Pupil’s Book with Digital student’s book
• Language and cognitive development through real world topics
and original stories.

PRIMARY COURSES BE

merry team

- Levels 1 & 2: focus on daily experiences, core vocabulary,
pre-reading & pre-writing.
- Levels 3 & 4: topics from the wider world, interdisciplinary
activities, classroom interaction for speaking.
- Levels 5 & 6: bridge towards secondary education with
development of all four language skills.
Activity Book + Audio CD
• Thorough practice of the target language presented in the Pupil’s
Books.
• Audio CD with extra listening material for home study.
Teacher’s Guide
• Full notes for each lesson and activity, transcripts of all recordings,
extra teaching ideas and materials.

Digital and printed resources
• Fully-interactive Digital Book to be used with the students with
fun ‘heads-up’ lessons which help to keep motivation high.
Students can access
the audio file through
the Audio CD and through
the new ELi LINK App,
just in a click!

• 3 DVDs with animations.
• 3 sets of Flashcards for vocabulary work.
• 4 Posters for classroom use.
• Class audio files.

1
64 pp.
9788853610942
48 pp.
9788853611000

2
64 pp.
9788853610959
48 pp.
9788853611017

3
96 pp.
9788853610966
80 pp.
9788853611024

4
96 pp.
9788853610973
80 pp.
9788853611031

5
96 pp.
9788853610980
80 pp.
9788853611048

6
96 pp.
9788853610997
80 pp.
9788853611055

9788853606457

9788853607393

9788853607409

9788853607416

9788853607423

9788853607430

104 pp.
112 pp.
9788853611062
9788853611079
+ puppet
DVD with Videos
9788853612205
Flashcards
64 cards
64 cards
full colour
9788853611093
9788853611109
Poster (free on adoption for levels 3, 4, 5, 6)

125 pp.
9788853611086

152 pp + 3 posters
9788853611802

136 pp + 3 posters
9788853611819

152 pp + 3 posters
9788853611826

Pupil’s Book with Digital
Book full colour
Activity Book + Audio CD
– full colour
Teacher’s Digital Book
on DVD-ROM
Teacher’s Guide b/w with
Digital Book + Audio CD

9788853612212
9788853611116

9788853612229

72 cards
9788853611123

www.elionline.com/merryteam
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the story garden
beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: Pre-A1-A2

1

Mariagrazia Bertarini

■

Martha Huber

The Story Garden is a new English language course for primary
schools aimed at students from 6 to 11 years old. The Story Garden is
based on The Heart and Mind Approach, that creates synergy between
the cognitive and emotional aspects of the students. Emotions and
thoughts not only interact, but their integration is essential in the
learning process.
• Each level of the course has 6 units, each one based on classic fairy
tales, or novels, important to promote emotional learning.
• In the choice of contents and presentation methods, the course is
attentive to DSA and SEN issues.
• CLIL Lessons with interdisciplinary lessons and Life skills sections
with Real-tasks activities for evaluating competences.
• Unique digital book, fully interactive and with many resources
accessible and downloadable on www.elionline.com/elidigibook
• A unique Lapbook (for levels 1 to 5), inlcuded in the Student’s pack
useful to revise and consolidate and for an inclusive learning approach.

Mariagrazia Bertarini
■

Martha Huber

STORY 1
GARDEN
The

The

STORY GARDEN

PRIMARY COURSES

Mariagrazia Bertarini, Martha Huber, with contributions by Jane Cadwallader and Michelle Worgan

new

Student’s Book with Activities

Student’s Book
with Activities

Student’s Book Structure
2

The
The

1

Mariagrazia Bertarini

TORY
STORY
ARDEN
GARDEN

■

Mariagrazia Bertarini

Martha Huber

Mariagrazia Bertarini
■

Martha Huber

e
Thhe
T

The Lapbook is extremely inclusive and relevant
as it taps into all the sensory learning styles: visual,
visual-verbal, kinaesthetic and auditory, thus facilitating
not only SLD and SEN pupils, but aiding all pupils
in the discover of their preferred learning style.

The

STORY GARDEN
Student’s Book with Activities

STORY 2
GARDEN
The

The Lapbook involves and develops the
emotional and cognitive skills, as well as
creativity and critical thinking skills.

Student’s Book
with Activities

ORY

O
ST

L

■

Milly Flanagan

GARDE
N

PB o

IF I DO, I LEARN!

The Story Garden - Lapbook
by Mariagrazia Bertarini and Milly Flanagan
© 2021 – ELI S.r.l
CP 6 – 62019 Recanati – Italia
Tel +39 071 750701
Fax +39 071 977851
e-mail: info@elionline.com
www.elionline.com
Component of the Student Book
(not for sale separately)

Printed in Italy by Tecnostampa
Pigini Group Printing Division
Loreto – Trevi 21.83.282.0

1

Mariagrazia Bertarini

■

Maria Giuliana Saletta

1

• Each unit opens with the presentation of the target vocabulary;
the unit includes activities, songs, games, comic stories, language
games, CLIL and civilization. Useful grammar tables have been
included from Level 3 onwards.
• Easy English pages are integrated in the coursebook with
simplified activities for students with educational needs.
• The Workbook is integrated in the Student’s Book and includes
revision activities and grammar tables.
• Final Cambridge YLE exam preparation activities, from the third
level and extra preparation worksheets online for teachers to
download.

Mariagrazia Bertarini

• Innovative Lapbook for learning by doing, a multi-sensory tool
designed to meet the needs of all the different learning styles.

■

Maria Giuliana Saletta

The

STORY GARDEN

STORY 1
G
ARDEN
Teacher’s Book
The

Teacher’s Book

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Suggerimenti didattici per tutte le attività del testo
Curiosità linguistiche, grammaticali e culturali
Trascrizioni audio
Programmazione per competenze
Collegamenti con le Life Skills
Schede di autovalutazione
Attività di ampliamento e approfondimento
Lettere ai genitori

Teacher’s Resources
• Step-by-step guidance and didactic ideas for each page of the
course.
• Photocopiable worksheets with extra activities.
• Transcriptions of audio and video material; linguistic, grammatical
and cultural curiosities.
• Tests & Resources, a complementary volume of photocopiable
tests for the teachers.
Digital resources for online / blended lessons
• Interactive and downloadable Digital Book with audio and
video files, interactive and self-correcting activities, symbols
to enable students to listen and practise the pronunciation
• ELi LINK App: instant access to audio and video content in a
click directly from the book with any device

18

www.elionline.com/thestorygarden

PRIMARY COURSES
Examples of fairy tales, fables
and classic novels introduce
topics and vocabulary;
Cartoons for each fairy
tale to engage the pupil.

LIFE SKILLS 6 FEELINGS

3

Where do you feel your emotions? Complete.
When I’m happy, I feel it in my

1

heart

Colour.

A happy star is

A sad star is

.

legs

.
When I’m surprised, I feel it in my

head
A scared star is

A surprised star is

.

tummy

When I’m scared, I feel it in my
.

eyes

When I’m disgusted, I feel it in my

mouth
An angry star is

Easy English section with activities
dedicated to inclusive learning
paths for SLD and SEN pupils.

When I’m sad, I feel it in my

.

A disgusted star is

When I’m angry, I feel it in my
.

Listen and mime.

69

How I feel inside of me.

el
Fe

in

Like this I’m happy
Like this I’m sad

Like this I’m surprised
Like this I’m scared

MORNING

L

Draw and colour a star
every time you change
your feelings.

AFTERNOON

EVENING

U n it

TASK

Look at my face and see

ry
g s di a

REA

2

1

5

EASY ENGLISH

COMPLETE THE WORDS.

NIGHT

Like this I’m disgusted
Like this I’m angry.

Look at my face and see

LET_UC_

_I_H

C_EE_E

CH_CK_N

BI_CUI_S

W_TE_

_A_TA

_ARRO_S

_EA_

How I feel inside of me.

58

59

Activities to start teaching pupils life skills and
Lessons to promote health education, global
citizenship and copying with emotions and needs

114

The Story Garden

Student’s Book with Activity
book, Digital Book with
Eli Link App and Lapbook

Teacher's Book
+ class CD
+ access code

Photocopiable
Worksheets

Flashcards

Poster Pack
(2 posters)

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6

9788853632777
9788853632784
9788853632791
9788853632808
9788853632814
9788853632821 (No Lapbook)

9788853632838
9788853632845
9788853632852
9788853632869
9788853632876
9788853632883

9788853632893
9788853632893
9788853632893
9788853632909
9788853632909
9788853632916

9788853634764
9788853634771
9788853634788
9788853634795
9788853634801
-

9788853634818
9788853634825
9788853634832
9788853634849
9788853634856
-

www.elionline.com/thestorygarden
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super magic
Mariagrazia Bertarini, Martha Huber, Paolo Iotti
beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2

Super Magic is a simple-to-teach, six-level course of American
English for Primary School children which follows their cognitive
and psychological growth, using a whole-person approach that helps
children absorb the experience of a new language.
Resources
• Flashcards to present and practise target vocabulary (levels 1
and 2).
• Story Cards to capture children’s attention and aid comprehension
of the stories (levels 1 and 2) .
• Posters to provide a permanent focus for vocabulary, grammar
and functions practice and repetition.
• Puppet of Benjy, the friendly bear, to enliven children’s first
experience of English.
Digital resources for online / blended lessons
• Digital version of both students’ and workbooks embedded
with audio files and videos.
• Fully-interactive version for online and interactive lessons.
• All the course material, teaching resources and tools in digital
format.
• Fun and motivating ‘heads-up’ moments for your lessons.

Students can access
the audio file through
the Audio CD and through
the new ELi LINK App,
just in a click!

85_112_SM_AM3.qxd:Magic Book 1 bz2

21-11-2013

12:23

Pagina 85

85_112_SM_AM3.qxd:Magic Book 1 bz2

21-11-2013

12:23

Pagina 86

Safari park

2 Listen, act and read.
1 Listen and read.

33

We are finally
at the safari park.

32

A baby hippo is very big!
A one-year-old hippo weighs
over 500 pounds!

Here’s a map
of the park.

Thank
you.

Show me the
map, Molly.

OK.

Lions are very big cats.
They are beautiful, strong
and sometimes lazy.

Draw your favorite animal.

Are there any
hippos?

Yes, there
are.

Are
there any
lions?

Yes, there
are.

Tigers like playing, but they
can be very, very dangerous!

85

Student’s Book with Digital
book and Eli Link
full colour
Activity Book-full colour
with Digital book and Eli Link
Teacher’s Book
with Digital book and Eli Link
Teacher’s Digital Book on
DVD-ROM
Flashcards - 48 cards - full
colour
Story Cards - full colour
Posters-2

20

86

VOL. 1

VOL. 2

VOL. 3

VOL. 4

VOL. 5

VOL. 6

80 pp.
9788853617651

96 pp.
9788853617736

112 pp.
9788853617798

112 pp.
9788853617842

128 pp.
9788853617897

128 pp.
9788853617941

32 pp.
9788853617668

32 pp.
9788853617743

48 pp.
9788853617804

48 pp.
9788853617859

48 pp.
9788853617903

48 pp.
9788853617958

9788853617729

9788853617781

9788853617835

9788853617880

9788853617934

9788853617989

9788853617675

9788853617750

9788853617811

9788853617866

9788853617910

9788853617965

9788853617682

9788853617767

9788853617699
9788853617705

9788853617774
9788853617828

9788853617873

9788853617927

9788853617972

www.elionline.com/supermagic

Mariagrazia Bertarini, Martha Huber, Paolo Iotti
beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2

The Magic Book is a six-level American English course for Primary
School children which leads them through the Basic User stage of the
Common European Framework of Reference using materials specially
designed for the age group.
Student’s Book
• Story-based introduction of vocabulary and grammatical
structures.

PRIMARY COURSES AE

the magic book

• Songs and games to practise communication and help memorise
target language.
• Gradual introduction of new elements in line with the pupils’
cognitive development:
- from Level 3, pronunciation corners; simple grammar strips;
photographs;
- from Level 5, inductive approach to grammar;
- in Level 6, short texts on aspects of the Anglophone world;
- helpful in the preparation of candidates for age-appropriate
international certificates.
My Special Book + Audio CD
• Optional interdisciplinary booklet (CLIL) accompanies each of the
first 5 levels and includes an Audio CD.
Digital resources for online / blended lessons
• Fully-interactive version for interactive and online lessons of
coursebook.
• All the resources and teaching tools in one digital book per
level.
• Fun, ‘heads-up’ lessons to attract and keep pupils’ attention.
• DVDs with animations.
Classroom Resources
• Flashcards illustrating target vocabulary.
• Story Cards to illustrate the stories.

Student’s Book
full colour
My Special Book
+ Audio CD –
32 pp. full colour
Digital Book DVD-ROM
Teacher’s Book
b/w + 2 Audio CDs
Flashcards 64 cards
full colour
32 Story Cards
DVD

1
80 pp.
9788853612243

2
96 pp.
9788853612250

3
112 pp.
9788853612267

4
112 pp.
9788853612274

5
128 pp.
9788853612281

9788853612304

9788853612311

9788853612328

9788853612335

9788853612342

9788853607348
192 pp.
9788853612359

9788853607355

9788853607362
208 pp.
9788853612373

9788853607379

9788853606396

9788853611369

6
128 pp.
9788853612298

9788853607386
280 pp.
9788853612397

9788853611376

9788853611383
9788853611390
9788853612366

DVD-ROM

9788853612380

9788853612403

www.elionline.com/magicbook
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SECONDARY COURSES

ready for planet english

new

C. Moore, C. E. Morris, S. J. Lewis, K. Metzger
foundations to upper intermediate - Common European Framework: Pre-A1 - B2

Ready for Planet English is a course designed specifically to motivate
and engage students, and to introduce them to the global dimension of
the English language.
Engaging texts and videos help develop critical thinking, communication
and collaboration.
Ready for Planet English prepares students to communicate in English
in the real world with a range of cross-cultural topics, texts and tasks.

• Practice of all four language skills.
• Grammar structures clearly presented and accurately practised.
• Authentic video material and lively situational videos to practise
the communicative functions.
• Global skills and life skills integrated in the lessons.
• Recycling of all the language taught both within the units and in
the revision lessons.
• Learn-to-learn and strategy boxes help students improve their
language competence. Available levels in 2022: Elementary, Preintermediate and Intermediate.
Students can access
the audio file through
the Audio CD and through
the new ELi LINK App,
just in a click!

Digital resources for online / blended lessons
• Digital book with all the audio and video resources.
• Extensive online resources for digital lessons downloadable
from our website.
• ELi LINK App.
• Teacher’s Guide with Tests and Resources.

Kahoot! is a
game-based
learning platform
that makes it easy to create, share and play
learning games or quizzes.
Deliver engaging grammar tests made by ELi
Publishing!

A

Welcome Unit

Different countries,
one global language
1

2

Alaska
United
Kingdom

Canada

Ireland

Watch the video. Name at least 6
countries where English is the first official
language.

USA

First or second language? Watch the
video again and fill in the gaps.

Bermuda
Puerto Rico

Hawaii

Jamaica

Belize

Hi, I’m Aisha and I’m
from Lagos, in Nigeria.
English is my ___________
language.

Trinidad
and Tobago
Guyana

Gibraltar

Hong Kong

Pakistan
Malaysia

Grenada
Sierra Leone
Liberia

Botswana
South Africa

Countries where English is used
as a Lingua Franca or official language

Sri Lanka
Seyshelles
Kenia
Tanzania
Singapore

Ghana
Nigeria
Cameroon
Zambia
Namibia

Countries where English is used
as first and official language

Falkland Islands

Bangladesh
India

Gambia

Pitcain

Hi guys, I’m Brad and
I’m Australian. I’m
from Melbourne and
English is my ___________
language.

Malta

Barbados

Malawi
Zimbabwe
Swaziland
Lesotho

Mauritius

Philippines
Papua New Guinea

New Zealand

Hi, I’m Kevin and I’m
from Liverpool in Great
Britain. English is my
___________ language.

Hi, my name’s Lily. I’m
from Hong Kong and
English is my ___________
language.

Kiribati

Fiji

Australia

Hey guys, I’m Theo
and I’m American, from
Chicago. English is my
____________ language.

Cardinal and ordinal numbers

Hello everyone, I’m
Naira and I’m from New
Delhi in India. English is
my ___________ language.

1
2
3
4
10
11
21
32
43

one
two
three
four
ten
eleven
twenty-one
thirty-two
forty-three

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
10th
11th
21st
32nd
43rd

the first
the second
the third
the fourth
the tenth
the eleventh
the twenty-first
the thirty-second
the forty-third

Introducing yourself

8

22

www.elionline.com/readyforplanetenglish

Hi, I’m Brad.
My name’s Lily.
I’m from Chicago in the USA.

3

Which continent? Complete the table with the names of the six continents and countries from
the box.
South America • Oceania • Europe • Canada • India • Nigeria • New Zealand • Zimbabwe • The USA
North America

Continents
Countries

The UK

Asia
Guyana

Africa
Australia

South Africa

9

1

Structure

Watch the video without
sound. Where is Nadiya from
and where is her family from?

• 10 ten-page units.

Narrator Nadiya is a famous cook.
She won The Great
British Bake Off, a TV
competition. She’s British
and lives in the UK with
her husband and her
children. Her parents
are from Bangladesh,
but she grew up in the
UK, so she doesn’t know
Bangladesh well.
Nadiya I think I feel very British and sometimes I feel like I don’t know the Bangladeshi side of me that much.
Narrator But her Bangladeshi side is an important part of her family life as well as her work as a chef.
Nadiya has three sisters and two brothers. They all live nearby. They meet for important family
celebrations. Nadiya is the chef in the family, but for family meals, everyone cooks.
Nadiya That is a mutton and potato curry that my big sister made.
Narrator This celebration is for Nadiya, who is going to Bangladesh. She wants to visit her family there, and
learn more about the culture and the food. Her parents live in Bangladesh now. In a small village
near Sylhet. At the airport, her dad picks her up. Together, they drive to the family village. Her
mum is there to meet her. So are her and uncles and aunts. And her cousins. And their children.
They know she is a famous chef in the UK now, and are very happy for her.
Nadiya I did not think I was gonna cry. I thought I didn’t miss them; it turns out I do.
Narrator Next, she goes to see her grandmother. She is very important to Nadiya. Nadiya stays in the
village with her family for one week. She cooks with them, and learns from them, and is sad when
it’s time to say goodbye. She leaves her family, but continues her travels in Bangladesh. She will
meet new people, try new things and learn all about her family’s country.

2

Watch the video again. Answer the
questions.
1
2
3
4
5
6

3

• Grammar Reference with practical activities.
• Photographic Word Bank with activities.
• Online worksheets to integrate the 2030 Agenda
goals.
Key Features
• Clear layout and activities planned to make
approach and study inclusive.
• Thought-provoking tasks to encourage critical
and creative thinking.

Life Skills: Respect others

What is Nadiya’s job?
How many brothers and sisters does she have?
Why is there a celebration for Nadiya?
Where are her mother and father?
Who is very important to Nadiya?
What will Nadiya learn about?

● Value other cultures

Group work

4

Pairwork Ask and answer questions about
your family.

Think about friends or family members
from a different place or culture. Complete
this table.
Things you
learn from
local words

● Is your family nearby or in other countries?
Where?
● Is your family important to you? Why is very
important?
● Why do you have family celebrations?

• Wide variety of texts aimed at introducing global
issues and topics from the English Speaking
World.

Things you
try with them
different food

5

Share your ideas with another group.

6

Make a class list of the important things
you learn from other cultures.

SECONDARY COURSES

1

Video & Life Skills
Nadiya’s family

• Lesson plans suited for both synchronous and
asynchronous lessons.
17

3

3

Language Skills
Warm Up
1 Pairwork Do you know any famous

Listening
22
4
Listen to Theo talking about his

sportswomen from your country?
Say their names and their sport.

daily routine. What is his sport?

5

Reading

It’s

22
CERT Listen again and complete
the sentences.

A typical training day
C

n’
wome

s

6 a.m.
7 a.m.

workout 1____________
a massage or spend time in
2
____________
3
____________
classes where we can work on
our 4____________
12:30 p.m. lunch (can’t be too heavy)
5
2 p.m.
____________ to become fit and
strong, too
6
3 p.m.
____________ if I can
7
4-6 p.m.
____________ dance routines in
the afternoon
7 p.m.
if there are no competitions you
can 8____________, then work on
the music and creative moves
8 a.m.
10 a.m.

B

work!
1 At 23 American gymnast Simone
Biles can’t wear all her medals because
she has 30 of them! She learns new
gymnastic movements in just three
days. There is even one called the Bile!
After every competition she can eat her
favorite food, pizza. She can’t always go
out with friends because of training.
But she can laugh and have fun with the
other gymnasts.

2 Federica Pellegrini is a swimming
champion from Italy. She can swim
very fast: 400m in under 4 minutes,
and 200m in under 2 minutes! But at
32 she can’t win more competitions, or
can she? Federica is crazy about tattoos.
You can see them on her body when she
swims. She loves fashion and music too.
You can buy her things on eBay. She
often sells them there for charity.

A

Writing
3 28-year-old Liu Shiwen from China can
play table tennis very well. She moves very
quickly and can hit the ball very hard. She is
a World Cup champion, a World champion,
an ITTF World Tour champion and an Asian
Cup champion. Champions can’t often relax,
but they can find time to try new clothes or
make-up – two of her favorite hobbies!
4 Who can save a match, minutes before
the end of her international soccer debut?
Dalila Ippolito can! At 18 she can also say
she is the first Argentinian woman to play
in Italy, after signing with Juventus in 2020.
To stop feeling homesick, she drinks maté, a
traditional drink, listens to Latin American
Reggaeton music, or she can pretend to be
Lionel Messi on her PlayStation!

38

Elementary Student's Book + Digital Book + ELi LINK App
Elementary Workbook + Digital Book + ELi LINK App
Elementary Teacher’s Book + Digital Book
Elementary DVD-ROM
Pre-intermediate Student's Book + Digital Book + ELi LINK App
Pre-intermediate Workbook + Digital Book + ELi LINK App
Pre-intermediate Teacher’s Book + Digital Book
Pre-intermediate DVD-ROM
Intermediate Student's Book + Digital Book + ELi LINK App
Intermediate Workbook + Digital Book + ELi LINK App
Intermediate Teacher’s Book + Digital Book
Intermediate English DVD-ROM

Learn to Learn

Writing strategies

An informal email
D

2

21
Read and listen to the text about
four professional athletes. Write their
names, nationalities and sports. Then match
the names (1-4) to the pictures (A-D).

1 __________________________________________________
2 __________________________________________________
3 __________________________________________________
4 __________________________________________________

3

●
●
●
●
●

Use an appropriate opening (Hi/Hello…)
Use informal language and abbreviations.
Write your message clearly and concisely.
Ask a question or show interest in the other person.
Use an appropriate close (Bye for now/Write back..)

6

Write an email to a friend about a sport
you do. Explain what you can and can’t do
well. Say where and when you can play this
sport. Ask what sport your friend does.

CERT Read the text again. Write the name
next to each question.
Who can hit things hard? _______________
Who has 30 medals? _______________
Who has tattoos? _______________
Who loves clothes and make-up? _______________
Who loves pizza? _______________
Who plays video games? _______________
Who saves a match on an international debut?
_______________
8 Whose things can you buy online? ______________
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Speaking
7 Pairwork Ask and answer questions about
the sport in your email.

39

9788853633101
9788853633118
9788853633163
TBC
9788853633125
9788853633132
9788853633170
TBC
9788853633149
9788853633156
9788853633187
TBC

www.elionline.com/readyforplanetenglish
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discover b1 preliminary for schools
Claire Moore, Valentina M. Chen

new

intermediate - Common European Framework: B1

Discover B1 Preliminary for Schools is a course designed specifically
to help students prepare for the revised Cambridge B1 Preliminary for
Schools exam. It can also be used to complement a general English
course.
Discover B1 Preliminary for Schools provides full preparation for
the Cambridge exam by covering all the vocabulary, grammar and
structures in the Cambridge English: B1 Preliminary for Schools
syllabus (revised 2020).
Structure
• 12 eight-page units.
• Extensive cyclic revision and practice of all exam parts.
• 6 revision units for revising the main structures and vocabulary.
• Writing and Speaking bank; Grammar reference.
• A complete practice test at the end of the book.
Key Features
• New vocabulary introduced at the beginning of each unit.
• Cyclic revision and recycling of the vocabulary, grammar and
structures.

Kahoot! is a
game-based
learning platform
that makes it easy to create, share and play
learning games or quizzes.
Deliver engaging grammar tests made by ELi
Publishing!

• Exam tips boxes to help students prepare for each part of the exam.
• Clear guidance and suggestions for extra activities in the Teacher’s
Book.
Digital resources for online / blended lessons
• Digital Book with all the audio and video resources and
interactive exam activities.
• ELi LINK App.
• Online resources.

9

9

Discover grammar
Articles

1 WORK IT OUT

Read the rules in the table and complete the missing examples (1-6) with a one of the
sentences below (a-f).
a I can’t find my purse!
b Some scientists have just discovered a new planet.
c My mum has been a teacher for 20 years.

Speaking
Part 1 – Phase 1

d It’s important that we study languages.
e eI saw a great film last night.’ ‘What was the film about?’
f We’re going to spend this summer at the seaside.

1

We use a/an with singular countable nouns when talking about:
something for the first time

1 __________________________________________________

a person, animal or thing which is one of many

Can you recommend a good restaurant near here?

a person’s job

2 __________________________________________________

1 A M-A-R-I-A
B My name’s Maria.
2 A My birthday is in May.
B I’m 13 years old.

2

We use the with with singular and plural nouns:

Inductive grammar
approach. New grammar
structures always
presented in context.

when talking about something we have mentioned before

3 __________________________________________________

with places in fixed expressions

4 __________________________________________________

when there is only one of something

Look at the moon – it’s very bright tonight.

with countries which have a plural form (the USA) and those
containing the words republic, union or kingdom (the UK)

She comes from the Dominican Republic.

things in general

5 __________________________________________________
6 __________________________________________________

in fixed expressions with prepositions

The documentary will be shown on television next week.

2

4

5

6

talking about intentions
describing places
giving information about habits
expressing preference

XX Listen to a candidate answering the
examiner’s questions in Phase 2.
Write the answers the candidate gives to each
question.

1
2
3
4
5

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

7 EXAM

In pairs, take turns to practise asking
and answering the questions in exercise 6.
Make notes of your partner’s answers. After,
suggest how your partner could improve or make
their answer longer.

18/01/21 13:13

www.elionline.com/discoverb1

talking about intentions
b describing places
c giving information about habits
d expressing preference

Exam tips
• In part 1 the examiner asks each candidate questions
about personal details, daily routines, likes and
dislikes, plans for the future, etc. Listen carefully to the
examiner and answer the question they ask.
• Answers shouldn’t be very long in this part but not too
short either, so try to make your answers with reasons
and examples if possible.

d It has an underground, a large shopping mall and
there are a few monuments in the centre too.
e I visit them every weekend because they don’t
live very far away.

Language focus
When you answer, always try to add more information
using keywords connected to each function, like usually
for habits, enjoy for preference, because when explaining
the reason for something.

85
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e
f
g
h

How can the candidate give longer answers? In pairs, look at the sentences (a−e) below and choose one
to add to sentences (1−5) in exercise 4.
a I’m sure I’ll need it to find a good job.
b However, I sometimes walk if I’m not late.
c I love nature and it’s much calmer and more
relaxing.

Is that _____________________?
Tom’s dad’s _____________________.
Conrad is _____________________.
I think she’s _____________________.
_____________________ cooked is delicious.

82
ES2095_B1@0078_0085_Preliminary.indd 82

Read the following questions. In pairs decide which language topics (a-e) they deal with.

a
b
c
d

Complete the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the first, using the word in brackets.
Is the black bag over there mine? (my)
Tom’s dad drives a bus. (driver)
Conrad knows several languages well. (good)
I think she’s American. (USA)
Your goulash tastes delicious. (you)

Now listen to the questions again and check.

1 Which do you like best: the morning or the afternoon? Why?
2 Tell us about a teacher you like.
3 What are your plans for next weekend?
4 What do you enjoy doing in your free time?

Complete the text with a/an, the or no article (-).

1
2
3
4
5

XX

Part 1 – Phase 2

When I was younger, we spent every summer holiday in (1) __the__countryside. A lot of my friends went abroad
to (2) ______foreign countries but I never felt jealous. We stayed in (3) ______ lovely cottage on (4) ______ edge
of a small, pretty village. There were only about 200 people who lived there and it was very quiet and calm.
(5) ______ people always said ‘hello’ to us and we got to know almost everyone because it was so small. We
travelled there by (6) ______ train so we had to walk and cycle everywhere, but I didn’t mind. Also, I collect (7)
______wild flowers, so the countryside is (8) ______ perfect place for me. Sure, I missed my friends and going to
(9) ______ cinema, but in my opinion, nothing beats it!

3

Systematic Exam Tips
and Language Focus
boxes with suggestions
for successful exam
preparation.

3 A I live in a small town in Poland.
B I come from a small town in Poland.
4 A I live in a flat.
B I live with my mother, my two brothers and our dog.

Now look at the answers you chose in exercise 1. Write down the question that was asked, then compare
them with a partner.

3

We use no article before uncountable and plural nouns when talking about:

before a possessive adjective or pronoun

XX Listen to some examiner’s questions for Speaking Part 1, Phase 1. Choose which answer (A or B)
is best.

18/01/21 13:13

SECONDARY COURSES

Clear Unit-opening followed by collaborative activites.
Practice of all four language skills.

Extensive and authentic practice of all the exam parts
to familiarise students with the test format.

Useful tips and strategies to help learners feel confident in their abilities.

Student’s Book (240 pp. full colour) + Workbook + Digital Book + ELi LINK App
Teacher’s guide + Digital book + Online resources

9788853633217
9788853633224

www.elionline.com/discoverb1
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sprint
L. Prodromou, C.E. Morris, P. Tite, G. Cerulli
beginner to intermediate - Common European Framework: A1-B1

Sprint is a general English course for teenagers in four levels, taking
students to the B1 level of competence of the CEFR.
The stimulating content, coming with both print and digital components,
will help students to become passionate about language learning and
the English-Speaking World.
Sprint is both teacher-friendly and student-friendly, thanks to the
clear graphics and layout of the sections, as well as the precise
cross referencing within the material. In addition, the course provides
teachers with a wide choice of extension tasks, to take students to a
level of excellence or to broaden their knowledge at each given level.
Student’s Book
• Ten-page units, opening with a Vocabulary presentation and a
double language input: narrative texts (articles, blogs, web pages,
interviews) in Presentation 1, followed by a photo story with
dialogues in Presentation 2.
• Further Grammar sections, communicative Functions, Build your
Competences sections (with thorough 4-skills work, cultural
topics, CLIL readings and Kids at Work! activities).
Students can access
the audio file through
the Audio CD and through
the new ELi LINK App,
just in a click!

Kahoot! is a
game-based
learning platform
that makes it easy to create, share and play
learning games or quizzes.
Deliver engaging grammar tests made by ELi
Publishing!

• Test your Competences and Extra Practice recapitulative exercises
with self-evaluation, every two units.
• Culture and Festivals: sixteen-page, full colour final section
dedicated to history, culture and the main celebrations of the
English-Speaking World.
• Word Bank (Levels 1 and 2) with cross referenced, illustrated tables
and photographs of the vocabulary presented within each unit.
• Drama Reader (Level 1 and 2): great literary classics to be read for
pleasure and performed on stage. Simplified according to level,
these feature introductions, pre-reading tasks and after-reading
vocabulary and writing tasks.

SEE ALSO
Grammar Plus! A series of graded grammar exercise books
available from CEFR A1 to B2 levels. Page 49
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Workbook
• Grammar Reference: final section offering a summary of all the grammatical structures, in order of appearance
in the Student’s Book.
• Word List: all the words, unit by unit with phonetic script.
• Exam-style tasks familiarize the students with the Cambridge English or Trinity certifications formats.
Teacher’s Book Tests and Resources
• Introduction to the course methodology.
• Information on the Common European Framework of Reference and Cambridge English and Trinity certifications.
• Teaching notes, extra activities, cultural notes.
• Reproduction of Student’s Book pages and related Answer Keys, Workbook Answer Keys, transcripts of
recordings.
• A phohocopiable section of the Teacher’s Book, containing a wealth of evaluation and testing material: entry test,
revision test, Unit tests, Round-up tests and Competences tests.

SECONDARY COURSES

• Six-page units: 2 Vocabulary & Functions pages, 2 Grammar pages, 2 Build your Competences pages.

Digital resources for online / blended lessons
• Downloadable version of the Student Book and in DVD-format for the Teacher.
• Leaf-through Student’s Book and Workbook.
• Interactive exercises and integrated resources to be used in class with IWB: Grammar Reference, Word Bank,
Function videos, an ELi digital game for each level, and much more!
• Karaoke function to help text reading, Listen and record your own voice function.
Test maker Multi-ROM
• Editable tests in Word® format allow adaptation to the class’s interests, needs and level.
• Recordings for listening texts.

1

1

Who’s in
charge?

First linguistic
input with cultural
and cross-cultural
content

D
E

Presentation 1

B

5

1.3

Read and listen to the stories of four British teenagers.

Household chores: whose jobs are they?
Chloe (15)
My parents work full-time, so in our house my
brother Ben and I get pocket money to do
chores. He usually does the vacuuming, lays the
table, does the washing-up and takes the bins
out; I clear the table, unload the dishwasher and
walk the dog.

A

Vocabulary
1
2

Vocabulary
presentation

Match the words and discover house chores.
Mark those represented in the pictures.
a

the washing-up

2 do

b

the beds

3 do

c

the ironing

4 do

d

the dishwasher / the washing machine

5 lay / clear

e

your room

6 load / unload

f

little brothers or sisters

7 make

g

the table

8 take

h

the bins out

9 tidy

i

the laundry

j

the vacuuming

10 hang out
1.2

Listen and check.

Write down which house chores you believe
British teenagers do.
Babysit little brothers or sisters, …

8

Wayne (15)
We have constant arguments at home about chores.
Our parents ask: ‘Whose turn is it to load or unload
the washing machine?’ My brother and I shout:
‘Yours!’, and our parents say it’s certainly not theirs…
So we do it all together!
Glossary
household chores = _________
tidy up = __________________

1 babysit

3
4

Grace (14)
There’s a great system for doing chores in our
house! While my brother Sam is hanging out the
clothes, laying and clearing the table, loading
the dishwasher, taking the bins out, tidying my
room and his, making his bed and mine, I babysit
our little sister! So, whose turn is it to unload the
dishwasher? It’s not mine! It’s Sam’s

Word Bank p. 106

Look at the pictures. Which activities would
you be happy to do?

Joey (16)
My mum doesn’t believe in traditional boys or girls’
chores for my sister Rochelle and me. So Rochelle
takes out the bins, helps in the garden and walks the
dog. I usually tidy up, make the beds, do the ironing
and the washing-up! It keeps mum happy!

C

6

LEARN TO LEARN
In English, we use the verb do to indicate
chores or activities and the verb make
to indicate something that is created or
produced. Insert make or do to complete the
following actions:
1
____________________ the ironing, the washing-up,
the vacuuming, your homework
2
____________________ the beds, a cake, a cup of
tea, a meal

Comprehension Write down what each one
does.
Chloe:

clear the table, _____________________
_________________________________________

Ben:

_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Grace:

_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Sam:

_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Joey:

_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Rochelle: _________________________________________
_________________________________________
Wayne:

_________________________________________
_________________________________________

arguments = ____________
yours = _________________

whose
Whose turn is it to unload the dishwasher?
It’s not mine! It’s Sam’s.

7

Pairwork Whose turn is it? Agree on who
will carry out the cleaning today.
A I lay the table, load and unload the
dishwasher.
B I can take the bins out and…

8

In groups of four, ask questions and take
turns answering.
A Whose turn is it to make the beds?
B It’s mine. / It’s Sara’s.

eight

nine

9

LEARN TO LEARN : highlights specific aspects
and peculiarities of the English language

Student’s Book + Digital Book + ELi LINK App
Workbook with Digital Book + ELi LINK App
Teacher’s Book + Digital book with Resources
Digital Book on DVD-ROM
4 Posters Pack

Sprint 1

Sprint 2

Sprint 3

Sprint 4

9788853623249
9788853623270
9788853623300
9788853623614
9788853623706

9788853623256
9788853623287
9788853623317
9788853623621

9788853623263
9788853623294
9788853623324
9788853623638

9788853624116
9788853624123
9788853624130
9788853624147

www.elionline.com/sprint
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flash on english
Luke Prodromou - with A. Cowan, R. Elliott, S. Minardi, P. Prodromou, J. Bowie
Beginner to Advanced - Common European Framework: A1-C1

A motivating, six-level, carefully graded English course for teenagers
and young adults, providing thorough grammar, vocabulary and skills
development.
Special attention is paid to the needs of mixed ability classes and
different learning styles, making Flash on English readily adaptable to
any teaching situation.
Student’s Book
• Double linguistic input in each unit by presenting the text in various
formats.
• Vocabulary-building and practice of language.
• Grammar practice in each unit and Grammar Reference section at
the end of each book.
• Flash on Skills: the four language skills approached in a variety of
contexts: cultures of the English-Speaking World (Culture); crosscurricular material (CLIL); simple literary texts, both prose and
verse (Literature).

Students can access
the audio file through
the Audio CD and through
the new ELi LINK App,
just in a click!

• Special sections in each level, for example: Flash on Culture
(Beginner), Flash on Reading (Pre-Intermediate), Flash on CLIL
(Intermediate), Flash on Culture (Advanced).

Digital resources for online / blended lessons
Digital Book with tests and resources
• Editable tests in Word® format to suit the needs of each class.
• Recordings for listening tests.
• All the material in interactive format, for stimulating ‘heads-up’
lessons.
Online Teacher’s Resources
• More on Skills: further skills practice through culture, CLIL
and literature-based worksheets.
• All recorded material in MP3 format.

Beginner
Elementary
Pre-Intermediate
Intermediate
Upper Intermediate
Advanced
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Student’s Book –
Digital Book
9788853621238
9788853615428
9788853615442
9788853615466
9788853615480
9788853621276

Workbook +
Digital Book
9788853621245
9788853615435
9788853615459
9788853615473
9788853615497
9788853621283

Teacher’s Book + Digital Book
with Tests and Resources
9788853621252
9788853615503
9788853615527
9788853615541
9788853615565
9788853621290

Digital Book
on DVD-ROM
9788853621269
9788853615510
9788853615534
9788853615558
9788853615572
9788853621306

Luke Prodromou - with A. Cowan, R. Elliott, S. Minardi, P. Prodromou, J. Bowie
beginner to upper intermediate - Common European Framework: A1-B2

Flash on English – Split Edition is a motivating six-level English course
for young adults. Each level is subdivided into two volumes, A and B.
It provides content which is interesting for young adults, and thorough
grammar, vocabulary and skills work. The clarity of presentation, the
authentic real-world language and the extensive recycling and review
activities ensure ease of use for teachers and students.
• Each level is made up of 10 units (5 in each volume).

SECONDARY COURSES

flash on english - split edition

• Grammar and Functions boxes in the text and a comprehensive
Grammar Reference section at the end of each book.
• Flash Forward activities for fast finishers.
• Clearly-marked Critical Thinking activities.
• Clear Vocabulary highlights in every unit, and Flashpoint sections
focusing on commonly used forms.
• The Flash on Skills section motivates students on the four skills
through three different approaches: Culture of the EnglishSpeaking World, Cross-curricular Content (CLIL) and Literature.
• Special sections (Flash on Reading, Flash on CLIL) for each level
are featured.

Student’s Book + Workbook
+ Audio CD + Digital Book
9788853614971
9788853614995
9788853615015
9788853615039
9788853615053
9788853618740
9788853618764
9788853618788
9788853618801
9788853618825

Beginner A
Beginner B
Elementary A
Elementary B
Pre-Intermediate A
Pre-Intermediate B
Intermediate A
Intermediate B
Upper Intermediate A
Upper Intermediate B

DVD-ROM

Teacher’s Book + Class Audio CDs
+ Tests and Resources + Multi-ROM Test maker
9788853614988
9788853615008
9788853615022
9788853615046
9788853615060
9788853618757
9788853618771
9788853618795
9788853618818
9788853618832

www.elionline.com/flash
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esp

english for specific
purposes
ELi’s English for Specific Purposes materials cater,
in two distinct series, for the needs of anyone studying
or working in the relevant areas, at different language
competence levels.

flash on esp

32

Flash on English for Marketing & Advertising
Flash on English for Banking & Finance
Flash on English for the Armed Forces
Flash on English for Tourism
Flash on English for Transport & Logistics
Flash on English for Nursing
Flash on English for Business Conversations
Flash on English for Cooking,
Catering & Reception
Flash on English for Mechanics & Electronics
Flash on English for Commerce
Flash on English for Construction

focus on esp
Best Commercial Practice
Excellent!

Common European Framework
Cambridge English

Beginner

Elementary

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

Advanced

Proficient

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

YLE Starters Movers

YLE Flyers

Preliminary

First

CAE

KEY

BEC

BEC

BEC

KEY
FLASH ON ESP
Flash on English for Marketing & Advertising
Flash on English for Banking & Finance
Flash on English for the Armed Forces
Flash on English for Tourism
Flash on English for Transport & Logistics
Flash on English for Nursing
Flash on English for Business Conversations
Flash on English for Cooking, Catering & Reception
Flash on English for Mechanics & Electronics
Flash on English for Commerce
Flash on English for Construction
FOCUS ON ESP
Best Commercial Practice
Excellent!
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Learning languages the pleasant way

ESP
Series

ESP
Series

ESP
Series

Alison Smith

FLASH on

Alison Smith

FLASH on English for MARKETING
& ADVERTISING
is specifically designed for students who
are studying for a career in commerce,
testo da fare
business and finance. It introduces the
vocabulary and the language functions
specific to this language sector,
and includes practice exercises in all
four skills.
Audio files in MP3 format are available
online at www.elionline.com

for MARKETING & ADVERTISING

for BANKING & FINANCE

FINANCE

ESP
Series

FLASH on

FLASH on English

FLASH
onon
FLASH
Englishfor
for
English
MARKETING
BANKING
&
& ADVERTISING

Alison Smith

FLASH on English

Audio files in MP3 format are available online
at www.elionline.com

Alison Smith

FLASH on English for BANKING & FINANCE
is specifically designed for students who are
studying for a career in commerce, business
and finance. It introduces
TESTO DAthe
FAREvocabulary
TESTO DA FARE
and the language functions specific to this
language sector,
and includes practice exercises in all
four skills.

English for
BANKING &
FINANCE

English for
MARKETING
& ADVERTISING

FLASH ON ESP
Downloadable MP3 Audio Files

Downloadable MP3 Audio Files

The ideal introduction to sector-specific English! An
indispensable range of short, flexible free-standing
modules for students at CEFR A2-B2 level.

da cambiare

da cambiare
da cambiare
www.elionline.com
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DA SOSTITUIRE

www.elionline.com

FOCUS ON ESP
The ESP courses with a winning combination of theory and practical
know-how, for intermediate to upper-intermediate students (CEFR B1-B2).

EXCELLENT!
Excellent! trains today’s students in the hospitality industry with the language
competences they will need for a successful future career.

> For further information and for online sample pages go to www.elionline.com
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flash on esp
intermediate to upper intermediate - Common European Framework: B1-B2

ESP
Series

for MARKETING & ADVERTISING

dio files in MP3 format are available
line at www.elionline.com

A series designed to introduce topics, vocabulary and language usage
specific to various professional situations starting from a low level of
language competence.

FLASH on

FLASH on English

ASH on English for MARKETING
ADVERTISING
specifically designed for students who
e studying for a career in commerce,
testo da fare
siness and finance. It introduces the
cabulary and the language functions
ecific to this language sector,
d includes practice exercises in all
ur skills.

Alison Smith

FLASH ON ESP

Alison Smith

English for
MARKETING
& ADVERTISING

Coursebooks
• Free-standing modules cover the major content areas required by
the particular profession.
• Exercises and activities practise language functions and
encourage vocabulary acquisition.
• Recordings in MP3 format available online.
Downloadable MP3 Audio Files

Online Teacher’s Resources

da cambiare

• Teacher’s Answer Key and transcripts of all recordings.
• All listening material in MP3 format.
ESP
Series

Alison Smith

FLASH on English

for BANKING & FINANCE

dio files in MP3 format are available online
www.elionline.com

flash on english for marketing & advertising

FLASH on
Alison Smith

ASH on English for BANKING & FINANCE
specifically designed for students who are
udying for a career in commerce, business
d finance. It introduces
TESTO DAthe
FAREvocabulary
TESTO DA FARE
d the language functions specific to this
nguage sector,
d includes practice exercises in all
ur skills.

Flash on English for Marketing & Advertising is specifically designed for
those who are studying for a career in business with a strong focus on
marketing strategies and advertising, or for company employees who
need to improve their language skills.

English for
BANKING &
FINANCE

flash on english for banking & finance
The book offers finance and banking-related vocabulary, presented
in realistic situations, with practice of relevant language structures.
Flash on English for Banking & Finance will be especially useful to all
students preparing to enter professions related to banking and finance,
or to professionals who want to improve their language competence.

Downloadable MP3 Audio Files

da cambiare

flash on english for nursing
Through rich and informative content presented in realistic
situations, this text provides students preparing to enter the world
of nursing with language skills practice in topics ranging from
medication administration to patient triage.

BN

IS

www.elionline.com

Silvana Sardi

ESP
Series

FLASH on

English for
CONSTRUCTION

for CONSTRUCTION

Downloadable MP3 Audio Files

Patrizia Caruzzo

FLASH on English

Audio files in MP3 format are available online
at www.elionline.com

Second Edition
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www.elionline.com

FLASH on English for CONSTRUCTION is
specifically designed for students who are
studying for a career in the construction
industry. It introduces the vocabulary and the
language functions specific to this language
sector, and includes practice exercises in all
four skills.

MECHANICS &
ELECTRONICS

Downloadable MP3 Audio Files

www.elionline.com

ESP
Series

FLASH
on on
FLASH
English
English
forfor
CONSTRUCTION

Patrizia Caruzzo Silvana Sardi

for MECHANICS & ELECTRONICS

Audio files in MP3 format are available
online at www.elionline.com

FLASH on English

Second Edition
Second Edition

FLASH on English for MECHANICS &
ELECTRONICS is specifically designed for
students who are studying for a career in
mechanics and engineering. It introduces
the vocabulary and the language functions
specific to this language sector, and
includes practice exercises in all four skills.

ESP

Sabrina Richards Series
Sopranzi

Sabrina Richards Sopranzi

FLASH
on on
FLASH
English
English
forfor
MECHANICS &
COMMERCE
ELECTRONICS

for COMMERCE

Audio files in MP3 format are available
online at www.elionline.com

FLASH on English

FLASH on English for COMMERCE
is specifically designed for students who
are studying for a career in commerce,
business and finance. It introduces the
vocabulary and the language functions
specific to this language sector,
and includes practice exercises in all
four skills.

Lucia Bellini

English for
COMMERCE
Second Edition

Luke Prodromou
Series
Lucia Bellini

Luke Prodromou

FLASH on

ESP
Series

ESP

ESP
Series

Downloadable MP3 Audio Files

flash on english for transport & logistics
Extensive coverage and practice of the basic vocabulary and
structures required by anyone preparing for work in logistics.

Specifically designed for students who are studying for a career
in the tourism industry. It introduces the vocabulary and the
language functions specific to this language sector,
and includes practice exercises in all four skills.

ESP
Series
English for
TOURISM

Students preparing to enter the world of sales, business
administration or finance will benefit from the vocabulary,
structures and communicative functions presented and practised.

ESP
Series

FLASH on

English for
TOURISM
Second Edition

for TOURISM

Audio files in MP3 format are available
online at www.elionline.com

FLASH on English

flash on english for commerce

Second Edition

Catrin E. Morris

FLASH on English for TOURISM
is specifically designed for students who
are studying for a career in the tourism
industry. It introduces the vocabulary and
the language functions specific to this
language sector, and includes practice
exercises in all four skills.

Catrin E. Morris

FLASH on

FLASH ON ESP

flash on english for tourism

Downloadable MP3 Audio Files
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flash on english for the armed forces

www.elionline.com

Flash on English for the Armed Forces will prove essential to students
who wish to start a career in the military or security forces, and to
professionals who want to improve their English language skills
practising profession-specific vocabulary and language structures in
context.

flash on english for business conversations
This book presents specific business-related vocabulary and
language structures, with a focus on the speaking skills needed
in different situations of the work environment, such as telephone
conversations, meetings, business trips and presentations.

flash on english for cooking, catering & reception
Language skills development in situations taken from various areas
of the catering and hospitality world: from front-of-house contact
with customers to nutrition, cooking and service.

flash on english for mechanics & electronics
Students training for a career in these sectors will need the ability
to access information in detailed service manuals whether hardcopy or online. Practice is given in specific vocabulary and grammar
structures from a wide variety of areas.

flash on english for construction
Vocabulary development, skills practice in realistic situations,
perfect for a career in the construction industry.

Flash on English for Marketing & Advertising (Coursebook – 64 pp. full colour)
Flash on English for Banking & Finance (Coursebook – 64 pp. full colour)
Flash on English for Tourism (Coursebook – 64 pp. full colour)
Flash on English for Transport & Logistics (Coursebook – 64 pp. full colour)
Flash on English for the Armed Forces (Coursebook - 64 pp. full colour)
Flash on English for Commerce (Coursebook - 64 pp. full colour)
Flash on English for Nursing (Coursebook - 64 pp. full colour)
Flash on English for Business Conversations (Coursebook - 64 pp. full colour)
Flash on English for Cooking, Catering and Reception (Coursebook - 64 pp. full colour)
Flash on English for Mechanics & Electronics (Coursebook - 64 pp. full colour)
Flash on English for Construction (Coursebook – 64 pp. full colour)

9788853626776
9788853626783
9788853622303
9788853623331
9788853622471
9788853621795
9788853621771
9788853621764
9788853622129
9788853621801
9788853629708

www.elionline.com/flashonesp
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best commercial practice
Alison Smith

FOCUS ON ESP

intermediate to upper intermediate - Common European Framework: B1-B2

A course designed to take young adult learners into the heart of business
English. Specific sections foster comprehension of written and spoken
texts, increase knowledge of business vocabulary and usage and allow
students to improve their own communicative competences.
The Coursebook consists of two parts:
The World of Business
• 7 Modules organised in sections: Business in Theory, Business in
Practice, Business Language, Business News.
• Extensive reading: authentic, semi-authentic and adapted texts
with comprehension activities.
• Spoken interaction activities.
• Grammar explanations and exercises.
• Preparation for the Cambridge English: B1 Business Preliminary
(BEC Preliminary) and B2 Business Vantage (BEC Vantage).
Cultural Background
Kahoot! is a
game-based
learning platform
that makes it easy to create, share and play
learning games or quizzes.
Deliver engaging grammar tests made by ELi
Publishing!

• 5 Dossiers comparing the cultures of Britain, the USA and the
English-Speaking World.
• Preparation for the Cambridge English: B1 Preliminary (PET) and
B2 First (FCE).
• Literary production in English linked to the world of commerce
with accompanying videos.
Teacher’s Book + 2 Audio CDs + Test-Maker
• Full teaching notes for each section, answer keys and transcripts,
Tests and Resources.
• 2 Audio CDs.
• CD-ROM Test-Maker including recordings for listening tests and
all written tests in Word® format.
Digital resources for online / blended lessons
• All course material available in digital version.
• Link to detailed online user’s guide.
Online Teacher’s Resources
• Vocabulary and grammar worksheets.
• Worksheets to prepare for the Cambridge English: B1 Business
Preliminary (BEC Preliminary).
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CD-ROM

Each module includes exam preparation activities for B1 Business
Preliminary (BEC Preliminary) in the first modules and B2 Business
Vantage (BEC Vantage) in later ones.

FOCUS ON ESP

Each module is
divided into two
main parts, theory
and practice.
Business in
Theory covers the
world of business
with theoretical
texts, in-depth
analysis and
authentic articles,
as well as multimedia material
(video and
internet links).

Business in Practice
illustrates and explains all
the stages of a business
transaction, with particular
emphasis on practical
exercises, gradually moving
from guided practice through
to free production.

The comprehensive culture
section compares the
geography, history, society,
economy and institutions of
the United Kingdom and the
United States. Insights into
the English-Speaking World,
covering areas such as South
Africa, Australia and the
Caribbean.
Each dossier includes exam
preparation activities for B1
Preliminary (PET) in the
first dossiers and B2 First
(FCE) in later dossiers.

Coursebook – 408 pp. full colour
Teacher’s Book+ 2 Class Audio CDs + CD-ROM Test-Maker – 240 pp. b/w
Digital Book DVD-ROM

9788853615589
9788853615596
9788853615602

www.elionline.com/bestcommercialpractice
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excellent!
Catrin Elen Morris

FOCUS ON ESP

intermediate to upper intermediate - Common European Framework: B1-B2

Excellent! trains today’s students in the hospitality industry with the
language competences they will need for a successful future career.
Catering, cooking, bar and service are all covered in this course which
ensures thorough revision of grammar and extension of trade-specific
vocabulary in clearly labelled, dedicated sections.
The Coursebook is organised in two parts:
Theory and Practice of Catering
• 8 Modules covering hospitality, catering, restaurant staff, kitchen
and equipment, food and cooking methods, food conservation,
menus, food safety, drinks and serving techniques.
• Variety of text types from descriptive texts to authentic and
adapted articles, from recipes to interviews.
• Careful grading of topics, grammar and vocabulary: A Taste of
Language.
• Thorough development of the 4 language skills.
• Extensive use of photographs to ensure understanding of the
more technical aspects of English for catering.
Kahoot! is a
game-based
learning platform
that makes it easy to create, share and play
learning games or quizzes.
Deliver engaging grammar tests made by ELi
Publishing!

• Preparation for Cambridge English B1 Preliminary (PET) and B2
First (FCE).
Culinary Culture
• 5 Dossiers present aspects of English-speaking countries linked
to aspects of the hospitality industry.
• Geography, culinary habits, society, food blogs and government
institutions.
Excellent! concludes with a useful photo-glossary of foodstuffs,
drinks, bartending tools, dinner service and weights, measurements
and temperature conversion charts.
Teacher’s Book
• Extensive teaching notes for each section.
• Answer keys and transcripts of listening materials.
• Tests and extra resources for both stronger and weaker students.
• CD-ROM Test-Maker with editable tests in Word© format.
Online Resources on www.elionline.com
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Photographs
reinforce
vocabulary

Exercises to fix
vocabulary items
presented

FOCUS ON ESP

Pre-reading,
reading
comprehension
activities

Previews
of levelappropriate
grammar:
explanation
and exercises

Dossiers: cultural
background information

Integrated four-skills work

Coursebook - 252 pp. full colour
Teacher’s Book + 2 Class Audio CDs + CD-ROM Test-Maker

9788853614049
9788853620637

www.elionline.com/excellent
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culture and clil
CULTURE
Let’s discover Englishspeaking countries, their
culture and society with these
attractive complementary
materials, which can be used
alongside any course book. The
topics have been specifically
chosen to reflect and capture
teenagers’ interests.

CLIL
An exciting series
of cross-curricular
projects at level
CEFR A1-A2, to
make Content and
Language Integrated
Learning really fun!

THINK GLOBAL
A topic-based approach to the English-Speaking World. Think Global offers a
wide range of activities and games, for thorough development of the 4 skills
on subjects close to teenager’s interests. Special attention is devoted to
mixed ability classes, with material clearly labelled at two distinct levels of
difficulty. Page 39

CROSSING CULTURES
An overview of the English-Speaking World (ESW) with particular focus on
changes within society in recent years. With lots of activities for students
focusing on oral comprehension and writing skills, the Special ESW section
offers extra worksheets on individual English-Speaking countries. Page 39

Common European Framework
Cambridge English

Beginner

Elementary

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

Advanced

Proficient

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

YLE Starters Movers

YLE Flyers

Preliminary

First

CAE

KEY

BEC

BEC

BEC

KEY
CULTURE
Think Global
Crossing Cultures
CLIL
Hands on Language
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think global
Angela Tomkinson, Elizabeth Lee

Think Global is a topic-based approach to the cultures of the EnglishSpeaking World covering subjects close to teenagers’ hearts - sport,
wellness and music - as well as traditional topics such as literature,
history and institutions.
Digital resources for online / blended lessons
• All course material in digital version.

CULTURE

beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2

• Video and audio materials in a single component.
• IWB-compatible for motivating ‘heads-up’ moments in class.
• Authentic videos on a range of interesting topics give a real
taste of English worldwide.
• Pre-and post-watching worksheets deepen students’
understanding of issues.
Coursebook - 176 pp. full colour
Teacher’s Book - 80 pp. b/w
Digital Book DVD-ROM

9788853619471
9788853619488
9788853619495

crossing cultures
Janet Borsbey, Ruth Swan
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework of Reference A2-B1

Crossing Cultures, specifically designed to capture the imagination
of secondary school students, provides a great introduction to the
cultures of the English-Speaking World.
Student’s Book
• 50 lessons organised in 5 macro areas: Education; People &
Lifestyles; Sport & Leisure; History & Traditions; The World We
Live in.
• Graded progression of contents and skills work.
• Wide range of approaches: from traditional reading texts to
cross-curricular (CLIL) activities.
• Facts and figures about countries around the English-Speaking
World.

Student’s Book + 2 CD Multi-ROMs
Teacher’s Book

DVD-ROM

168 pp. full colour
96 pp. b/w

With Key
9788853609755
9788853610867

www.elionline.com/crossingcultures
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exams and
grammar
EXAMS
On the following pages you will
find Coursebooks and Practice
Tests providing thorough
and solid preparation for
Cambridge English, Trinity and
Language Cert exams while
also engaging students in a
lively way, in true ELi style.

Start! is part of a fun series of volumes to prepare students for the
Cambridge English Qualifications for Young Learners exams.
The series covers all areas of the YLE syllabus and allows students to take the test
confidently. It is flexible to complement a general English course book and is ideal
for both exam and non-exam students.
CEFR

• All the vocabulary, skills and grammar
for the test
• Authentic test style practice
• Specific materials to develop students’
confidence in speaking
• Short videos to highlight the main
grammar topics
• A picture dictionary with audio tracks

Start!
Move!
Fly!

Pre A1
A1
A2

Michelle Worgan

Jane Ritter

Jane Ritter

Preparation for
Cambridge English
Qualifications:
Starters, Movers
and Flyers

CEFR
Cambridge
• All the vocabulary, skills and grammar
English Exam
for the test
Starters
Preparation for theStart!
Pre Pre
A1A1Starters
• Authentic test style practice
Move!
A1
Movers
• Specific materials to develop
students’
Cambridge
EnglishFly!
Qualifications
A2
Flyers
confidence in speaking
• Realistic videos to understand what happens
during the speaking test
• Short videos to highlight the main grammar
topics
• A digital picture dictionary with audio tracks
• A digital Graded Reader

Cambridge
English Exam
YLE Starters
YLE Movers
YLE Flyers

The Digital Book, ideal for online and integrated learning, contains the full version of
the Student’s Book with MP3 audio tracks and videos, plus interactive exam activities.

Use the ELILINK app to listen and
look at the multimedia content of
your Digital Book on your smartphone or tablet.

Use the ELI LINK app to listen and
look at the multimedia content of
your Digital Book on your smartphone or tablet.

Download the Digital Book from
www.elionline.com/digitalbooks using
the access code in the Student’s Book.

Start! Teacher’s Book

new

Michelle Worgan

Move! is part of a fun series of volumes to prepare students for the Cambridge English
Qualifications for Young Learners exams. The series covers all areas of the YLE
syllabus and allows students to take the test confidently. It is flexible to complement
a general English course book and is ideal for both exam and non-exam students.

The Digital Book, ideal for online and integrated learning, contains the full version of
the Student’s Book with MP3 audio tracks and videos, plus interactive exam activities.

Start! Student’s Book with downloadable audio + Digital Book

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be a
pleasure when working
with a colourful, clear
and easy-to-use series
of grammar exercise
books. That’s ELi’s
Grammar Plus Series!

Download the Digital Book from
www.elionline.com/digitalbooks using
the access code in the Student’s Book.

Move! Student’s Book with downloadable audio + Digital Book

978-88-536-3038-4

Move! Teacher’s Book

978-88-536-3040-7

978-88-536-3292-0
978-88-536-3293-7

Student’s Book

Student’s Book

EXTRA
online
practice
tests
Look and
listen with:

EXTRA
online
practice
tests

Student’s Book

Look and
listen with:

with Digital Graded Reader

www.elionline.com

The pleasure of learning
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Student’s Book

Preparation for the A1 Movers
Cambridge English Qualifications

PUBLIShING

BIANCO

BIANCO

Common European Framework
Cambridge English

Absolute Beginner

Beginner

Elementary

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

Advanced

Proficient

Pre-A1

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

YLE Movers

YLE Flyers

Preliminary

First

CAE

KEY

KEY

BEC

BEC

BEC

YLE Starters

EXAMS
Preparation for the Cambridge
English Qualifications:
Starters, Movers and Flyers NEW
Ready for A2 Key for
Schools Practice Tests
Ready for B1 Preliminary
for Schools PracticeTests
Ready for B2 for Schools
PracticeTests
Ready for LanguageCert
Practice Tests
Ready for Trinity
GRAMMAR
Grammar Plus
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READY FOR A2 KEY, B1
PRELIMINARY AND B2 FIRST
FOR SCHOOLS - PRACTICE TESTS
8 complete practice tests with guidance and tips to help students
familiarize themselves with the new exam format of the A2 Key For Schools,
B1 Preliminary for Schools and B2 FIRST for Schools by Cambridge
English Qualifications.

Ready for LanguageCert Communicator (B2) is designed
for students who are preparing for the LanguageCert
Communicator Level (B2) examinations.
• 8 International ESOL (Listening, Reading, Writing) Practice Tests,
which include one Guided Test with exam tips and one
LanguageCert Official Test
• 8 International ESOL (Speaking) Practice Tests, which include one
Guided Test with exam tips and one LanguageCert Official Test
Audio files in MP3 format and the Answer Key are available online
at www.elionline.com.

Sara Walenn

Communicator B2

Jeremy Walenn

Ready for

LanguageCert

Jeremy Walenn

Sara Walenn

Ready for

LanguageCert
Communicator

B2

READY FOR LANGUAGECERT

Ready for

LanguageCert

Practice Tests
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ONE OFFICIAL TEST
PROVIDED BY

LanguageCert develops its own language qualifications in partnership with
renowned organisations worldwide, offering high-quality language skills
assessment and certification programmes to global learners, enhancing their
education and career prospects. Check the comlete exma preparation books in
collaboration with ELi Publishing.

Jennie Humphries
Jennie Humphries
Ready for Trinity

TRINITY

Trinity
GESE Grades 1-2

GESE Grades 1-2

A new complete tool to prepare for the Trinity exams… and much more!
Examination tips, speaking cards for pairwork activities, additional
reading and writing activities, extra exam resources: everything you need
to make Ready for Trinity an invaluable learning companion.

Ready for

2 audio CDs

GRAMMAR PLUS
A series of graded and colourful grammar exercise books (levels A1 to B2), also
featuring activities requiring a personal response from the students together with
a range of multi-level exercises.

new

DISCOVER B1 PRELIMINARY
See also Discover B1 Preliminary: a new course designed specifically to help
students to prepare for the revised Cambridge B1 Preliminary for Schools exam.
It can be used to complement a general English course or as an independent
course with an exam focus. Page 24

> For further information and for online sample pages go to www.elionline.com
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preparation for cambridge english
qualifications start! move!
Jane Ritter, Michelle Worgan

Jane Ritter

Jane Ritter

EXAMS

beginner - Common European Framework: pre-A1 - A1-A2

This series is designed to help students to prepare for the Pre
A1 Starters, A1 Movers and A2 Flyers of the Cambridge English
Qualifications.
It is written for young learners between the ages of 7 and 12.
The materials fully address the learning styles, interests and
motivation of this age group by providing engaging activities to
introduce new language with plenty of opportunities to practise
language and skills. This series is very flexible and can be used with
students preparing to take the Pre A1 Starters, A1 Movers and A2
Flyers or for classes who like an enjoyable and carefully structured
course. It can also be used to complement a general English book.
New volumes in 2022: Move! and Fly!

for the

tudents to take the test
ourse book and is ideal

CEFR
Pre A1
A1
A2

Cambridge
English Exam
YLE Starters
YLE Movers
YLE Flyers

Preparation for the Pre A1 Starters
Cambridge English Qualifications

ains the full version of
eractive exam activities.

he Digital Book from
ine.com/digitalbooks using
code in the Student’s Book.

978-88-536-3038-4

Structure of the textbook

978-88-536-3040-7

Student’s Book

EXTRA
online
e
practic
tests
Look and
listen with:

Student’s Book

new

Michelle Worgan

BIANCO

Michelle Worgan

or the Cambridge English
ll areas of the YLE
s flexible to complement
non-exam students.

!
!

CEFR
Pre A1
A1
A2

new

Cambridge
English Exam
Starters
Movers
Flyers

Preparation for the A1 Movers
Cambridge English Qualifications

• 16 units with clear grammat tables.
• A practice test featuring one or two parts of the exam at the end
of each unit.
• 4 revision and recycling units help to build students’ confidence.
• A complete practice test at the end of the book.
• New grammar points introduced in an enjoyable comic strip with
the characters.
• A picture dictionary and wordlist with recordings of all the words.
• Recycling of all the language taught both within the units and in
the revision lessons.
• Videos for revising the main structures and vocabulary.
• Games and speaking cards for pairwork and group activities in
every unit.
Key Features

tains the full version of
eractive exam activities.

the Digital Book from
line.com/digitalbooks using
s code in the Student’s Book.

978-88-536-3292-0
978-88-536-3293-7

Student’s Book

EXTRA
online
e
practic
tests

Student’s Book

Look and
listen with:

with Digital Graded Reader
The pleasure of learning

PUBLIShING

BIANCO

Kahoot! is a
game-based
learning platform
that makes it easy to create, share and play
learning games or quizzes.
Deliver engaging grammar tests made by ELi
Publishing!
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www.elionline.com/start

• More than one hundred audio tracks and listening activities
featuring both British and American accents.
• Say & Play activities to provide enjoyable ways to help students
consolidate their learning.
• Say the Sounds activities to focus on pronunciation.
• Look & Learn boxes to highlight particular vocabulary or grammar
points.
• UK vs US boxes to highlight variations.
• Exam tip boxes to help students prepare for each part of the
Starters exam.
• Clear guidance and suggestions for extra activities in the
Teacher’s Book.
• Unique digital book, fully interactive and with many resources
accessible and downloadable on www.elionline.come/digitalbooks
The series is very flexible and is ideal for teachers teaching in
both small and large classes, studying in both monolingual and
multilingual classes and for remote learning.

• Digital Book with:
- all the audio and video files in the Student’s Book plus interactive and self-correcting activities
- all the audio files of words included in the Picture Dictionary
- a digital game (It’s your turn!) for revising vocabulary
- browsable flashcards of all the words in the volume
- a picture bank for extra speaking activities
- a link to two extra online practice tests
- the phonetic chart with audio
- symbols to enable students to listen and practise pronunciation
- geographic maps: UK and Ireland map, The United States map, English-speaking countries map
- a Digital Graded Reader with audio tracks and a video
- a ‘key’ button with the key of all the interactive exercises in the Teacher’s digital book.
• ELi LINK App: instant access to audio and video content in a click directly from the book with any device
• Online resources with additional activities and resources.
• The Teacher’s Guide includes many tips and suggestions for extra time activities and blended learning activities.

New grammar points are introduced through enjoyable
comic strip stories. These are followed by a variety of
exercises to practise the language in context.

The first and second pages of the unit focus
specifically on vocabulary. Each unit starts with a main
picture which introduces the new vocabulary of the unit.

In the Exam practice pages there are activities that
test different skills and provide authentic test practice
following the format of the PRE A1 Starters exam.

The words are practised using listen and point tasks. Moreover, Say & Play
introduce activities, speaking games and activities and the Say the Sounds
tasks provide chants and tongue twisters, practising specific sounds.

Picture dictionary

EXAMS

Digital resources for online / blended lessons

Listen to
the words.

WELCOME UNIT
Colours

REVISION 0-4
1

Watch the video. Then answer the questions.

• Circle be in red and have got
black

Picture Dictionary
pages with illustrated
words, contained in the
Pre A1 Starters wordlist.
The pages are accessible
via the ELi LINK App to
listen to the correct
pronunciation and
through the digital book.

orange

blue

pink

brown

purple

green

red

white

in green.

grey

• Circle.
We use this and these for people and
things near / not near you.

1
one

6
six

11
eleven

16
sixteen

2

I my you ______ he his she ______ it ______ we ______ you your they ______

4

5

8

9

10

14

15

19

20

three

seven

eight

12
twelve

17

seventeen

2

3

two

7

The revision pages occur
after every four units and
provide an opportunity
to recycle and revise the
language learnt so far.
They are introduced with
a video focusing on the
main structures of the
units.

• Complete the table.

yellow

UNITS 1 and 6
Numbers

Hi, I’m Rosie!

I’m Rosie and I’ve got two big ears.
They are Mark and Eva and they’ve
got a big family. We’re friends!

13

four

nine

thirteen

fourteen

eighteen

nineteen

18

Say & Play Look at the picture. Ask and answer questions.

five

ten

fifteen

twenty

88
88-101_Start picture dictionary.indd 88

01/10/20 12:28

22
1-23_Start unit 0-4.indd 22

Student’s book with Digital Book
Start!
Move!
Fly! (in progress)

9788853630384
9788853632920
9788853632944

Teacher’s Book with Digital Book
and online resources
9788853630407
9788853632937
9788853632951

01/10/20 12:41

Digital book
9788853630421
9788853632968
9788853632975

www.elionline.com/move
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READY FOR A2 KEY FOR SCHOOLS
Practice Tests - A2
Valentina M. Chen
for
REVISED EXAM
from 2020

Valentina M. Chen

for the 2020 revised B1
so include step-by-step
for candidates ensuring

le through the ELI LINK
Publisher’s website.

Valentina M. Chen

Ready for A2 KEY for Schools

EXAMS

Ready for

A2 Key
for Schools

Ready for A2 Key for Schools contains 8 full practice tests for the
2020 revised A2 Key for Schools Cambridge Qualification. The first two
tests also include step-by-step guidance on how to tackle each paper,
including useful tips for candidates ensuring exam success.

Features
• Answer Keys are downloadable from our website from the
Teacher’s Resources section.

8 Practice Tests

With step-by-step guidance and tips

• Audio tracks in MP3 are downloadable from our website and
accessible with the ELi LINK App

With Downloadable Audio

Ready for A2 Key for Schools Practice Tests

9788853627865

BIANCO

READY FOR B1 PRELIMINARY FOR SCHOOLS
Practice Tests - B1
Valentina M. Chen

for
REVISED EXAM
from 2020

Valentina M. Chen

Ready for

e through the ELI LINK
Publisher’s website.

Valentina M. Chen

tice tests for the 2020
tests also include stepseful tips for candidates

B1 Preliminary
for Schools

Ready for B1 Preliminary for Schools

8 Practice Tests

8 complete practice tests with guidance and tips to help students
familiarize themselves with the exam format of the B1 Preliminary
for Schools Cambridge Qualification

• Answer Keys are downloadable from our website from the
Teacher’s Resources section.
• Audio tracks in MP3 are downloadable from our website and
accessible with the ELi LINK App

With step-by-step guidance and tips
With Downloadable Audio

BIANCO

Ready for B1 Preliminary for Schools Practice Tests
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https://www.elionline.com/readyforschools

9788853627872

ready for b2 first for schools
Catrin Elen Morris
practice tests - Common European Framework: B2

EXAMS

Ready for B2 First for Schools contains six full practice tests for
B2 FIRST for Schools Cambridge Qualification.

Features
• 6 complete Practice Tests.
• Tips for all Parts of the Exam.
• Audioscripts at the end of the book.
• Audio tracks in MP3 files are downloadable from
our website and accessible with the ELi LINK App
• Answer Keys are downloadable from our website from the
Teacher’s Resources section.

Kahoot! is a
game-based
learning platform
that makes it easy to create, share and play
learning games or quizzes.
Deliver engaging grammar tests made by ELi
Publishing!

Paper 1 Reading and Use of English

Useful Expressions

Test 1

Making recommendations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bob Dylan – The Artist
A

B

Bob Dylan is an internationally renowned
singer, songwriter and author. He is held in
such high esteem that he won the Nobel
Prize in Literature in October 2016 for having
created new poetic expressions within the
great American song tradition. He is also a
prolific artist and painter. He started by doing
drawings for his album covers in the 1960s
and in 1974 spent two intensive months
studying painting. A book of 92 drawings
called Drawn Blank was published in 1994.
One of his major exhibitions called Bob
Dylan on Canvas was at the Halcyon Gallery
in central London. The show opened in
October 2008 and it was the first time that
Dylan displayed works he had painted using
acrylics. The paintings quickly sold out and
this inspired him into a burst of creativity using
this medium.

He completed 50 paintings which became
known as the Brazil Series. These were
exhibited at the Statens Museum for Kunst
in Copenhagen, Denmark which opened in
2010. Visitors saw how the artist had made
preliminary drawings while he was in Brazil
with his band. He developed these into richly
coloured pictures of what he had seen while
he was travelling. These included landscapes
of the countryside and cityscapes particularly
showing the poorer areas known as favelas.
There were also paintings of interesting
characters such as musicians, card players
and even criminals. The next major landmark
in his career was his first show in New York
in autumn 2011. The Asia Series depicted the
time he spent in China, Japan, Vietnam and
Korea. The following year he was awarded the
United States Presidential Medal of Freedom
by Barack Obama.

C

D

His extraordinary creative energy did not
diminish and in February 2013, an exhibition
of 23 paintings completed in New Orleans
went on display at the Palazzo Reale, Milan.
Later in the year, in a change of direction he
exhibited work, again at the Halycon Gallery,
of gates created from iron and bronze. His
work in Mondo Scripto features some of his
most iconic lyrics which are handwritten by
him on pen and paper and accompanied
by an original pencil drawing. In this way he
has fused together a number of his artistic
disciplines. He has changed some of the
words in his songs and even completely
rewritten one, especially for the exhibition, in
order to bring a new perspective to his writing.

I recommend that we...
I propose that we...
We should also...
I believe that we should...
We could...
If we were to… , we could...
I suggest we… We would then be able to...

Summarising

• All in all, I think that...
• To sum up, I believe that...
• In conclusion, the facts suggest that...

Hobbies and interests
•
•
•
•
•

He is crazy about... -ing.
She loves... -ing.
His greatest love is...
What she loves most in life is...
He spends all his time... -ing.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As I was saying...
I forgot to mention...
I’m of the opinion that...
To my mind...
To my way of thinking...
I am convinced that...
I am inclined to believe that...
Don’t get me wrong but shouldn’t we... ?
Judging by... they must be...
... is a separate issue.
Moving on to...
I couldn’t agree more.
I agree up to a point.
I think I see what you mean, but...
I’m in two minds about it. / I’m ambivalent about...
That’s true in a way, I suppose, but...
I don’t feel convinced...
That’s one way of looking at it. On the other hand...
It brings us to the question / idea / problem of ...
Perhaps we should put... first? What do you think?
A strong point in favour of... is that...
What do you think should go next?
Are you happy with this order then?
Do you go along with that?

Speaking
Giving personal information
• I’m speaking English for my own satisfaction / my job / in

order to improve my employment prospects.
I always loved (the sea).
I’d love to visit places untouched by man.
However, there’s no place like home.
That’s a big question!
I’m keen on...
I haven’t given it much thought until now.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Describing pictures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Although Dylan is now in his late seventies,
he continues to write, paint, draw and give
concerts.
His singing voice is not as good as it was
when he first played in Greenwich Village
as a folk singer.
At a recent concert he was even booed
when he left the stage. However, his artwork
continues to inspire people from different
generations. A recent display of his work in
Shanghai, China called Retrospectrum aims
to tell the story of his art rather than focusing
on individual pieces. It is difficult to predict
what he will come up with for future projects.
Throughout his long career his desire to
experiment has produced many surprises.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What strikes me about the first picture is the fact that...
This picture reminds me of...
Judging from the photograph, the children...
The man appears to be...
From what we can see here, he must...
There are many similarities...
Both pictures depict...
Both pictures are quite similar in that they show...
When you give it a closer look it reveals...
The first picture... whereas the other picture...
Another important difference is...
Picture... doesn’t show... as clearly as...
Picture... attempts to... but I think picture... does this more
effectively...
All the pictures are interesting, but... gives a stronger idea of...
It’s difficult to tell from a photograph but this picture could
have been taken in...
I might be wrong, but I’d say that this picture...
I would imagine / guess that this picture comes from...
Picture... is by far the best to show because...
To me, picture... is essential for this kind of publication.
I’m surprised there is no picture showing...
A picture of... would get the message across more effectively.
The name for this escapes me at present, but it’s for / it’s like...

Sustaining an interaction
• It’s my belief...
• For my part...
• As I see it...

21

B2 FIRST for Schools Practice Tests + ELi LINK App

Describing characters / personalities
• He tends to be...
• She can be...
• He is inclined to be...
• She appears / seems to be...

Expressing and justifying opinions,
agreeing and / or disagreeing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes, I completely agree.
Yes, that’s what I think too.
Do you really think so?
That’s an interesting idea, but…
I’m not sure about that.
Just following from what X was saying, I also feel...
While generally agreeing with X, I must say that...
Adding to what X has just said, I think...
I can sympathise with what X said but...
One thing X didn’t mention is...
Perhaps it should be also emphasised that ... / it should be
pointed out that...

146

9788853632982

www.elionline.com/readyforschools
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ready for languagecert
Jeremy Walenn, Sara Walenn
elementary to upper intermediate - Access A2 - Achiever B1 - Communicator B2

EXAMS

Complete Practice Tests for the following levels of the LanguageCert
International ESOL Exams:
Access (A2) – Achiever (B1) – Communicator (B2).
Features
• All 3 levels come with, 8 Practice Tests for the Written Exam
(Listening, Reading, Writing) and 8 Practice Tests for the Spoken
Exam (Speaking), written in the same format as the examination
itself.
• For each level, a Guided Test (one for the Written Exam and one
for the Spoken Exam) with tips to help students become familiar
with the exam format and undertake it successfully.
• For each level, an Official Test (one for the Written Exam and one
for the Spoken Exam), directly provided by LanguageCert.
• Captivating illustrations catch students’ attention and help them
through the tasks provided.
Student’s Edition
• A brief introduction to the Written Exam format.
• 8 Practice Tests for the Written Exam (including one Guided Test
and one Official Test).
• A brief introduction to the Oral Exam format.

ESOL (Listening, Reading, Writing) Practice Tests,
one Guided Test with exam tips and one
Official Test
ESOL (Speaking) Practice Tests, which include one
ith exam tips and one LanguageCert Official Test

• 8 Practice Tests for the Oral Exam (including one Guided Test and
one Official Test).

Sara Walenn

Ready for

LanguageCert

Sara Walenn

3 format and the Answer Key are available online
com.

Jeremy Walenn

Jeremy Walenn

ageCert Communicator (B2) is designed
o are preparing for the LanguageCert
evel (B2) examinations.

Communicator

Teacher’s Edition

B2

• An extensive introduction to the Written Exam format, syllabus
and assessment.

Ready for

• 8 Practice Tests for the Written Exam with overprinted answers.

LanguageCert

• An extensive introduction to the Oral Exam format, syllabus and
assessment.
• 8 Practice Tests for the Oral Exam.
• Listening scripts.
Practice Tests

B2

ONE OFFICIAL TEST
PROVIDED BY

Online Resources
All recordings for the listening tests in MP3 format
(downloadable from www.elionline.com).
What is LanguageCert? A member of PeopleCert, a global leader
in the certification industry, LanguageCert is an awarding body
dedicated to language skills assessment and certification.
LanguageCert develops its own language qualifications in
partnership with renowned organisations worldwide, offering highquality language skills assessment and certification programmes
to global learners, enhancing their education and career prospects.
Since 2015, LanguageCert has acquired all the intellectual property
and related assessment materials for English language qualifications
from City & Guilds, one of the oldest and most prestigious awarding
bodies in the UK.
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www.elionline.com/readyforlanguagecert

LanguageCert International ESOL (English for Speakers of Other
Languages) is a set of English Language qualifications mapped
to the CEFR. It represents the next generation of English language
qualifications, conjugating the highest quality standards and stateof-the-art, innovative and flexible exam administration technologies,
together with systems tailor-made to each exam’s specific
requirements.

EXAMS

Two distinct examinations are offered at each level from A1 to C2,
covering all four language skills: a Written Exam (Listening, Reading,
Writing) and a Spoken Exam (Speaking). The exams are separate
tests, so students can take them independently of each other,
choosing for instance to focus their preparation on one before taking
the other.

All recordings
downloadable from
www.elionline.com

Tips to help students
become familiar with the
exam format

Captivating
illustrations

One official test
provided by
LanguageCert

Student’s Edition + Audio CD – 2 colours
Teacher’s Edition – 176 pp. 2 colours

A2
144 pp.
9788853626714
9788853626691

B1
136 pp.
9788853626721
9788853626707

B2
128 pp.
9788853626738
online
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ready for trinity
Jennie Humphries
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A1-B1
Jennie Humphries

Ready for Trinity

EXAMS

Jennie Humphries

Ready for

Trinity
GESE Grades 1-2

Conversational subjects and Trinity syllabus with plenty of listening
and speaking practice, grammar and vocabulary support, examination
tips. The Ready for Trinity series is an extremely valid and complete
tool, ideal for students who are preparing for Trinity exams.
Coursebook + 2 Audio CDs

GESE Grades 1-2

• GESE Grades 1 and 2 covers the levels A1.1 – A1. 2 of the CEFR.
• GESE grades 3 and 4 and ISE Foundation covers the levels
A2.1-A2.2 of the CEFR.
2 audio CDs

• GESE grades 5 and 6 and ISE I covers the levels B1.1-B1.2 of the
CEFR.
• Six units for each grade.
• Cyclic revision and reintroduction of all functions throughout the
book with links back to each section.

Jennie Humphries
Jennie Humphries

ge London as suitable exam preparation material.

3-4 and ISE Foundation + 2 audio CDs

978-88-536-2249-5

Trinity
GESE Grades 3-4 and ISE Foundation

GESE Grades 3-4 and ISE Foundation

ades 3-4 and ISE Foundation features:
grade
listening activities
gues in the Functions section
ry reinforcement in every unit
atch out! boxes
and practice of all exam components
c phase and Conversation phase preparation
ample exam practice tests
work activities at the end of the book
section simulating all the task types in

Ready for Trinity

d specifically for Trinity Graded Examinations
Skills in English (ISE) exam. The exercises are
e students’ speaking and listening skills and
and student autonomy.

Ready for

• At the end of the book, speaking cards for pairwork activities,
reading and writing activities for the ISE examination, extra exam
resources.
Teacher’s Book
• Full answer keys to all exercises and activities.
• Transcripts of all recorded material.
• Suggestions for further revision activities.
Online Resources
• All recorded material in MP3 format.

978-88-536-2250-1

2 audio CDs

.com

Coursebook - Grades 1-2 + 2 Audio CDs (96 pp. full colour)
Coursebook - Grades 3-4 + 2 Audio CDs (96 pp. full colour)
Coursebook - Grades 5-6 + 2 Audio CDs (96 pp. full colour)
Teacher’s Guide - Grades 1-2 (96 pp. b/w)
Teacher’s Guide - Grades 3-4 (80 pp. b/w)
Teacher’s Guide - Grades 5-6 (80 pp. b/w)
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9788853626752
9788853622495
9788853622518
9788853626769
9788853622501
9788853622525

grammar plus
Lisa Suett, Sarah Jane Lewis, Valentina Mei-Yin Chen

A series of graded, full colour grammar exercise books for young adults
designed to be used either in the classroom or as self-study material.
Student’s Book + Audio CD
• Clear and easy-to-follow structure: explanations, examples, exercises.
• Exercises in order of increasing difficulty: from guided to open-ended.
• Wide variety of exercise types including ones requiring personal
responses from the student.

GRAMMAR

elementary to upper intermediate - Common European Framework: A1-B2

• Listening-based activities using the accompanying Audio CD.
• Round-up exercises covering multiple structures.
• Final revision section covering the major grammar points presented.
• Verb, pronunciation and punctuation tables.
• Audioscripts.
Online Teacher’s Resources
• Answers to all exercises available to teachers online
at www.elionline.com

Kahoot! is a
game-based
learning platform
that makes it easy to create, share and play
learning games or quizzes.
Deliver engaging grammar tests made by ELi
Publishing!

Student’s Book + Audio CD full colour

A1
96 pp.
9788853615299

A2
112 pp.
9788853615695

B1
128 pp.
9788853615305

B2
128 pp.
9788853615312

www.elionline.com/grammarplus
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graded
readers
An efficient and engaging way to learn English!
ELi offers three distinct series of graded readers,
aimed at different age groups and covering CEFR
levels A1 to C2:
• Young ELi Readers
PAGE 56
• Teen ELi Readers
PAGE 57
• Young Adult ELi Readers
PAGE 59
The YOUNG ADULT series gets a new look and
comes with a new edition!
NEW 2022:
n e w • Granny Fixit and the Video game
• PB3 and the Bees
• Uncle Jack and the Bear adventure
• Harriet Holmes and the Portrait
• Gyeong Min Kim: My South Korea

Dedicated website
www.eligradedreaders.com

Extra Online Activities

Answer Keys, free MP3 audio
files, downloadable Guide to
ELi Graded Readers

Fact files, exam preparation
and assessment exercises
for Students and Teachers

Common European Framework
Cambridge English

Beginner

Elementary

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

Advanced

Proficient

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

YLE Starters Movers

YLE Flyers

Preliminary

First

CAE

KEY

BEC

BEC

BEC

KEY
YOUNG ELi READERS
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4
TEEN ELi READERS
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
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Ask your local distributor or visit the
Eli Graded Readers website to get hold
of the new ELT Readers Catalogue.
www.eligradedreaders.com

The pleasure of reading

Extra activities online

•

Downloadable

Files

STAGE 1
STAGE 2
STAGE 3
STAGE 4

100 headwords
200 headwords
300 headwords
400 headwords

below A1
A1
A1.1
A2

stories for learners of English.
Readers

Link to 2030 Sustainable Development Goals
Goal 15: Life on Land

FSC® certification
guarantees that
• ExtraThe
activities
for students
the paper used in these publications
• Extracomes
resources
for forests,
teachers
from certified
promoting

responsible forestry management worldwide.

Downloadable

Multimedia

For this series of
ELI graded readers,
we have planted
5000 new trees.

Files

Original

www.eligradedreaders.com
by Gustavo
Mazali

and the Portrait

Harriet Holmes and the Portrait
by Jane Cadwallader
Illustrated by Gustavo Mazali

Illustrated by
Gustavo Mazali

Readers

ELI Readers
Founder and Series Editors
Paola Accattoli, Grazia Ancillani,
Daniele Garbuglia (Art Director)
Graphic Design
Federico Borsella
Production Manager
Francesco Capitano
© ELI 2022
P.O. Box 6 - 62019 Recanati MC - Italy
T +39 071750701
F +39 071977851
info@elionline.com
www.elionline.com

Young

Readers
Young

Look on the inside front cover
to find out how to download
the free multimedia files.

Uncle Jack
Multimedia

© ELI 2022
P.O. Box 6
62019 Recanati (MC)
Italy
T +39 071750701
F +39 071977851
info@elionline.com
www.elionline.com

Typeset in 14 / 20 pt Monotype Plantin Schoolbook

Starters
Typeset in 15,5 / 22 pt Monotype Plantin Schoolbook
Starters/Movers
Printed in Italy by Tecnostampa - Pigini Group Printing
Movers
Division Loreto - Trevi
Flyers
ERY333.01

and the Bear Adventure

Young

Stage 4 A2

Stage 4 A2

Stage 3 A1.1

Stage 2 A1

Readers

Files

Jane Cadwallader

Look on the inside front cover
Multimedia to find out how to download
in a very big city,
Files
the free multimediaI live
files.
Buenos Aires.
Typeset in 15,5 / 22 pt Monotype Plantin Schoolbook
I have been drawing
below
A1 Starters
STAGE 1 100 headwords
all my life,
ever since
Printed in Italy by Tecnostampa - Pigini Group
A1
Starters/Movers
I was a child
STAGE 2 200 headwords
With PC or Mac
Printing Disvision Loreto - Trevi
as I didn’t
have a TV. Movers
A1.1
STAGE 3 300 headwords
ERY 242.01
Download
MP3 audio files from
I enjoy most of all
ISBN 978-88-536-3500-6
STAGE 4 400 headwords
drawingA2
comic strips Flyers www.eligradedreaders.com
and picturing myself
Original
and my kids in the
www.eligradedreaders.com
The pleasure of Reading Extra activities online
illustrations that
To get the most out of each reader, you can findIllustrated
I create.
Eli Readers is a beautifully illustrated
extra activities for each title on our website
series of timeless classic and original
www.eligradedreaders.com

Production Manager
Francesco Capitano

Printed in Italy by Tecnostampa - Pigini Group
Printing Disvision Loreto - Trevi
ERY448.01
ISBN 978-88-536-3502-0

ISBN 978-88-536-3501-3

The pleasure of Reading

Eli Readers is a beautifully illustrated
series of timeless classic and original
stories for learners of English.

Link to 2030 Sustainable Development Goals
Goal 11: Sustainable cities and communities

The FSC™ certification guarantees that
the paper used in these publications
comes from certified forests, promoting
responsible forestry management worldwide.

Readers

Downloadable
For this series of
Multimedia
ELI graded
readers,
we have planted
5000 new trees.

Critical thinking | Adventure | Bravery

new

The ELI Readers collection is a complete
range of books and plays for readers of all
ages, ranging from captivating contemporary
stories to timeless classics. There are four
series, each catering for a different age
group: First ELI Readers, Young ELI Readers,
Teen ELI Readers and Young Adult ELI
Readers. The books are carefully edited and
beautifully illustrated to capture the essence
of the stories and plots.

Young

responsible forestry management worldwide.

© ELI 2022
P.O. Box 6
62019 Recanati MC
Italy
T +39 071750701
F +39 071977851
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the cover
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Downloadable
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• Extra activities for students
• Extra resources for teachers

Graphic Design
Federico Borsella

Gustavo Mazali
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Uncle Jack and the Bear Adventure
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Illustrated by Gustavo Mazali
ELI Readers
Founder and Series Editors
Paola Accattoli, Grazia Ancillani,
Daniele Garbuglia (Art Director)

- Games and language activities
- A picture dictionary
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The ELI Readers A2
collection is a complete
range of books and plays for readers of all
ages, ranging from captivating contemporary
stories to timeless classics. There are four
series, each catering for a different age
group: First ELI Readers, Young ELI Readers,
Teen ELI Readers and Young Adult ELI
Readers. The books are carefully edited and
beautifully illustrated to capture the essence
of the stories and plots.

Downloadable
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ELI graded readers,
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we have planted
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The portrait of Lord Methody, the founder
of Methody School is missing. But who could
want the portrait of this unpopular man and
why? Harriet Holmes and her friends, Violet
and John set out to solve the mystery – but
has Harriet got the detective skills of her
father? Read and find out!

Original
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STAGE 2
STAGE 3
STAGE 4

Production Manager
Francesco Capitano
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In this reader you will find:
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Can they stop it?

come to me while…
I’m jogging!

Link to 2030 Sustainable Development Goals
Goal 3: Good health and well-being
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range of books and plays for readers of all
ages, ranging from captivating contemporary
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Expressions:
Look out!
What’s the matter?
Look behind you!
Can I try?
Quick!
Poor bees!
I’ve got an idea!
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Yound Adult Series in a NEW Edition and with a NEW Look! Coming soon!
• side columns summarising the text
• new activities in line with the 21st Century Skills
• captions under each illustrations
• Author Dossier in an infographic, appealing style.

George Orwell

>

Writing

A secret place full
of treasures.

3 In Chapter 1, Naoko describes what she does every day.
Write to her about your day. Talk about:

was work hard, take care of their families, drink beer, watch football
and gamble* and then die around sixty.
It was easy for the Party to control the proles, who weren’t
interested in politics, but only in the problems of their daily lives.
The Party had simply to make sure the proles were patriotic* so that
they’d work more and live on fewer rations. Most of them didn’t have
telescreens in their homes.
Even though a lot of crime in London happened among the proles,
the Thought Police left them alone. Proles were allowed to have close
relationships and could have a religion. ‘Proles and animals are free,’
said the Party slogan.
Winston took out the kids’ history book that Mrs Parsons had
lent* him and started copying a part of it into his diary:
London used to be a dark and dirty city in the past. Everyone was
poor and hungry. The only nice houses were of the few fat, ugly capitalists
like the man in the picture who has a long, black coat and a top hat*.
The capitalists owned everything and all the people were their slaves.
Winston knew the rest of the story. How could you tell how much
of it was lies? Did people really have a better life now than before the
Revolution*? However, he thought, things were so bad right now that
it was impossible that life had been worse in the past!
The Party’s world of wars, steel* and concrete*, heroes, slogans
and work, work and more work wasn’t a real life. Everyone was the
same and did the same things. Every day the telescreens shouted
that life was much better now.
The Party had destroyed the past and lies had become the truth.
In 1973, Winston had once seen real proof of these lies. It had begun
gamble play games of chance for money
patriotic loyal to your country
lend give something to someone, knowing that
they’ll give it back to you
top hat

- Mealtimes and what you eat
- What you study at school
- What you do in your free time
Write about 100 words.

Speaking
4 Naoko talks about what they eat in Japan for breakfast,
lunch and dinner. Discuss with a partner what things you’d
like to try and what your favourite dishes are.

Vocabulary
5 Circle the odd one out in each line.
1
2
3
4
5
6

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

face
bathroom
hill
fun
summer
chicken
hate

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

ears
floor
lake
nice
June
beans
love

d
d
d
d
d
d
d

hand
hall
river
exciting
autumn
tea
like

Speaking
6 Chapter 2 is called Autumn Days. With a friend, try and
think of what Japanese people do at this time of year.
Then read the chapter and see if your ideas were right.
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hair
kitchen
sea
sad
spring
rice
enjoy

Before-reading Activity

Revolution when people go against those who
control them and their country
steel a hard metal which is often used in buildings
and other structures
concrete a strong material made of sand, cement,
water and other elements

Common European Framework
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b
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international level for quality and didactic value.
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language levels, to encourage reading for pleasure in English!
• ELi Graded Readers which feature original stories, nonfiction titles and timeless classics are organised into three
series according to age-range and language level: Young ELi
Readers, Teen ELi Readers, Young Adult ELi Readers.
• The books are divided into a range of levels, in line with
international guidelines such as the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR), and according
to the number of headwords presented.
• Full narration of the texts by native speakers available in MP3
format at www.eligradedreaders.com
•

With ELi LINK APP you can access ELi multimedia and
audio content. Just frame the page of the selected reader
and get the audio directly on your mobile device, smartphone or tablet.
www.elionline.com/elilink

• Lots of activities to practise grammar, vocabulary, reading & writing
comprehension with pre-reading, while and post-reading activities.
• Exercises to prepare for international qualifications.
• Additional activities on skills and in line with 21st Century Skills
and topics of Global Citizenship.

DEDICATED WEBSITE: ELi GRADED READERS
www.eligradedreaders.com is the place to:
• search for titles according to age-range, level, topic or genre;
• find title descriptions, page previews, sample audio recordings;
• download full recordings with complete narration of all
texts by native speakers available in MP3 format;
• access free supplementary resources;
• browse online or download the complete ELi Graded
Readers 2022 Catalogue;
• download the ELi Graded Teacher’s guide.
• a selection of free graded readers to use for your online
lessons!

GUIDE TO ELi GRADED READERS
Download now from www.eligradedreaders.com
The Guide provides detailed information about ELi Graded Readers,
suggestions on how to use the pre-reading and post-reading activities,
sections dedicated to dramatization and to reading in a CLIL-based context.
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To download, just click on the icons
featured on each title entry:
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EXTRA ACTIVITIES

For an overview of the collection, go to our multimedia
channel on YouTube or scan the QR Code below:
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Michael Lacey Freeman
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In this reader you will find:
- a section focusing on bullying
- a section focusing on The London Zoo, The Natural History Museum,
Hyde Park
- a glossary of difficult words
- comprehension activities
- an exit test
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MICHAEL LACEY FREEMAN EGGHEAD

Hello! My name is Michael, and this is my secret diary. Well, it’s not
really a secret, because I want you to read it. This is my story, but it’s also
everybody’s story. Look at the picture on the front of this book. That’s me!
I’m going to school, and I’m not very happy about it.
The other children are not very kind to me. But I’ve got a very special
friend who always helps me. Do you want to know more? Well, open the
book and read it. I hope you enjoy it.

Stage 2

Eli Readers is a beautifully-illustrated series of timeless classics
and specially-written stories for learners of English.

ELT

Te e n

Readers

A2

Egghead
Michael Lacey Freeman
Stage 2
A2
Teen Readers

Activities
1 Put one word from the box in each space.
at - anywhere - circle - laughing - other - us - very - wet

GRADED READERS

The features of ELi readers are just a click away!

We both tried to move the boat 0 _to_ the 1 _____________
side of the lake, but we weren’t 2 ______________ good. We
just went round and round in a 3 ______________.
We weren’t going 4 ______________. David and I started
______________, and soon we were very 6 ______________.
5
I was happy that Mum couldn’t see 7 ______________. After
half an hour a man started shouting 8 ______________ us.
‘That’s 30 minutes. Now you have to come back.’

For the Teacher: Extra Resources –
Fact-files – Exam preparation –
Assessment exercises

2 Are these questions true or false?

For the Student: Extra Activities
– Focus On pages – Tests, Exam
preparation
TEACHER

2
3
4
5
6

Michael doesn’t like school and he calls the other students
names.
Michael always tells his mum and dad if he is unhappy.
Michael and David like playing football.
On their trip to London Michael liked the tigers and lions best.
At the Natural History Museum they saw a piece of the moon.
The local newspaper is interested in Tom’s story.

T

F

■

■

■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■

Answer:
1 1 other; 2 very; 3 circle; 4 anywhere; 5 laughing; 6 wet; 7 us; 8 at
2 1T; 2F; 3T; 4F (monkeys); 5T; 6T

1

DIGITAL GRADED READERS: ENCOURAGING READING
LITERACY DESPITE THE DISTANCE!
A selection of ELI Graded readers on Blink Learning and the ELI Digital platform is available
for your classes.
Browse the ELi Publishing catalogue on BlinkLearning, choose your graded reader and you will receive:
• Interactive activities with automatic scores
• Embedded audio tracks
• Syllabus at a glance
• Virtual Classroom
• Materials you can share directly through the most common digital platforms
Blink learning: https://shop.blinklearning.com/es/217_eli-publishing
ELi OnlineShop: COMING SOON
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Learner Literature Award and for the
ELTons 2020 British Awards!

REAL LIVES SERIES was nominated Finalist in
the Learner Resources Innovation Category and
Winner of a special judges’ commendation:
“ELi Publishing and partners is a winner of a
special commendation for Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion in the 18th British Council
ELTons Awards, the only international awards
for innovation in English language teaching”.
Find out more about the REAL LIVES SERIES
on page 58.
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beautifully illustrated to capture the essence
of the stories and plots.
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Do you know how important
forests are for our world and
our health? This book is about
the three main different types of
forests. It is also an adventure story
about two children who overhear
plans to destroy a part of their
forest and who ask other children
to join them to help save it.
Stage 4 • 400 headwords
pp. 32 • A2 • Flyers • Real Lives

Stage 3 (300 headwords) A1.1 Movers + ELi LINKApp
J. Cadwallader - Uncle Jack and the Bear adventure NEW 9788853635013
J. Cadwallader - Dr Domuch and the Dinosaur Egg
9788853631534
J. Cadwallader - The Secret Garden
9788853631541
J. Cadwallader - Dr Domouch and the Huemuls
9788853631558
J. Cadwallader - Five Children and It
9788853631565
J. Cadwallader - Uncle Jack in the Amazon Rainforest
9788853631497
O. Wilde - The Canterville Ghost
9788853631480
Jane Cadwallader - Uncle Jack and the Meerkats
9788853631473
J. M. Barrie - Peter Pan
9788853631466
J. Cadwallader - Uncle Jack and the Bakonzi Tree
9788853631442
J. Cadwallader - Uncle Jack and the Emperor Penguins
9788853631459
Stage 4 (400 headwords) A2 Flyers + ELi LINKApp
J. Cadwallader - Harriet Holmes and the Portrait
NEW 9788853635020
J. Cadwallader - Oliver Twist
9788853631770
J. Cadwallader - The Children and the Forests
9788853631787
J. Cadwallader - Journey to the Centre of the Earth
9788853631794
J. Cadwallader - Our Water Our Future
9788853631800
M. Twain - The Prince and the Pauper
9788853631664
Anonymous - Robin Hood
9788853631657
J. London - White Fang
9788853631633
J. Cadwallader - Harry and the Egyptian Tomb
9788853631640
J. Cadwallader - Harry and the Sports Competition
9788853631626
R. Kipling - The Jungle Book
9788853631619
P. Bellini - The Secret Passage
9788853631602
L. Carroll - Alice in Wonderland
9788853631596
J. Cadwallader - Harry and an Electrical Problem
9788853631589
J. Cadwallader - Harry and the Crown
9788853631572
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red balloon

• The text is divided into chapters and contains an on-page
glossary where necessary.
• Before You Read activities introduce characters and topics;
After-Reading activities aid comprehension and memorisation.
• Reading, speaking, writing and listening skills are practised
through specifically-designed tasks.

Original
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he pleasure of Reading

• Special Focus on pages provide extra, cross-curricular information
on the historical, geographical and cultural contexts of the stories.

Downloadable

Audio
Files

ELT
A1

• Test Yourself pages at the end of each book contain activities
covering the whole story.
• ELi LINK App to access the multimedia files.
• Extra Online Activities and downloadable audio files in Mp3 format
available on www.eligradedreaders.com
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Stage 1 • 600 headwords
pp. 80 • A1 • Movers
Classic
Stage 1 Elementary (600 headwords) A1+ ELi LINKApp
M. Twain - The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
9788853631923
K. Grahame - The Wind in the Willows
9788853631916
A. Sewell - Black Beauty
9788853631909
E. H. Porter - Pollyanna
9788853631893
A. Tomkinson - Great Friends!
9788853631879
E. Nesbit - The Railway Children
9788853631886
G. Chaucer - The Canterbury Tales
9788853631855
J. Borsbey and R. Swan - The Boat Race Mystery
9788853631862
L. M. Montgomery - Anne of Green Gables
9788853631848
M. Twain - A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court
9788853631831
C. Dickens - Oliver Twist
9788853631824
M. Simpson - In Search of a Missing Friend
9788853631817
Stage 2 Pre-Intermediate (800 headwords) A2 Flyers/Ket
+ ELi LINKApp
Real Lives - Gyeong Min Kim: My South Korea
NEW 9788853635037
S. Sardi - Follow your Dreams
9788853632098
M. L. Freeman - Dot to Dot
9788853632067
A. Tomkinson - Festivals are Fun!
9788853632074
S. Sardi - The Boy with the Red Balloon
9788853632043
S. Sardi - Scotland is Magic!
9788853632050
M. L. Freeman - Egghead
9788853632036
A. Tomkinson - Enjoy New York
9788853632012
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This is the story of Huckleberry Finn and
his adventures on the Mississippi river.
Huck’s father kidnaps him from his new
life with a kind old lady called Widow
Douglas, and hides him in a hut. Huck
escapes and goes down the river. He
meets Jim, a black slave, and they travel
down the river together. We read about
their adventures and troubles, and how
they meet Tom Sawyer again.
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Aimed at teenagers and learners at CEFR levels A1 to B1, this
series offers rewritten literary classics, original stories or fascinating
non-fiction titles, all accompanied by activities, cultural and crosscurricular dossiers, comprehension tests, and much more.
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Files

Gavin, Max, Rose and Isabel are
excited about starting their first
year at the Music, Art and Dance
Academy of London. It’s going
to be hard with lessons every
day. They’ll also have exams
and shows to do. Then, a special
person comes into their lives.
How can Ernest help them follow
their dreams?
Stage 2 • 800 headwords
pp. 64 • A2 • Flyers/Key
Original

Stage 2 Pre-Intermediate (800 headwords) A2 Flyers/Ket
+ ELi LINKApp
F. H. Burnett - Little Lord Fauntleroy
9788853632029
L. Ferretti - Adventure at Haydon Island
9788853631992
W. Shakespeare - The Tempest
9788853632005
L. Ferretti - Dear Diary...
9788853631978
A. Tomkinson - Loving London
9788853631985
M. Twain - The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
9788853632159
R. Louis Stevenson - Treasure Island
9788853631961
F. H. Burnett - The Secret Garden
9788853631954
M. Flagan - The Egyptian Souvenir
9788853631947
M. L. Banfi - A Faraway World
9788853631930
Stage 3 Intermediate (1000 headwords) B1 Preliminary
+ ELi LINKApp
L. M. Alcott - Little Women
9788853632180
A. C. Ramos - Expedition Brazil
9788853632173
J. London - The Call of the Wild
9788853632166
C. Dickens - David Copperfield
9788853632142
Anonymous - Robin Hood
9788853632128
M. Simpson - Destination Karminia
9788853632135
M. Flagan - Val’s Diary
9788853632111
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REAL LIVES

In Real Lives, aimed at Young A2 and Teen A2-B1 readers, real children and teenagers from different countries
and continents present their daily life and environment. The series is specifically geared towards Global
Awareness, Critical Thinking, Creativity and Collaboration as fundamental 21st Century Skills and Global
Citizenship topics for today’s learners.
Features
Young ELi Readers Real Lives
The books are organised in three parts, as follows:
• Introductory pages: the children present themselves, their countries and environment, with all their unique features.
• In subsequent pages the children lead the reader into their real world, with the help of stunning authentic
photographs: family, moments and aspects of everyday life (such as school, play, meals, work and free time).
• In the third section, readers become familiar with another culture through beautifully illustrated authentic stories.
• The final pages of activities, which include tasks focusing specifically on 21st Century Skills, lead young learners
to revise the story through critical thinking, comparing cultures, creative problem-solving and teamwork, all in a
natural and enjoyable way.
• Many titles are the result of cooperation between ELi and a specific NGO (Non-Governmental Organisation), to
which ELi donates a part of the proceeds for relevant development and aid projects.
• ELi LINK App to access the multimedia files.
Teen ELi Readers Real Lives Series:
• Activities on the four skills and tasks related to 21st Century Skills and to Global citizenship topics are presented
after each chapter.
• Special “Close up” boxes throughout the text help learners to further understand different lifestyles and cultures.
• Activities to prepare for international exams.
• Topics and exercises to develop critical thinking and collaboration, looking at things from different perspectives
and themes to generate debate.
• ELi LINK App to access the multimedia files.
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YOUNG Series: Stage 4 (400 headwords) A2 Flyers - Young + ELi LINKApp
A. Tarsetti/Gus - Discover Sri Lanka with Us!
9788853631732
C. Catitti - Music in Florence!
9788853631749
S. Sardi - Visit Saint Petersburg with Me!
9788853631756
T. Öztürk - Doruk’s Cats
9788853631763
W. Suarez, P. Trevisanato - My Bolivia!
9788853631701
R. Panuzzo - Juanita and her Alpaca
9788853631718
Action Aid International - My Name is Ça Depend
9788853631725
J. Cadwallader - Nyangoma’s Story
9788853631695
TEEN Series: Stage 2 Pre-Intermediate (800 headwords) A2 Flyers/KET - Teen + ELi
LINKApp
S. Sardi - Gyeong Min Kim: My South Korea
NEW 9788853635037
R. Rebagliati - Naoko: My Japan
9788853632081
TEEN Series: Stage 3 Intermediate (100 headwords) B1 Preliminary + ELi LINKApp
G. Gamlin - Allan: My Vancouver
9788853632197
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young adult eli readers
George Orwell
“If you want a picture of the
future, imagine a boot stamping
on a human face—for ever.”
– George Orwell, 1984
This novel is written by George
Orwell in 1949 and set in 1984
London which is now the
headquarters of a totalitarian
world. It is the story of Winston
Smith, an ordinary man whose
job it is to rewrite history for the
Party of Oceania, one of the three
superstates in the world. The book
follows Winston’s life as he tries to
rebel against the Party at all costs,
in spite of the dangers involved.
Stage 3 • 1000 headwords
pp.112 • B1 • Preliminary

tess of the d’urbervilles
Thomas Hardy
The story, set in a poor rural area
of England in the 19th century,
centres around Tess Durbeyfield,
an innocent, country girl who is a
victim of fate and her own beauty.
When her lazy father finds out
that his ancestors were the noble
d’Urberville family, he dreams of
winning back this glory for his
own family. Tess, 16 years old at
the start of the story is pushed
by her parents to go and work for
Alec d’Urberville who will change
Tess’s life in a dramatic way.
Stage 3 • 1000 headwords
pp. 80 • B1 • Preliminary
Original

a passage to india
Edward Morgan Foster
A story set in India in the 1920s.
It follows Dr Aziz, Mr Fielding and
two British women, Mrs Moore
and Miss Quested. Due to an
incident occurring in the fictitious
Marabar Caves the characters
find themselves in the turmoil of
a changing India which highlights
the prejudices and racial stresses
between Indians and British.

Stage 1 Elementary (600 headwords) A1 + ELi LINKApp
Sir A. C. Doyle - A Study in Scarlet
9788853621078
D. Dafoe - Robinson Crusoe
9788853620231
J. Swift - Gulliver’s Travels
9788853607874
Sir A. C. Doyle - The Hound of the Baskervilles
9788853605160
Stage 2 Pre-Intermediate (800 headwords) A2 Ket
+ ELi LINKApp
J. Buchan - The Thirty-Nine Steps
9788853623133
W. Shakespeare - Hamlet, Prince of Denmark
9788853621085
J. K. Jerome - Three Men in a Boat
9788853620262
R. L. Stevenson - The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll
9788853617538
and Mr Hyde
B. Stoker - Dracula
9788853615893
W. Shakespeare - A Midsummer Night’s Dream
9788853615909
C. Dickens - Great Expectations
9788853607904
W. Shakespeare - Romeo and Juliet
9788853605030
Stage 3 Intermediate (1000 headwords) B1 Preliminary
+ ELi LINKApp
G. Orwell - 1984
9788853632760
T. Hardy - Tess of the D’Urbervilles
9788853628862
L. Ferretti - The Earthkeepers
9788853626509
R. L. Stevenson - Kidnapped
9788853624826
Anonymous - Beowulf
9788853624819
C. Dickens - A Christmas Carol
9788853623171
H. James - The Portrait of a Lady
9788853621115
W. Collins - The Woman in White
9788853621108
E. Wharton - The Age of Innocence
9788853620293
J. Austen - Sense and Sensibility
9788853615916
C. Brontë - Jane Eyre
9788853607935
W. Shakespeare - Macbeth
9788853606624
O. Wilde - The Picture of Dorian Gray
9788853605177
J. Austen - Pride and Prejudice
9788853605047
Stage 4 Upper Intermediate (1800 headwords) B2 First
+ ELi LINKApp
E. M. Foster - A Passage to India
9788853628886
N. Hawthorne - The Scarlett Letter
9788853626523
J. Austen - Emma
9788853624833
G. Eliot - The Mill on the Floss
9788853623195
H. Melville - Moby Dick
9788853620316
C. and M. Lamb - Tales from Shakespeare
9788853617545
C. Dickens - A Tale of Two Cities
9788853617552
A. Hope - The Prisoner of Zenda
9788853617569
J. Joyce - Dubliners
9788853607980
E. Brontë - Wuthering Heights
9788853606655
H. James - The Turn of the Screw
9788853605184
M. Shelley - Frankenstein
9788853605054
Stage 5 Advanced (2500 headwords) C1 Advanced
+ ELi LINKApp
W. M. Thackeray - Vanity Fair
9788853620347
V. Woolf - Mrs Dalloway
9788853613011
F. S. Fitzgerald - The Great Gatsby
9788853606662
Stage 6 Proficiency Unabridged Texts C2 Proficiency
+ ELi LINKApp
J. Borsbey & R. Swan, Editors
9788853615930
A Collection of First World War Poetry
J. Conrad - Heart of Darkness
9788853613028

GRADED READERS

1984

new edition!

young adult light eli readers
Elementary (600 headwords) A1 + ELi LINKApp
E. A. Poe - Gordon Pym
N. Soseki - Botchan

9788853615879
9788853615886

Stage 4 • 1800 headwords
pp. 128 • B2 • B2 FIRST
Classic
www.eligradedreaders.com
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GAMES
play and learn!

For more than 30 years, ELi has been producing
didactic games to learn English through play.
ELi Games are developed according to agerange, language level (A1 to C1) and learning
styles of students.
Further information on the latest ELi Language
Games Catalogue enriched with tips on how to
use the games with your online classes.

Dedicated website
www.elilanguagegames.com
Answer Keys, free MP3 audio
files, downloadable Guide to
ELi Graded Readers

Common European Framework
Cambridge English

Instructions both
in the game box and
downloadable online

Beginner

Elementary

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

Advanced

Proficient

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

YLE Starters Movers

YLE Flyers

Preliminary

First

CAE

KEY

BEC

BEC

BEC

KEY
Who’s who?

NEW EDITION

The grammar tree

NEW

Let’s talk!

NEW

The game of emotions

NEW

The Story Maker
Fairy Tales in games
Famous People
Triboo
Adjectives & Opposites
The Animal Kingdom
How are you?
Play for the Planet
Roundtrip of the U.S.A.
Pack your Bag
Preposition Island
Picture Bingo
Bis
The Great Game of Numbers
Time Dominoes
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What are ELi Language Games, and what
results can be achieved through their use?
Presentation Video available on our
YouTube channel ELi MULTIMEDIA
Scan the QR Code to access the video

ELi GAMES are ideal for revision and practice, and to develop one’s competence in
Vocabulary, Grammar, Culture and Interdisciplinary topics. They can accompany any
course book and are also great for self-learning.
The games can be divided into the following four categories:

Le
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la
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yf

ul

wa

y!

LANGUAGE
GAMES
CATALOGUE

- Bingo - Dominoes - Card games - Board games
Next to each title listed on this page, look out for the coloured symbol indicating
the category.
To find out more, please watch the ELi Games Presentation video and the Video
Tutorials on our YouTube channel, ELi Multimedia. Ask your local distributor or visit
the Eli Graded Readers website to get hold of the new ELi Language Games Catalogue
www.elilanguagegames.com

n e wr
fo 2
2
20

Common European Framework
Cambridge English

Beginner

Elementary

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

Advanced

Proficient

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

YLE Starters Movers

YLE Flyers

Preliminary

First

CAE

KEY

BEC

BEC

BEC

KEY
Verb Bingo
My Shopping List
Around the City
English Paperchase
Super Bis
That’s my job!
Sentence Maker
English Championship
Question Chain
Questions and Answers
The Busy Day Dominoes
Let’s Party!
The Great Verb Game
Roundtrip of Britain and Ireland

> For further information go to www.elilanguagegames.com
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www.elilanguagegames.com is the website
dedicated to ELi Language Games.
• Search for ELi Games by:
- CEFR Level
- Focus (Grammar, Vocabulary, CLIL,
Language-related culture)
- Topic
- Type (Bingo, Dominoes, Card or Board Game)
• Video Introducing ELi LANGUAGE GAMES
• Video Tutorials by Game Focus:
- Vocabulary and Language Structures
- Grammar Revision and Practice
- Culture & CLIL
• Downloadable Games Instructions
• Descriptions of all Games

introducing eli language games

• Video tutorials on a wide selection of Games
• Donwload the new ELi Language Games Catalogue

video tutorials
grammar revision
and practice
Even using prepositions or verb
conjugations can become a great
opportunity for a team game.
Grammar revision and practice
have never been so much fun!

Scan the QR Code
to watch the Tutorial

vocabulary
& language structures
Vocabulary and language
structures are acquired in a natural
and entertaining way.
By playing, students learn to
communicate more and more effectively.
“The more you play, the better you get!”

Scan the QR Code
to watch the Tutorial

culture & clil video
ELi Language Games are
perfect for developing students’
competences in general Culture
and Interdisciplinary topics in the
English language (CLIL). Students
can learn about foreign countries,
their history, culture and traditions,
and can explore all kinds of crosscurricular topics in a motivating,
group play mode.
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www.elilanguagegames.com

Scan the QR Code
to watch the Tutorial

eli language games
the grammar tree

The game consists of 132 cards divided into two decks of different colours:
60 blue cards for verb forms and 60 red cards for other grammar points.
The cards can be used either by selecting specific grammar points or by putting
both decks together and playing with all the cards.
Each card contains a numbered multiple-choice question with three options:
A, B and C. Only one answer is correct. There are also 12 green ‘Lifeline’ (help)
cards, 6 for each team. These cards are distributed at the start of the game and
can be used whenever necessary.
The grammar tree

GAMES

new

elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2

9788853634269

who’s who?

new
edition

elementary - Common European Framework: A2

The game contains 132 cards divided into two decks of 66. The cards are
identical but distinguished by two different colours. Each card depicts a
character with particular physical characteristics.
Some faces have characteristics in common and differ only in one detail.
An illustrated mini-dictionary will facilitate the description of the characters.
9788853634412

Who’s who? NEW EDITION

the emotions game

new

intermediate - Common European Framework: A2-B1
The game consists of 132 cards:
The emotions game has three game modes:
THE EMOTION THERMOMETER
WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN YOU ARE…?
TELL A STORY

The emotions game

9788853634368

let’s talk!

new

intermediate to advanced - Common European Framework: B1-C1

The game consists of 132 cards with a question and three multiple-choice
answers. The cards are subdivided into six categories: superpowers, annoying
things, wishes, opinions, fears, never ever
• 1 multi-coloured dice with six sides corresponding to the colours of the six
categories of cards
• 60 numbered tokens divided up as number 1, number 2 and number 3
• 1 instruction booklet with instructions and suggestions
Let’s talk!

Bingo

Dominoes

Card games

9788853634313

Board games

www.elilanguagegames.com
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fairy tales in games
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A1-A2
Fairy Tales in Games is an educational and fun game which combines the
telling of five traditional fairy tales with learning basic English vocabulary and
grammar.

GAMES

The game includes 132 cards: 125 cards with questions and answers
(25 cards for each fairy tale), 7 special cards, a playing board with 5 paths,
counters, coins, and a dice.
Fairy Tales in Games

9788853630124

famous people from the english-speaking world
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A2-B1
Famous People is a useful and fun card game, based on matching illustrated
cards with famous English people and their corresponding identity cards.
The game includes 132 cards: 66 illustrated cards with pictures and 66
cards with brief identify information.
Famous People from the English-speaking world

9788853630025

the story maker
beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A2-B1
The Story Maker is a fun card game to form sentences and create stories with
single illustrated language elements. Characters, animals, places, items and
actions have been carefully selected to provide an array of possible combinations.
The game includes 132 cards divided into five differently coloured decks.
The game also includes 60 reward tokens, a dice indicating the narrative
genre, and a dice indicating the verb tense.
The Story Maker

9788853629975

triboo
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A2-B1
Triboo is a useful and challenging game based on the exchange of questions
and answers, using keywords and clues to guess in the English language.
The game includes 132 cards divided into six decks corresponding to six
vocabulary and disciplinary categories: Science, History, Geography, Sport,
Entertainment, Art and Literature, a playing board, counters and a dice.
Triboo
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Bingo

Dominoes

Card games

9788853630070

Board games

adjectives and opposites
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A2-B1

The box contains: 130 illustrate adjectives, a Joker card and a Surprise
card, the instructions booklet provides suggestions for a wide range
of games and activities to do in class or at home with friends.
Adjectives & Opposites

9788853628176

GAMES

Adjectives and opposites is a very simple card game, useful and enjoyable,
based on matching illustrated adjectives with corresponding opposite
adjectives. The game allows students to learn, memorize and practice 130
commonly-used adjectives in a fun and engaging way.

the animal kingdom
beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2
Animals are a man’s best-friend! With this game we encourage and
strengthen learning and the correct use of vocabulary and language
structures related to animals.
The box contains: a pack of 66 photo cards, 36 bingo grids with
lists of animals on the reverse side and a teacher’s booklet.
Video Tutorial here

The Animal Kingdom

9788853622815

how are you?
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A2-B1
A great team game in which players mime, draw and answer questions
about the human body, health, nutrition and daily healthy habits such
as sports. Are you ready to play?
The box contains: a playing board, a numbered dice, a dice with
coloured faces, 132 game cards divided into six categories and a
teacher’s booklet.
How are you?

9788853622761

play for the planet
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A2-B1
Let’s play and have a clean world! Choose the correct bin for the rubbish
and answer the questions. Play and practise vocabulary related to the
environment: recycling, renewable energy, organic agriculture and food.
The box contains: a playing board with 100 spaces, a dice, 60
photographic cards, 72 game cards and a teacher’s booklet.
Play for the Planet

9788853622860

Video Tutorial here

Bingo

Dominoes

Card games

Board games
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preposition island
beginner - Common European Framework: A1
The game invites you to identify the characters and objects in the
illustration so as to develop understanding and encourage the production
of sentences using prepositions of place combined with articles.

GAMES

The box contains: an illustrated playing board, 58 playing cards,
8 cards with the prepositions of place, 60 gold coins and a
teacher’s booklet.
Video Tutorial here

Preposition Island

9788853613622

around the city
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A2-B1
Around the city is a lively board game based on the observation of
illustrations related to the city. Students memorise, learn and develop
their knowledge of lexical sets connected to urban features, shops,
places in town and services, means of transport, road signs and road
safety, all in a very engaging way. The game can be used in class with
a teacher or at home with friends.
The box contains: 132 cards divided into 6 packs, a playing board,
a dice and a teacher’s booklet.
Around the City

9788853626011

roundtrip of the u.s.a.
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A2-B1
An exciting roundtrip of the U.S.A.! Broaden your knowledge of the
United States and discover American cities, places of interest, history
and culture.
The box contains: a playing board, 2 sets of 66 playing cards, 2
dice, a teacher’s booklet with ideas for extra activities, information
about the locations and a list of useful websites.
Roundtrip of the U.S.A.

9788853622907

Video Tutorial here

pack your bag
beginner - Common European Framework: A1
Pack your Bag helps students learn and reinforce language associated
with clothing, set in the fun situation of preparing for a journey.
The box contains: 66 playing cards, 36 lists with the bingo cards
on the reverse side and a teacher’s booklet.
Pack your Bag
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Bingo

Dominoes

Card games

9788853619266

Board games

picture bingo
beginner - Common European Framework: A1
A bingo-type game to learn 100 basic English words.
The box contains: 100 playing cards, 32 bingo cards, a teacher’s
booklet with original activities for learning vocabulary and
structures.
9788853625793

GAMES

Picture Bingo

bis
beginner - Common European Framework: A1
A card game to learn basic English vocabulary and to practise
memorization skills.
The box contains: 132 playing cards and a teacher’s booklet.

Bis

9788885148284

time dominoes
beginner - Common European Framework: A1-A2
A domino game to learn how to read and tell the time in English.
The box contains: 48 domino cards and a teacher’s booklet.

Time for Dominoes

9788853628121

Video Tutorial here

the great game of numbers
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A1-B1
A bingo-type game to learn numbers in English.
The box contains: 132 playing cards, 36 bingo cards and a
teacher’s booklet.

The Number Game

Bingo

Dominoes

Card games

Board games

9788853628015
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verb bingo
beginner - Common European Framework: A1
A bingo game to learn basic verbs in English.

GAMES

The box contains: 66 playing cards, 36 bingo cards and a teacher’s
booklet.

Verb Bingo
Digital Edition
Game Box + Digital Edition

9788853611758
9788853613950
9788853613967

Video Tutorial here

my shopping list
beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2
A game in which players must try to be the first to buy all the food on
their list. The game can also be used as Bingo.
The box contains: 66 playing cards, 36 shopping lists with bingo
cards on the reverse side and a teacher’s booklet.

My Shopping List

9788853613677

Video Tutorial here

english paperchase
elementary - Common European Framework: A2
How well do you know Britain and the English-Speaking World? Find
out by playing this great new game with its monuments, places, people
and products from around the English-Speaking World. Each card has
five clues and each clue has a score: become the champion!
The box contains: 66 photographic playing cards, 66 playing cards
with clues and a teacher’s booklet.

English Paperchase

Video Tutorial here

9788853619310

super bis
elementary - Common European Framework: A2
A card game to learn and reinforce the interrogative form of tenses and
introduce basic vocabulary.
The box contains: 132 playing cards and a teacher’s booklet.

Super Bis
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Bingo

Dominoes

Card games

9788853625892

Board games

that’s my job!
elementary - Common European Framework: A2
A board game to learn the names and descriptions of 40 jobs.
The game is composed of 2 sets of 66 playing cards, a board and
a number dice. Each card contains the name or an illustration of a
job. The board has a route of squares with corresponding tasks.
9788853625946

GAMES

That’s my job!

sentence maker!
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A2-B1
This game improves production of sentences using time expressions
with the correct use of tenses. It is ideal for practising vocabulary
associated with everyday verbs.
The box contains: a playing board, 66 playing cards, a number dice,
a dice with personal pronouns, a dice with affirmative, negative and
interrogative forms, counters, points tokens and a teacher’s booklet.
Sentence Maker!

9788853616746

Video Tutorial here

english championship
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A2-B1
Test your knowledge of England and the English-Speaking World with
this exciting game, which expands the student’s background knowledge
not only through questions concerning culture and traditions, but also
geography, idioms, the environment and free time.
The box contains: a playing board, 132 playing cards, 60 counters,
a dice and a teacher’s booklet.
English Championship

9788853613721

question chain
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A2-B1
Create a chain of questions and answers correctly and improve
conversation skills through mini-dialogues.
The box contains: 132 playing cards and a teacher’s booklet.
Question Chain
Digital Edition
Game Box + Digital Edition

Bingo

Dominoes

Card games

Board games

9788853604682
9788853614056
9788853614063
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questions and answers

elementary to intermediate
CEFR: A2-B1

A board game to learn how to use pronouns and interrogative adverbs
and to stimulate conversation in English.
The box contains: a playing board representing a fairground, a dice,
66 playing cards and a teacher’s booklet.
Questions and Answers

9788853611659

GAMES

the busy day dominoes

elementary to intermediate
CEFR: A2-B1

A domino game to learn vocabulary and grammar structures related to
everyday actions. The game teaches regular and irregular verbs in the
present, past and future tenses.
The box contains: 48 domino cards and a teacher’s booklet.
The Busy Day Dominoes

let’s party!

9788853625847

elementary to intermediate
CEFR: A2-B1

A domino game to learn vocabulary and grammar structures related to
a party in a garden. The game teaches regular and irregular verbs in the
present, past and future tenses.
The box contains: 48 domino cards and a teacher’s booklet.
Let’s Party!
Digital Edition
Game Box + Digital Edition

Video Tutorial here

the great verb game

9788853604736
9788853614094
9788853614100

elementary to intermediate
CEFR: A2-B2

A card game to help learn regular and irregular verbs.
The box contains: 132 playing cards, cards indicating the tense,
cards of personal pronouns, cards showing sentence type and a
teacher’s booklet.
The Great Verb Game

roundtrip of britain
and ireland

9788853628077

elementary to intermediate
CEFR: A2-B1

A game that is a ‘trip’ to Britain and Ireland using questions on history,
geography, culture studies, grammar, vocabulary and idiomatic expressions.
The box contains: a board with a map of Great Britain and Ireland,
2 dice, 132 playing cards and a teacher’s booklet.
Roundtrip of Britain and Ireland
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Bingo

Dominoes

Card games

Board games

9788853604637

read, play and learn with us!

GRADED READERS

GRADED READERS

the heroes of the young eli readers invite you to play with their games.
Meet the characters of many fantastic adventures, and learn English with your friends!

Domino

Children follow Granny Fixit’s daily actions, from the moment she wakes up, to the moment

she goes BIS
to bed. Matching
picturesGame
and sentences, they learn and conjugate high frequency
Card
UNCLE JACK - SUPER
verbs in their basic forms.

A fun card game to learn and practise vocabulary and structures
in an engaging way, via questions and answers relating to everyday situations.

PB3 - PICTURE BINGO

GAMES

GAMES

GRANNY FIXIT - THE BUSY DAY DOMINOES

Bingo

With this game of observation and matching, the alien PB3 and the children will learn 100
basic earthly words, relating to a variety of lexical topics like: animals, colours, shapes, food,
and school
objects, toys,
clothes,you
nature…
the heroes of household
the young
eli readers
invite
to play with their games.

Meet -theTHAT’S
characters MY
of many
fantastic adventures,
learn English with your friends!
BoardandGame
HARRY
JOB!

...reading for pleasure:

we at eli
believe in...

Graded readers: see page 50
...learning through play:

bingos, dominoes, board games and card games – specially
designed for language learning – guarantee involvement, interaction,
positive competition and a lot of fun for young learnes.

eli graded readers

Video
Dedicated website
Introducing
www.eligradedreaders.com
Language games: see page 62
ELI GRADED READERS

read, play and learn!

eli language games

Card
Game
UNCLE JACK - SUPER BIS
Video Tutorials
available

A fun card game to learn and practise
andchannel
structures
on vocabulary
our YouTube
in an engaging way, via questions and answers relating to everyday situations.

ELI MULTIMEDIA

Dedicated website
www.elilanguagegames.com

GAMES
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make the
most of both!

GRADED READERS

The detective Harry is investigating several suspects’ activities… by matching
pictures, words and sentences, learners acquire
vocabulary
andindividual
language
the secret
of effective
language acquisition in a natural
structures related to many different jobs. and progressive way.
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supplementary
materials
Learning a foreign language can be much easier when
you have access to materials which are both attractive
and a pleasure to use. In this section of the catalogue
you will find lots of these types of resources, which
will also work well alongside your chosen textbook.
The range of titles include ELi Picture Dictionaries,
our all-time favourite Songs for young learners, the
English with Crosswords series available at various
levels which now also comes with an exciting new
interactive component.

Riccardo Poto • Francesca Mazzi

Hansel and Gretel
The Ugly Duckling
The Jungle Book
Peter Pan
King Arthur
The Canterbury Tales
Romeo and Juliet

The Story Musical is a series of stories and tales in English
and has been created according to a format which provides
the teacher with all the tools required to stage a musical.
The teacher is offered a valuable method to organise the various
activities required in preparing a musical, optimising all aspects
involved. The stories are inspired by the most famous classics,
but are completely rewritten on a lighter note, updated and fun,
ready to be put on stage.

FOR THE TEACHER

DANCE VIDEO TUTORIAL

SCRIPT AND SCREENPLAY

The fairy tales and stories are composed of eight frames; the
script with the parts to be recited, also provides indications on
how to make costumes and small props for the characters, the
settings and the actions contained in the scenes. The duration
of each performance varies from 30 to 45 minutes.

AUDIO TUTORIAL OF THE RECITAL

The audio guide of the recital, helps with the understanding
of theatrical timing, intonation and characterisation of the
voices of all the characters.

SONGS AND MUSIC

Each fairy tale or story contains five original songs, available
in two versions: vocal and instrumental base without vocals.

One song has been selected for the main dance.
The choreographer gradually explains all the steps, dividing
the dance into short sections that can be selected directly
from the chapters of the video, thus greatly facilitating the
pupils when they study and learn the steps.

THEATRE VIDEO TUTORIAL

The video contains the complete staging of the musical.
It provides instructions for the pupils on how to recite by
demonstrating the movements and gestures of the characters
and illustrates the organisation of the space on stage, which
could be a classroom, a gym, a garden or a courtyard.

PROPS AND COSTUME VIDEO TUTORIAL

The costumes and props are made with recycled materials,
cheap and easy to find. A workshop-guide stimulates the
children’s imagination and creativity.

TEACHER’S GUIDE

SCENERY

There are five scenery backdrops for each musical with original,
high-resolution digitised illustrations. They can be projected
onto any surface to provide the correct theatrical setting. As
well as the scenery, there are drawings of the main characters.

This consists of a text that provides the teacher with a set
method to create the musical and describes all of the different
phases, from casting to general rehearsal as well as acting and
works as a support for the teacher providing practical and
experienced advice.
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See page 76.

See page 78.

Elementary

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

Advanced

Proficient

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

YLE Starters Movers

YLE Flyers

Preliminary

First

CAE

KEY

BEC

BEC

BEC

PICTURE DICTIONARIES
ELi Illustrated Dictionary
ELi Vocabulary in Pictures
My First English Picture Dictionary
English from A to Z
ACTIVITY BOOKS
NEW

English with Crosswords
Easy English
SONGS
The Story Musical
Sing a Song
Sing more Songs
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Beginner

KEY

English with…
Games and Activities
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The Jungle Book
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Learning languages the pleasant way

Joy Olivier
beginner - Common European Framework: A1
A series of 4 themed picture dictionaries for Primary School children that
introduce and practise words through fun activities.
• Each volume presents a theme which is illustrated in 8 picture
dictionary spreads complete with observation games and
colouring activities.
• Two friendly children guide the pupils as they complete the
sticker activities.
• Themes: At School, In Town, At Home, On Holiday.

PICTURE DICTIONARIES

my first english picture dictionary

• Audio files.

16 pp. full colour
9788881488315
9788881488360
9788881488261
9788881488414

At School
In Town
At Home
On Holiday

english from a to z
Susan Jewell
beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2
Over 1,000 words presented and practised through illustrations and
activities.
• Vocabulary and topics relate to the various aspects of children’s
daily lives (clothes, family, school, free time, etc).
• Each letter of the alphabet ends with short revision exercises and
there are extra pages with topics of general interest.
• A wordlist and answer key are included at the end of the book.
Audio CD
• Pronunciation and fun sound effects for selected words.

English from A to Z + Audio CD

144 pp. full colour
9788853611185
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PICTURE DICTIONARIES

eli vocabulary in pictures
Joy Olivier
elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2
The brand new Vocabulary in Pictures for young A1-A2 level students
offers more than 1,000 words presented according to thematic situations,
accompanied by delightful illustrations. The audio recordings of all the
words and the online activities are the perfect extra elements to make
learning fun and enjoyable.
• 1 volume with 96 pages.
• More than 1,000 words (nouns, adjectives, verbs and
prepositions) presented in 45 thematic, captivating situations.
• Wonderful illustrations for each situation triggering an
immediate picture-word association.
• A complete alphabetical index of all the words.
• Digital activities for each situation available at
www.elionline.com/digitalbook
• Multimedia and audio content immediately available on
smartphones and tablets with the App
is freely downloadable from
and

To download the Digital
Vocabulary go to www.elionline.
com/digitalbook and follow the
instructions to use the code.

The Digital Vocabulary contains the digital and
interactive version of the Vocabulary in Pictures.
With
you can access ELi multimedia and
audio content on your mobile device.

Available games:
• Words and pictures
Match the word to the
corresponding picture.
If the match is correct, you can
listen to the word.
• Happy listening!
Listen to the word and choose
the corresponding picture.
• The correct picture
Choose the corresponding
picture for a given word.
• The correct word
Choose the corresponding word
for a given picture.
Click on a word or picture to listen
to the audio recording, then click on
the title of the situation to access the
interactive activity

ELi Vocabulary in Pictures (96 pp. full colour) + online Digital activities
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www.elionline.com/vocabularyinpictures

9788853624598

Joy Olivier
elementary to upper intermediate - Common European Framework: A2-B2
The latest addition to ELi’s renowned series of complementary
dictionaries, this volume offers 35 illustrated themed pages to introduce
topics like home, family, school and work as well as general topics such
as the environment and astronomy.
• 160-page volume presenting over 2.000 words.
• 35 thematic situations.
• Dialogues and vocabulary extension for each theme.
• Alphabetical listing of all words, cross-referenced to the relevant
themed page.

PICTURE DICTIONARIES

eli illustrated dictionary

• Online Digital Book (downloadable at www.elionline.com/
digitalbook) containing the recording of all words to practice
pronunciation, the audio of all dialogues and digital activities
for each thematic situation.
• Content immediately available on mobile devices (smartphones,
tablets) through the App
is freely downloadable from
and

10 The office
shelving unit

meeting room

food/drinks
dispenser

safe
water
dispenser
photocopier

shelf
director

computer

office chair

desk

delivery man
office worker

printer
bag
pin

memory stick

clock
40

ELi Illustrated Dictionary (160 pp. full colour) + Online Digital Book

charger

calendar

mobile phone

telephone

tablet

post-it

calculator

folder

paper clip

sheet of
paper

sticky tape

ring-binder

stapler

hole-punch

pen holder

envelope

document tray

elastic band

business card
41

9788853627049

www.elionline.com/illustrateddictionary
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english with games and activities

n eitw
ion
ed

elementary - Common European Framework: A1/A2/B1/B2

ACTIVITY BOOKS

This new series of activity books is combined with a digital version
and helps students to gradually acquire different levels of language:
Volume 1 (A1/A2) is available in 2022 and more levels to come in 2023!
Based on a functional communicative approach, the series helps students
at gradually acquire the vocabulary and linguistic structures thanks to
the 14 units in each volume, which propose lexical themes related to
topics of daily use. The Activity books include digital resources!

• Visual Literacy and Vocabulary
Each unit opens with about twenty words, supported by clear
and beautiful illustrations. The words are then contextualized
in a dialogue and practised in the subsequent four pages
through games and graded activities, such as crosswords, word
searches, anagrams and word-picture matching.
• Revision
There is a dictation and lexical map to be completed at the end of
each unit which allows students to verify vocabulary acquisition.
The unit ends with activities where learners can express their
personal answers. The solutions in the appendix allow you
to use the three-volume series also for self-learning.
• Digital Resources
Engaging and interactive activities are available and the digital
book is compatible with any device.

2

1
1

home
1

Listen to the conversation.

Architect: What problem? Don’t you like it?
Mrs Jones: Yes, it’s a beautiful house, but…

Listen and repeat.

roof

2

Architect: Well, there it is. Your new home.
Mrs Jones: But… there’s a problem!

chimney

terrace

balcony

Architect: Of course it’s beautiful…
when you open the door there is an
entrance hall…
Mrs Jones: From there you can go into
the kitchen and into the hallway which
leads to the living-room and study.
It’s certainly…
Architect: The bedrooms are upstairs, with
the bathroom… and there is also a lovely terrace!
Mrs Jones: Yes, but…

garden

garage

door

window

Architect: You can see the garden from the windows.
Mrs Jones: That’s true, but there’s a problem!
Architect: Maybe it’s the garage? Is it too small?
Mrs Jones: No, no…

lift

stairs

wall

floor

Architect: Well, maybe the roof is the problem? Or you want to move a wall?
Look at thea pictures
andand
do athe
crossword.
Mrs Jones: No, that’s not it…, there’s 4a basement,
ground floor
first
floor.
3

Architect: Of course, like lots of houses.
1 So what’s the2problem?
Mrs Jones: Well… where are the stairs?
3 Read the conversation and answer.

entrance hall

hallway

kitchen

living room

True

False

5 Look at the picture and write the words.

4

Don’t know

1

4
5

6

7

5 Mrs Black is not very happy.
basement

5 _____________
4 _____________

3

4 There are two bedrooms on the first floor.
study

3 __________________

7

3 There is a terrace overlooking the garden.

bedroom

2 __________________

2

1 The architect has designed a house.6
2 The house only has one floor.

bathroom

1 __________________

5

6 The architect has designed beautiful8 stairs.

4

8 5

9

9

6 __________________

7 __________________

8 __________________

10
11
10

6 Look at the pictures and complete the sentences.

12

1

13

14

15
18
19

11

2

20

12

16

14

13

17

18

15

19

20

5
Can you open the
__________?

16

17

Sam is hanging
a picture on the
__________.

6

We are having
a birthday party
for our son in the
__________.

The _________
is open in the
bedroom.

3

7
John is taking
his car out of the
__________.

There is smoke
coming out of the
__________.

4

8
The wind has damaged
the __________.

You can see the
garden from the
__________.
7

6

English with Games and Activities - Elementary A1/A2
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9788853634924

The classic series of three activity books for Secondary School students,
English with Crosswords, has an exciting interactive component. The
edition with CD-ROM continues to help today’s students widen their
vocabulary related to everyday topics by offering a digital dimension.

C R OSS W OR DS

ENGLISH with
CROSSWORDS

1

e
ct v

CD-R

inter

a

1
OM

• The CD-ROM generates new crosswords from the vocabulary
banks, and automatically corrects and scores students’
performance. A simple click provides model pronunciation of
each word. Used on the Interactive Whiteboard, the CD-ROM
introduces fun, ‘heads-up’ moments in class engaging everyone’s
attention. Ideal for use in schools’ multimedia centres, in class
with the IWB or for self-study at home.

ACTIVITY BOOKS

beginner to intermediate - Common European Framework: A1-B1

W I TH

3 tmes.

with cd-rom

E N G L I SH

e crosswords

english with crosswords

• Three levels from beginner to Intermediate.
• 14 themed units with 20 illustrated words.
• 70 crosswords.
• Themed wordlist at the back of each book.
• Interactive CD-ROM.
• Ideal for the Interactive Whiteboard.

Activity Book, 92 pp. full colour + CD-ROM

1

2

3

9788853619099

9788853619105

9788853619112

easy english
Lorenza Balzaretti, Fosca Montagna
beginner - Common European Framework: A1
5 revision Activity Books to review and consolidate grammar and
vocabulary learned over the Primary School year.
• Topic-based, fun activities involving listening, doing, creating.
• Topics common to most Primary School course materials.
• Carefully graded progression over the five volumes.
• Suitable for classroom as well as self-study use.
• Pupil’s Audio CD with each volume.
• Removable insert of audio transcripts and answer keys.

1
Activity Book + Audio CD

2

32 pp.
32 pp.
9788853604385 9788853604392

3

4

5

48 pp.
48 pp.
48 pp.
9788853604408 9788853604415 9788853604422
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the story musical
Riccardo Poto, Francesca Mazzi
elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2
Riccardo Poto • Francesca Mazzi

sel and Gretel
Ugly Duckling
Jungle Book
er Pan
g Arthur
Canterbury Tales
meo and Juliet

SONGS

The stories are inspired by the most famous classics, but have been
completely rewritten to give a lighter note to the material, which is upto-date, fun, and ready to be staged: Hansel and Gretel, The Ugly
Duckling, The Jungle Book, Peter Pan King Arthur, the Canterbury
Tales, Romeo and Juliet.

TORIAL

cted for the main dance.
dually explains all the steps, dividing
tions that can be selected directly
e video, thus greatly facilitating the
and learn the steps.

UTORIAL

FOR THE TEACHER
SCRIPT AND SCREENPLAY
The fairy tales and stories are composed of eight frames; the script
with the parts to be recited, also provides indications on how to make
costumes and small props for the characters, the settings and the
actions contained in the scenes. The duration of each performance
varies from 30 to 45 minutes.

complete staging of the musical.
for the pupils on how to recite by
ements and gestures of the characters
nisation of the space on stage, which
gym, a garden or a courtyard.

TUME VIDEO TUTORIAL

s are made with recycled materials,
A workshop-guide stimulates the
and creativity.
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The Story Musical is a series of stories and tales in English aimed
at Primary Schools. The material has been created according to a
format which provides the teacher with all the tools required to set up
a musical. The teacher is guided through the organization of all the
various activities involved in preparing a musical, in order to optimize
the results.

it
ib
oh
pr

Set up your own Musical!

AUDIO TUTORIAL OF THE RECITAL
The audio guide of the recital, helps with the understanding of
theatrical timing, intonation and characterisation of the voices of all
the characters.
SONGS AND MUSIC
Each fairy tale or story contains five original songs, available in two
versions: vocal and instrumental base without vocals.
SCENERY
There are five scenery backdrops for each musical with original,
high-resolution digitised illustrations. They can be projected onto
any surface to provide the correct theatrical setting. As well as the
scenery, there are drawings of the main characters.
DANCE VIDEO TUTORIAL
One song has been selected for the main dance. The choreographer
gradually explains all the steps, dividing the dance into short sections
that can be selected directly from the chapters of the video, thus
greatly facilitating the pupils when they study and learn the steps.
THEATRE VIDEO TUTORIAL
The video contains the complete staging of the musical. It provides
instructions for the pupils on how to recite by demonstrating the
movements and gestures of the characters and illustrates the
organisation of the space on stage, which could be a classroom, a
gym, a garden or a courtyard.
PROPS AND COSTUME VIDEO TUTORIAL
The costumes and props are made with recycled materials, cheap and
easy to find. A workshop-guide stimulates the children’s imagination
and creativity.
TEACHER’S GUIDE
This consists of a text that provides the teacher with a set method
to create the musical and describes all of the different phases, from
casting to general rehearsal as well as acting and works as a support
for the teacher providing practical and experienced advice.

The Story Musical+DVDs (208 pp.) + 7 DVDs
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9788853628992

sing a song
with dvd-rom

beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A1- A2
Eight of the all-time favourite songs for teaching English to young learners
made even more fun in the digital edition.

• The DVD-ROM has fun animations and Karaoke features
for enjoyable ‘heads-up’ moments in class when used on the
Interactive Whiteboard. It can also be used at home by children
on PC or Mac.
- On my Farm
- Yankee Doodle
- Brother Peter
- There were Ten in the Bed
- This the Way
- Jingle Bells
- Head and Shoulders
- Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star

SONGS

• The full colour Activity Book contains sheet music and a story
text for each song.

DVD

Activity Book, 28 pp, full colour; sheet music and story text + interactive DVD-ROM

9788885148390

sing more songs
with dvd-rom

beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2
Sixteen of the all-time favourite songs for teaching English to young
learners made even more fun in the digital edition.
• The full colour Activity Book contains sheet music and a story
text for each song.
• The DVD-ROM has fun animations and Karaoke features
for enjoyable ‘heads-up’ moments in class when used on the
Interactive Whiteboard. It can also be used at home by children
on PC or Mac.
- Ten Little Indians
- What Time Is It?
- Good Morning
- Pop Goes the Weasel
- Santa Claus
- We Wish You a Merry Christymas
- I Hear Thunder
- The Wheels on the Bus
- One, Two, Three, Four, Five
- Tipperary
- I Like to Jump
- Baa, Baa, Black Sheep
- The Muffin Man
- Sing, Sing, Sing
- If You’re Happy
- Row, Row, Row Your Boat

DVD

Activity Book, 28 pp. full colour, sheet music and story text + interactive DVD-ROM

9788885148994
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magazines
A full range of graded language magazines,
from absolute beginner to advanced level, A1 – C1.

MAGAZINES
2021/22
Français

Based on guidelines
from the Common
European Framework
Levels: A1, A2, B1,
B2, C1, C2
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Español

Ask your local distributor or visit the Language Magazine
website to get hold of the new ELi Magazine Catalogue.
www.elilanguagemagazines.com

iano

Ital

www.elilanguagemagazines.com

A1/A2

A magazine for your English

1

This month...

New York City’s
Village Halloween
Your English Monthly
Parade

Kid

®

Your English Monthly

TEEN
© Shutterstock

YEAR XXXIV • No. 1 - September / October 2021 • Imprimé à Taxe Réduite

Year XXXXII - N. 1 - September / October 2021 - Imprimé à Taxe Réduite

B1/B2

1

Teen People

Year XLII - N. 1 - September / October 2021 - Imprimé à Taxe Réduite

3

Sport

Magic Luka

6

Report

11

Unusual spor t s

Report

KidTom
Travel
Holland Blog

Canada
Coventry –

Me and my hobby

UK Today
I love swapping!

www.elilanguagemagazines.com

Hidden secrets of
the world’s most
famous monuments

Around Britain

UK City of Culture 2021

Emoticon ed Unusual
emoji:
contests
l’invasione delle
faccine!

Interview with…
Anya
Taylor-Joy

www.elilanguagemagazines.com

1

The magazines are very much appreciated for the following reasons:
• Up-to-date and relevant themes. This is also true for the personalities
featured in the articles making them very attractive to learners.
• Learning units with revision and practice activities allow students
to examine in detail the articles presented in each issue.
• The culture pages are presented with maximum visual impact
and come complete with dossiers, interviews and activities to be
completed by the student.
• Audio in MP3 for students.
• A full set of teacher notes in PDF format together with a teacher’s
guide, a planner for the academic year, photocopiable activities
and self- evaluation exercises.
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> For further information go to

www.elilanguagemagazines.com

ready for english

let’s start!

Absolute beginners

Elementary (A1 - A2)

16 colour pages,
21x29.7 cm
5 issues (September – June)

16 colour pages,
21x29.7 cm
5 issues (September – June)

N° 1 • September

/ October 2021

• Imprimé à Taxe

1
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Culture site

to
school

Back

can download recorded
Subscribers to Ready
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material from each uagemagazines.com
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TEACHER’S NOTES

to Ready and
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Guide with specially
and the Teacher’s all five issues of Ready
for
written activities
(pdf format).
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In my school
4-5
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POSTER
Tom Holland
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gazines.com

With a complete new look,
Ready is aimed at introducing
children to the English language
and the cultures of the Englishspeaking world. A delightful
illustrated dictionary helps
young learners to memorise
new vocabulary, whilst fun
games, photos, rhymes and
craft activities ensure lots
of fun. Cartoon stories and
stickers add to the enjoyment!

A1/A2
A magazine
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An illustrated dictionary
presents nouns and adjectives
and forms the basis for
learning vocabulary from the
themes covered in the short
articles, games and comic
strips. Lots of articles about
Anglophone culture, photo
poster, art and craft activities
and stickers are also included.

a tot of english

kid

Pre-Intermediate (A2 - B1)

Intermediate (B1 - B2)

16 colour pages,
21x29.7 cm
5 issues (September – June)

16 colour pages,
21x29.7 cm
5 issues (September - June)

A2 • B1
THE MAGAZINE
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The magazine presents an
article for discussion and
an illustrated comic strip
dictionary which together
introduce the theme and the
grammar contained in each
issue. Large photo posters
and extensive articles give
an insight into the most
interesting elements of
Anglophone culture.
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MAGAZINES

eli magazines

Created to bring students closer
to contemporary English, Kid
presents a wide range of current
event articles and items on
Anglophone culture which are
ideal for class discussion. Every
month, Kid presents up-to-date
articles while the revision games
and comic strips focus on
comprehension and vocabulary
recall.

teen
Upper Intermediate (B2 - C1)
16 colour pages,
21x29.7 cm
5 issues (September – June)
B2/C1

Monthly

TEEN
Your English

Year XXXXII

- N. 1 - September

- Imprimé
/ October 2021

®

1

à Taxe Réduite

Teen People

Tom Holland

UK Today

Coventry –lture 2021
UK City of
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A truly teenage-oriented
magazine with articles on the
most recent global current events
and on Anglophone countries.
An indispensable tool that
allows adolescents to read and
comprehend with ease topics
reflecting their own world.
Games provide a lighter note
and reinforce the structures
presented.

All ELi Magazines for English are
also available in a downloadable
let:
PDF version for PC, Mac or tab
• Annual subscription
• School or individual subscription
• MP3 Audio downloadable from

www.elilanguagemagazines.com
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teacher’s
resources
A large range of teacher resources, these materials have been
designed to be used in any teaching situation. Learners of all
ages and levels will enjoy the light-hearted and fun activities.
For young learners there are games, mini-plays and
dramatization activities, short stories in song version,
karaoke DVDs, and so much more.
For teenagers and young adults, ELi provides materials
for grammar consolidation, revision based on the 4 skills,
vocabulary study, and also a whole range of resources to
develop learners’ speaking and writing skills.
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SpeakING English with

pictures

Common European Framework
Cambridge English

Beginner

Elementary

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

Advanced

Proficient

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

YLE Starters Movers

YLE Flyers

Preliminary

First

CAE

KEY

BEC

BEC

BEC

KEY
PHOTO CARDS
Words in Pictures NEW
One photo a thousand words NEW
ELi Photo Cards
Let’s Role-play!
PHOTOCOPIABLES
Grammar Trainer
Language Trainer
English with Crosswords
Vocabulary Builder
Listening Activities
Green Series
Tell and Sing a Story
Dreamers
From Games to Plays
Let’s Act
Active English
VIDEOS
ELi Videos
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Learning languages the pleasant way

and

ers.

ive

sed

new

Words in Pictures is a set of 240 illustrated cards and include an
instruction booklet with numerous suggestions and interesting teaching
tips. They provide a visual support to introduce new vocabulary and
provide the stimulus for a variety of memory activities. The number of
cards, their format (12x15) and the quality of the flashcards make this
product a source of endless fun activities and games to facilitate the
learning of basic vocabulary.
Each card features a picture on one side and the corresponding
written word on the other side. They are divided into lexical topics
of high frequency and daily use: animals, the body, clothes, food
and drink, health, at home, the city, school, sport and free time,
time, toys and games, means of transport, the weather, jobs, the
environment, actions and prepositions.

PHOTO CARDS

beginner - Common European Framework: A1

Available in two formats: Printed flashcards with digital access
code and a Digital version as a separate item. They can also
easily be both used during online courses and lessons.

Words in Pictures (printed flashcards with digital code)
Words in Pictures Digital version

9788853633514
9788853634863

one photo a thousand words

new

intermediate to upper intermediate - Common European Framework: A2-B1
One PH TO, a thousand words

nge

words in pictures

One photo, a thousand words is a collection of 75 photo cards, chosen
for reflection and discussion in the classroom but also to improve
integration and conversation. They help to develop comprehension,
production and oral interactions skills, starting from the photo cards
concerning the environment, social life, personal experience and
allows students to express themselves, relate to and compare with
others.

1

ENGLISH

All cards have on one side: a photographic image that summarizes
current topics of common interest.
While the other side comes with a series of questions related
to the theme of the photo; lexical themes and suggestions to
facilitate and stimulate discussion and conversation; other topics
to further expand discussion and conversation at a later stage with
a thumbnail of the photo represented on the front of the card.
SpeakING English with pictures

One Photo a Thousand Words

9788853634009

www.elionline.com/photocards
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let’s role-play!
elementary to intermediate - Common European Framework: A1-B2

PHOTO CARDS

A set of 75 cards, graduated by level to use in role play situations.
An essential teaching and learning resource to help promote
comprehension, spoken interaction and production, through the use of
36 everyday situations and realia.
The box contains:
• 75 illustrated cards
• Instruction booklet with notes and teaching suggestions

Let’s Role-play! – 75 Cards - full colour

9788853628985

eli photo cards
intermediate to upper intermediate - Common European Framework: B1-B2
75 photographic Photo Cards created to stimulate discussion in class
with students from intermediate to advanced level.
• Photo on front of card, keywords, thought-provoking questions
and thumbnail image on the back.
• Teacher’s guide containing suggestions for learning paths by
macro-topic and extra ways to use the cards.
Topics:
• Globalisation

• Solidarity

• Pollution

• Bullying

• Alternative energies

• School and work

• Eating habits

• Dreams

• Human rights

• Extreme sports

• Racism

• Evolution

• Social problems

• Trends, tattooing and piercing

• Development and
underdevelopment

• Social networks and technology

• How families are changing

• Being / appearing

• Fostering, adoption
ELi Photo Cards – 75 cards full colour

84

www.elionline.com/photocards

• Being a parent and being a child

9788853613554

grammar trainer
Lisa Kester-Dodgson

Grammar Trainer is a 3-level series of photocopiable materials
organised according to the Common European Framework of Reference
(CEFR) which help consolidate students’ grammar and vocabulary skills.
• All grammar structures of the relevant CEFR levels are covered.
• Useable as extra classroom material, as revision exercises,
homework or self-study.
• Grammar tables and answer key in each volume.

PHOTOCOPIABLES

beginner to intermediate - Common European Framework: A1-B1

b/w spiral-bound
Grammar Trainer 1 (A1-A2) 64 pp.
Grammar Trainer 2 (A2) 80 pp.
Grammar Trainer 3 (A2-B1) 80 pp.

9788853605061
9788853605078
9788853605085

language trainer
C. L. Moore
beginner to intermediate - Common European Framework: A1-B1
A series of 2 books of photocopiable materials complete with Audio CD
for development and consolidation of the four language skills. For
classroom use, revision, homework or self-study.
• Oral production exercises.
• Writing skills development.
• Listening activities.
• Reading comprehension.
• Answer Key and transcripts of all recordings.

b/w spiral-bound
Language Trainer 1 (A1-A2) + Audio CD 96 pp.
Language Trainer 2 (A2-B1) + Audio CD 96 pp.

9788853614391
9788853614407
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english with crosswords
beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2

PHOTOCOPIABLES

Photocopiable resources to help Secondary School students broaden
their vocabulary in English.
Each volume contains:
• 12 themes, each presenting 20 illustrated words;
• 60 crossword puzzles practise the 240 words.
80 pp. b/w spiral-bound
English with Crosswords Photocopiable – Edition 1
English with Crosswords Photocopiable – Edition 2

9788881485581
9788881485635

vocabulary builder
Mark Farrell
beginner to upper intermediate - Common European Framework: A1-B1
2 collections of photocopiable materials for vocabulary and grammar
extension for Secondary School students.
Each volume contains:
• 60 worksheets presenting 40 vocabulary topics and language
areas. Over 1,000 words to use in activities such as matching,
crosswords, fill the gaps, etc. Answer keys.
80 pp. b/w spiral-bound
Vocabulary Builder 1
Vocabulary Builder 2

9788881485550
9788881487431

listening activities
Olivia Johnston
beginner to intermediate - Common European Framework: A1-B1
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listening ACTIVITIES 1

ing

Teacher’s resources to develop listening and speaking skills.

listening

Each volume contains:
• 30 worksheets with realistic situations. Wide variety of activities
including comprehension, chart-filling, note-taking. Answer key
and transcript of recordings.

ACTIVITIES
PHOTOCOPIABLE RESOURCE BOOK
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Olivia Johnston
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Listening Activities 1 + Audio CD
Listening Activities 2 + Audio CD

9788881486762
9788881487370

beginner - Common European Framework: A1
60 photocopiable activities for young learners.

Green Series Photocopiable Resource Book – 80 pp. b/w spiral-bound

9788853601438

PHOTOCOPIABLES/VIDEOS

green series photocopiable resource

dreamers
Paolo Iotti
beginner to elementary- Common European Framework: A1-A2
Photocopiable worksheets to convey value-based content within the context
of English language teaching.

• Units based around an original song with its karaoke version on Audio CD.
• Each unit features a biography, a song, grammar activities, Internet-based
activities, class discussion.

Dreamers + Audio CD – 56 pp. b/w spiral-bound

9788853613547

from games to plays
beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2
Photocopiable games and dramatisation activities for Primary School
children.

From Games to Plays – 64 pp. b/w spiral-bound

9788853610270
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let’s act
beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2

PHOTO CARDS

12 stories to turn into mini-plays in the English classroom.

Let’s Act – 80 pp. b/w spiral-bound

9788853600196

active english
Paolo Iotti
beginner to elementary- Common European Framework: A1-A2
8 themed worksheets for Secondary School students.
• Information followed by activities.
• From traditional holidays and festivals to the
human body, seasons and food.

For ISBN codes go to p. 90

eli videos
beginner to elementary - Common European Framework: A1-A2
3 cartoon-based, 20 minute Karaoke DVDs to capture Primary School
children’s attention and practise pronunciation.

Ready for Karaoke? – Pink – DVD
Ready for Karaoke? – Blue – DVD
Christmas Karaoke – DVD
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9788881481187
9788881481194
9788881481262

complementary isbn list
Active English

Version Starter 1-2-3

Active English Christmas		

9788881481903

Student’s Book Starter

9788853603920

Active English Easter		

9788881481910

Student’s Book 1

9788853603937

Active English Food		

9788881481934

Student’s Book 2

9788853603944

Active English Halloween		

9788881481927

Student’s Book 3

9788853603951

Active English Human body

9788881481941

Workbook + Audio CD Starter

9788853603968

Active English Native Americans

9788881483594

Workbook + Audio CD 1

9788853603975

Active English St. Valentine’s

9788881482955

Workbook + Audio CD 2

9788853603982

Active English Complete set

9788881481897

Workbook + Audio CD 3

9788853603999

Digital Book Starter DVD-ROM

9788853606358

Digital Book 1 DVD-ROM

9788853607317

Digital Book 2 DVD-ROM

9788853607324

Digital Book 3 DVD-ROM

9788853607331

ISBN LIST

Team Up in English

Teacher’s Book + 2 Audio CDs Starter 9788853604002
Teacher’s Book + 2 Audio CDs 1

9788853604019

Teacher’s Book + 2 Audio CDs 2

9788853604026

Teacher’s Book + 2 Audio CDs 3

9788853604033

Tests&Resources + Audio CD
+ Test-Maker CD-ROM Starter-1

9788853604040

Tests&Resources + Audio CD
+ Test-Maker CD-ROM 2-3

9788853604057

Personal Toolkit

9788853603678

Version 1-2-3-4
Student’s Book 1

9788853603593

Student’s Book 2

9788853603609

Student’s Book 3

9788853603616

Student’s Book 4

9788853603623

Workbook + Audio CD 1

9788853603630

Workbook + Audio CD 2

9788853603647

Workbook + Audio CD 3

9788853603654

Workbook + Audio CD 4

9788853603661

Digital Book 1

9788853606013

Digital Book 2

9788853607287

Digital Book 3

9788853607294

Digital Book 4

9788853607300

Teacher’s Book + 2 Audio CDs 1

9788853603685

Teacher’s Book + 2 Audio CDs 2

9788853603692

Teacher’s Book + 2 Audio CDs 3

9788853603708

Teacher’s Book + 2 Audio CDs 4

9788853603715

Tests&Resources + Audio CD
+ Test-Maker CD-ROM 1-2

9788853603722

Tests&Resources + Audio CD
+ Test-Maker CD-ROM 3-4

9788853603739

Personal Toolkit

9788853603678
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Active English		

88

Best Commercial Practice 		

34

Crossing Cultures

39

Discover B1 Preliminary

24

Dreamers		

87

Easy English		

77

ELi Graded Readers		

50

ELi Language Games		

60

ELi Magazines		

80

ELi Photo Cards		

84

ELi Illustrated Dictionary		

75

ELi Vocabulary in Pictures		

74

ELi Videos		

88

English from A to Z		

73

English with Crosswords with CD-ROM		

77

English with Crosswords Photocopiable		

86

English with… Games and Activities		

76

Excellent!		

36

Flash on English		

28

Flash on ESP		

32

From Games to Plays		

87

Grammar Plus		

49

Grammar Trainer		

86

Green Series Photocopiable Resource		

88

Hands on Language		

39

Language Trainer		

85

Let’s Act		

88

Let’s role-play		

84

Listening Activities		

86

Merry Team		

17

Move!

42

My First English Picture Dictionary		

73

Pandy the Panda		

16

Ready for A2 Key, B1 Preliminary, B2 First for Schools Practice Tests

44

Ready for Language Cert

46

Ready for Planet English

22

Ready for Trinity		

48

Sing a Song		

79

Sing more Songs		

79

Smart Start		

14

Sprint

26

Start! Preparation for Pre A1 Starters Cambridge English Qualifications

42

Super Magic		

20

The Story Garden 		

18

The Magic Book		

21

The Story Musical

78

Think Global		

39

Vocabulary Builder		
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ALBANIA
SIDI GROUP SHPK
Rruga “Hoxha Tahsim”, 62/2
Tirana
Tel. +355 4 22 03 333
info@sidigroup.al
www.sidigroup.al
ALGERIA
SAMIR EDITEUR S.A.L.
(exclusive for Merry Team, Super Magic,
Sprint)
Camille Chamoun Street
Torossian Bldg., Sin Al-Fil-Jisr
Al-Waty, Matn, Beirut, Lebanon
Tel. +961 489464
www.samirediteur.com
ARGENTINA
SBS DISTRIBUTION CENTRE
Avelino Diaz 533
1424 Buenos Aires
Tel. +54 (011) 4926 0194
ventas@sbs.com.ar
www.sbs.com.ar
ARMENIA
GRAPOUNGE LTD.
12 Kasyan Avenua
0010 Yereyan
Tel. Fax: +374 (10) 22 0521
maralnersesian.grapounge@gmail.com
AUSTRALIA
INTEXT BOOK CO.
Intext Book Company & Language
International Bookshop
13-15 Station Street
Kew East VIC 3102
Australia
customerservice@intextbook.com.au
www.languageint.com.au
AUSTRIA
ÖBV BUCHHANDLUNG
Schwarzenbergstraße 5
1010 Wien
Tel. +43 (01) 930 77 227
Fax +43 (01) 930 77 295
bhwinfo@oebv.net
www.oebv.net
CASA DELLE LINGUE E.U.
Große Stadtgutgasse 14/101
1020 Wien
Tel. +43 (0) 6767583492
Fax +43 (0)12533033/1184
office@casadellelingue.eu
www.casadellelingue.eu
BAHRAIN
SAMIR EDITEUR S.A.L.
Camille Chamoun Street
Torossian Bldg., Sin Al-Fil-Jisr
Al-Waty, Matn, Beirut
Tel. +961 489464
ventes@samirediteur.com
www.samirediteur.com

BRAZIL
SPECIAL BOOK SERVICES
CENTRO DE DISTRIBUIÇAO
Rua Eduardo Leopoldo, 414
02050-040 São Paulo
Tel. +55 (011) 6238 4477
Whatsapp: 551198879-0006
Fax +55 (011) 6256 7151
sbs@sbs.com.br
www.sbs.com.br
HUB EDITORIAL LTDA
Rua das Palmeiras, n. 214
Santa Cecília
CEP: 01226-010, São Paulo - SP
CNPJ: 11.464.064/0001-60
I.E.:148.959.577.110
Tel. +55 11 3661-1150 / 3666-4730
contato@hubeditorial.com.br
www.hubeditorial.com.br
DISALDISTR. ASSOC. DE LIVROS S.A.
Av. Marquís de São Vicente, 182
01139-000 Barra Funda
São Paulo
Tel. +55 (011) 3226 3100
Fax +55 (011) 3226 2152
disal@disal.com.br
www.disal.com.br
BULGARIA
OKSINIA EDUCATIONAL CENTRE
j.k. Mladost 3, bl.304, vh.3, office 4
1712 Sofia
Tel. +359 2 8762221
languageuserbg@gmail.com
www.oksinia-bg.com
www.languageuser-bg.com
EDUCATIONAL CENTRE
63 Gladston Street
Sofia
Bulgaria
office@educationalcentre.bg
www.educationalcentre.bg
CANADA
ENGLISH CENTRAL
60 St. Clair Avenue East
Toronto, ON M4T 1N5
USA: 266 Elmwood Avenue, #134
Buffalo, NY 14222
Toll Free (USA & Canada):
1-866-518-4170
info@englishcentral.net
www.englishcentral.net
LIBRAIRIE MICHEL FORTIN INC.
3714, rue Saint-Denis
Montréal (QUÉBEC)
H2X 3L7
Tel. 514 849 5719
Tel. 1 877 849 5719
m.fortin@librairiemchelfortin.com
www.librairiemichelfortin.com

LAS AMERICAS BOOKSTORE
2071, Boulevard Saint-Laurent
Montréal, QC
H2X 2T3
Tel. +1 (514) 844 5994
Fax +1 (514) 844 5290
info@lasamericas.ca
www.lasamericas.ca
CHILE
EBOOKS SA
Av. Providencia 2063
Providencia, Santiago
Tel. +56 22 748 51 05
jose@ebookschile.cl
www.ebookschile.cl

DISTRIBUTORS

distributors

CHINA
FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING
& RESEARCH PRESS
19 Xisanhuan Beilu
Beijing 100089
www.fltrp.com
READ2LEARN EDUCATION
Chaoyang District
Beijing
wolaiwoqu@aliyun.com
COLOMBIA
LENGUAS MODERNAS EDITORES LTDA
Cra 18 A No 148-36
Bogotá
Tel. + 57 (1) 2580365 – 2589306
Fax + 57 (1) 6271702
Mob. 3016079515
info@lenguasmodernaseditores.com
www.lenguasmodernaseditores.com
ILS
INTERNATIONAL LEARNINSERVICES SAS
(Zippy DeeDoo and New Step
Ahead only)
Calle 116 A No 70 D - 46
Bogota-Colombia
Tel. 571-6241762
ils_colombia@hotmail.com
www.ilscolombia.com.co
COSTA RICA
ELT DISTRIBUTOR SRL
Dirección: 200 mts al Sur y 75 mts al Oeste de
la Pops Curridabat
San José
Costa Rica
Tel. +506 47005310
Whatsapp +506 70852457
info.cr@eltbookscr.com
www.eltbookscr.com
CROATIA
VBZ d.o.o.
Goranska 12
10010 Zagreb
Tel. +385 (01) 6235 419 ext. 118
Fax +385 (01) 6235 419
Zeljka.Sunjog@vbz.hr
www.vbz.hr
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DISTRIBUTORS

NAKLADA LJEVAK
Kopacevski put 1c
10000 Zagreb
Tel. +385 1 3887 789
Fax +385 1 3887 961
lina.dragozet@naklada-ljevak.hr
www.naklada-ljevak.hr
PROFIL KLETT d.o.o.
Petra Hektorovica 2
410000 Zagreb
Tel. +385 (01) 4724 814
Mob. +385 (91) 4882 013
Fax +385 (01) 4877 322
martina.smokrovic@profil-klett.hr
www.profil-klett.hr
CZECH REPUBLIC
MEGABOOKS CZ
Třebohostická 2/2283
100 00 Prague 10
Tel. +420 (02) 72 123 190-193
www.megabooks.cz
INFOA
Novà 141
789 72 Dubicko
Tel. +420 (583) 456810
infoa@infoa.cz
www.infoa.cz
CYPRUS
DEPORTIVO PUBLISHING LTD
31 Evagora Street, Evagora Building
1066 Nicosia
Tel. + 30 (211) 213 5782
Mobile + 30 6948 356504
sales@deportivopublishing.com
www.deportivopublishing.com
DENMARK
ENGLISH CENTER
Borup Byvej 162
8920 Randers NV
Denmark
ec@englishcenter.dk
www.englishcenter.dk
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
ELT DISTRIBUTOR SRL
Dirección: 200 mts al Sur y 75 mts
al Oeste de la Pops Curridabat
San José
Costa Rica
Tel. +506 47005310
Whatsapp +506 70852457
info.cr@eltbookscr.com
www.eltbookscr.com
ECUADOR
BESTSELLER ECUADOR S.A.
Dirección : Calle Jorge Juan N 32-131
y Av. Atahuallpa.
Quito - Ecuador.
Tel.: 593 02 5 122001
Mob. 593995293654
bestsellerecuador1@hotmail.com
EGYPT
GLOBAL PUBLISHING
& DISTRBUTION CO.
(exclusive for ELi readers)
48 Nehro Street, Flat #1
Postal Code 11771
Heliopolis, Cairo
Tel. +20 (02) 22416227
Tel. Fax +20 (02) 22416247
global@globalbooksegypt.com
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EIRE
INTERNATIONAL BOOKS
18 South Frederick Street
Dublin 2
Tel. + 353 1 6799375
Fax + 353 1 6799376
info@internationalbooks.ie
www.internationalbooks.ie
EL SALVADOR
ELT DISTRIBUTOR SRL
Dirección: 200 mts al Sur y 75 mts
al Oeste de la Pops Curridabat
San José
Costa Rica
Tel. +506 47005310
Whatsapp +506 70852457
info.cr@eltbookscr.com
www.eltbookscr.com
ESTONIA
ALLECTO
Juhkentali 8
10132 Tallinn
Tel. +372 6277238
www.allecto.ee
FINLAND
STOCKMANN
The Academic Bookstore
P.O. Box 147
Stockmannintie 1 H
00381 Helsinki
Tel. +358 (09)121 4213
Fax +358 (09) 121 4441
www.stockmann.fi
FRANCE
S.I.D.E.
Z.A. des Petits Carreaux
1-3, avenue du Bouton d’Or
94386 Sucy-en-Brie Cedex
Tel. +33 (0)1.48.84.39.34
Fax +33 (0)1.43.91.62.79
contact@side.fr
www.side.fr
EDITIONS DU COLLEGE
26 bis rue de la République
94220 Charenton-le-Pont
Tel. +33 (01) 48 84 39 34
Fax +33 (01) 43 91 62 79
contact@editions-du-college.fr
www.editions-du-college.fr
ENFANTILINGUE
17 Impasse des Mouettes
34990 Juvignac (Montpellier)
Tel. +33 (0)4 11 93 01 64
Fax. +33 (0)9 72 28 63 14
serviceclient@enfantilingue.com
www.enfantilingue.eu
ABRAKADABRA
8 avenue Marie Curie
38500 Voiron
Tel./Fax +33 (0)4 57 2026 89
contact@abrakadabra.eu
www.abrakadabra.eu
GEORGIA
BIBLUSI LTD
Iosebidze Street 49
0160 Tbilisi
Tel: +995 577 01 29 13
m.kukava@biblusi.ge
http://biblusi.ge

GERMANY
ERNST KLETT SPRACHEN GmbH
Rotebühlstraße 77
70178 Stuttgart
Tel. + 49 (0711) 6672 5620 /
6672 1997
Fax + 49 (0711) 6672 2005
kundenservice@klett-sprachen.de
www.klett-sprachen.de
ZAMBON VERLAG und VERTRIEB
Leipziger Straße 24
60487 Frankfurt/Main
Tel. + 49 (0) 69 779223
Fax + 49 (0) 69 773054
zambon@zambon.net
GREECE
DEPORTIVO PUBLISHING LTD
36 Katechaki Avenue
11525 Neo Psychiko, Athens
Tel. Fax: +30 211 213 5782
Mob. +30 6948356504
sales@deportivopublishing.com
www.deportivopublishing.com
GUATEMALA
ELT DISTRIBUTOR SRL
Dirección: 200 mts al Sur y 75 mts
al Oeste de la Pops Curridabat
San José
Costa Rica
Tel. +506 47005310
Whatsapp +506 70852457
info.cr@eltbookscr.com
www.eltbookscr.com
HONDURAS
ELT DISTRIBUTOR SRL
Dirección: 200 mts al Sur y 75 mts
al Oeste de la Pops Curridabat
San José
Costa Rica
Tel. +506 47005310
Whatsapp +506 70852457
info.cr@eltbookscr.com
www.eltbookscr.com
HONG KONG
THE COMMERCIAL PRESS
8/F Eastern Plaza
3 Yiu Hing Road
Hong Kong
www.commercialpress.com
Step-One Books Ltd
Room 5, 11/F., Luen Cheong Centre,
6-8 Yip Wong Road, Tuen Mun, NT
Hong Kong
Tel: 852 2456 0233
stepone@biznetvigator.com
HUNGARY
LIBROTRADE KFT
Pesti Ut. 237
1173 Budapest
Tél. + 36 (01) 254 0254 / 254 0274
Fax + 36 (01) 254 0260 / 255 7777
nagy.andrea@librotrade.hu
www.librotrade.hu
LIBRA BOOKS KFT
Kolcsey Ut. 2
1085 Budapest
Tél. +36 (01) 267 5777
Fax +36 (01) 483 0660
szpeter@librabooks.hu
www.librabooks.hu

INDIA
Rachna Sagar Pvt Ltd
4583/15, Daryaganj
New Delhi – 02
www.rachnasagar.in
INDONESIA
Paperback
Jl. Niaga Hijau VIII No 6, Jakarta Selatan
12310
www.paperback-bookstore.com
PT. Akses Media Lintas Asia
(Akses Media Books)
Jalan perumahan Lemigas, Blok H/3, Tengki,
Meruyung, Kec. Limo, Kota Depok,
Jawa Barat 16515 - Indonesia.
admin@aksesmediabooks.com
www.aksesmediabooks.com
IRAN
ANVAR BOOK DISTRIBUTION
Teheran
anvar_noor@hotmail.com
ISRAEL
UPP
8 Zarhin St. P.O.Box 393
Raanana, 43104
www.upp.co.il
ALNUR PER PEDAGOGY
P.O.Box 2224, Isfiya /Haifa
nur@barak.net.il
ITALY
ELi Srl
Via Brecce
60025 Loreto – AN
Tel. +39 (071) 750701
Fax +39 (071) 977851
info@elionline.com
www.elionline.com
JAPAN
ENGLISH BOOKS.JP
Tsunehisa 1-2-18, Miyazaki-shi
880-0913
Tel. 0985 41 6611
Fax: 0985 59 0097
order@englishbooks.jp
www.englishbooks.jp
JORDAN
SAMIR EDITEUR S.A.L.
Camille Chamoun Street
Torossian Bldg., Sin Al-Fil-Jisr
Al-Waty, Matn, Beirut
Tel. +961 489464
www.samirediteur.com
KOREA
ELi PUBLISHING South Korea
Ms. Liz Cheong
+82 31 811 8119
asiaoffice@elionline.com
Learningbee Education
2F, 28 Mokdong-ro 25-gil, Yangcheon-gu,
Seoul, Republic of Korea 07937
010-3366-3839
learningbeeedu@gmail.com

KUWAIT
SAMIR EDITEUR S.A.L.
Camille Chamoun Street
Torossian Bldg., Sin Al-Fil-Jisr
Al-Waty, Matn, Beirut
Tel. +961 489464
www.samirediteur.com
LATVIA
GLOBUSS
Valnu iela 26
1050 Riga
Tel. +371 67226957
www.gramatnicaglobuss.lv
LEBANON
DIDO EDUCATION
Mansourieh P.O Box 198
Matn
Tel. +961 4 409715
www.dido-education.com
LIBYA
ALRESALAH IMPORTS OF
BOOKS& INTERNATIONAL
PUBLICATIONS LTD
P.O. Box 779, Bakeer Street
Eddahra, Tripoli
Tel. Fax +218 21 444 3503
alresalahbookshop@yahoo.com
LIECHTENSTEIN
INGOLD-BIWA
SUISSELEARN MEDIA AG
Hintergasse 16
3360 Herzogenbuchsee
Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0) 62 956 44 44
Fax +41 (0) 62 956 44 54
info@ingold-biwa.ch
www.ingold-biwa.ch
INGOLD-BIWA
SUISSELEARN MEDIA AG
Ebnaterstrasse 141
9631 Ulisbach-Wattwil
Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0) 71 987 00 00
info@ingold-biwa.ch
www.ingold-biwa.ch
LITHUANIA
SVIESA
Vytauto ave. 29
LT 44352 Kaunas
www.sviesa.lt
ALMA LITTERA
Ulony str 2 LT 08245
Vilnius
www.sprendimai.lt
LITTERULA UAB
Palangos str 1
LT 01117 Vilnius
Tel. +370 (05) 2 123844
www.litterula.lt
LUXEMBOURG
INGOLD-BIWA
SUISSELEARN MEDIA AG
Hintergasse 16
3360 Herzogenbuchsee
Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0) 62 956 44 44
Fax +41 (0) 62 956 44 54
info@ingold-biwa.ch
www.ingold-biwa.ch

INGOLD-BIWA
SUISSELEARN MEDIA AG
Ebnaterstrasse 141
9631 Ulisbach-Wattwil
Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0) 71 987 00 00
info@ingold-biwa.ch
www.ingold-biwa.ch
MADAGASCAR
MPTC - MADAGASCAR PROFESSIONAL
TRAINING CENTRE
A: LOT C 117 BIS Andranomena
Antananarivo
Tel.: +261 20 26 410 88
contact@mptceducation.com
www.mptceducation.com
MALAYSIA
UBSM (University Bookstore M)
43, Jalan 34/154, Taman Delima
56000 Cheras, Kuala Lumpur
Tel. (+603) 91001868
enquiry@ubsm.com.my
www.ubsm.com.my

DISTRIBUTORS

RAABE KLETT
OKTATÁSI TANÁCSADÓ ÉS
KIADÓ KFT.
Temesvár utca 20. 2nd floor
1119 Budapest
Tel. +36 (01) 486 1771
Fax +36 (01) 486 1772
Makos.Vera@raabeklett.hu
www.raabe-klett.hu

MALTA
ENRICHMENT SERVICES LTD
6 Annunciation Square
Sliema
Tel. Fax + 365 (21) 33 22 71 /
7925 1787
mrpsaila612@gmail.com
MILLER DISTRIBUTORS LTD
Miller House, Airport Way
Tarxien Road
Luqa LQA 1814
Tel. +356 (23) 66 72 99
Fax +356 (21) 67 67 99
monica.dalmas@millermalta.com
www.millermalta.com
AUDIO VISUAL CENTRE LTD.
Mayflower Mansions
Bisazza Street
Sliema SLM 1640
Tel. +356 (21) 330886
Fax +356 (21) 339840
david.degabriele@avc.com.mt
www.avc.com.mt
MEXICO
EDUCA LIBROS y TEXTOS SA de CV
Calle Albania 204
Colonia Andrade
León Guanajuato
Tel.477 119 32 26 / 477 717 84 79
Email : contacto@grupoeduca.com.mx
www.educalibros.mx ICO
MOLDOVA
EDUCATIONAL CENTRE
International Bookshop
Columna str. 62/3
2012 Chisinau
Tel. + 373 (022) 27 84 86
Fax + 373 (022) 22 89 87
tcernov@educationalcentre.md
www.educationalcentre.md
MOROCCO
CALLIOPE – LA LIBRAIRIE DES
LANGUES
Rue Nassih Eddine,
Résidence Anfa II. Magasin RDC.
Casablanca
Tel. +212 (022) 25 74 00
Fax +212 (022) 25 74 27
librairie@calliope.ma
www.calliope.ma
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NETHERLANDS
MERLIJN EDUCATIEVEMEDIA
Heinsiuslaan 47
3818 JG Amersfoort
Tel. +31 (033) 463 7261
Fax +31 (033) 463 7587
info@merlijneducatief.nl
www.merlijneducatief.nl
PRACTICUM EDUCATIEF MEDIA B.V.
Zuidkade 114a
2741 JG Waddinxveen
Tel. + 31 (0182) 785 035
info@practicum-educatief.nl
www.practicum-educatief.nl
NICARAGUA
ELT DISTRIBUTOR SRL
Dirección: 200 mts al Sur y 75 mts
al Oeste de la Pops Curridabat
San José
Costa Rica
Tel. +506 47005310
Whatsapp +506 70852457
info.cr@eltbookscr.com
www.eltbookscr.com
NEW ZEALAND
LANGUAGE FUEL RESOURCE ROOM
741F Te Atatu Road
Te Atatu Peninsula
Auckland 0610
Tel. 09 889-0397
NZResourceRoom@languagefuel.com
www.resourceroom.co.nz
NORTH and WEST AFRICA
OFFICE GENERAL
DE LA DOCUMENTATION
1 rue de Rome, Lot 5
77144 Montévrain
France
Tel. +33 (0)1 60 21 33 95
Fax +33 (0)1 60 20 31 94
achat@ogdfrance.fr
www.ogdfrance.com
NORWAY
KORINOR SKOLEAVDELINGEN
Jornslokkveien 14
0687 Oslo
Tel. +47 22 76 71 24
Fax +47 22 65 78 25
skoleavDelingen@korinor.no
www.korinor.no
AH2 INTERNATIONAL
Styperiven 15
4365 Naerb
Tel. +47 40 40 23 22
Fax +47 51 43 39 32
www.ah2.no
OMAN
SAMIR EDITEUR S.A.L.
Camille Chamoun Street
Torossian Bldg., Sin Al-Fil-Jisr
Al-Waty, Matn, Beirut
Tel. +961 489464
www.samirediteur.com
PANAMA
ELT DISTRIBUTOR SRL
Dirección: 200 mts al Sur y 75 mts
al Oeste de la Pops Curridabat
San José
Costa Rica
Tel. +506 47005310
Whatsapp +506 70852457
info.cr@eltbookscr.com
www.eltbookscr.com
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PERU
NUEVAS TECNICAS EDUCATIVAS
S.A.C. NUTESA
Av. Caminos del Inca Nro.257 Int.337
Lima, Santiago de Surco
Tel. +51 (01) 205 8642
Fax +51 (01) 472 9247
info@nutesa.com.pe
www.nutesa.com.pe
POLAND
F.H.U. ET TOI
Ul. Horaka 1
30-433 Krakow
Tel. +48 (695) 593 454
info@ettoi.pl
www.ettoi.pl
QATAR
SAMIR EDITEUR S.A.L.
Camille Chamoun Street
Torossian Bldg., Sin Al-Fil-Jisr
Al-Waty, Matn, Beirut
Tel. +961 489464
www.samirediteur.com
REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA
T.P. ALBATROS
Bul. III Makedonska Brigada 23/11
91000 Skopje
Tel. Fax +389 (02) 2463 849
kasovskib@yahoo.com
ROMANIA
CENTRUL DE CARTE STRAINA
SITKA ALASKA Srl
Str. Nicolae Iorga Nr. 43
Sector 1, Bucharest
Tel. +40 (021) 2103030
office@cartestraina.ro
www.cartestraina.ro
EDUCATIONAL CENTRE ROMANIA
27 biserica amzei st., flat 4-5
Bucharest
Tel. Fax +4 021. 311.05.56
educationalcentre@oxford.ro
www.educational-centre.ro
RUSSIA
EUROLIBRA LTD.
Izmailovsky Val,. 20, p. 1, 5th floor
105318 Moscow
Tel. +7 (495) 21 21 375
info@eurolibra.ru
www.eurolibra.ru
http://elipublishing.ru/
EUROLIBRA LTD.
Bronnitskaya street, 28
190013, Saint-Petersburg
Tel. Fax +7 (812) 710 15 80
712 63 32
spb@eurolibra.ru
www.eurolibra.ru
http://elipublishing.ru/
SAUDI ARABIA
SAMIR EDITEUR S.A.L.
Camille Chamoun Street
Torossian Bldg., Sin Al-Fil-Jisr
Al-Waty, Matn, Beirut
Tel. +961 489464
www.samirediteur,com
SERBIA
PLANETA INDUSTRIJSKI
INZENJERING
Mutapova 53
11000 Belgrade
Tel. + 381 (011) 2453594 /
3862953
elicentar@planetabgd.com

DATA STATUS d.o.o.
(exclusive supplier to the MoE)
Milutina Milankovica 1/45
11070 Belgrade
Tel: + 381 (011) 3017832
predrag.djurkovic@datastatus.rs
www.datastatus.rs
SINGAPORE
PM ASSOCIATES
20 Sin Ming Lane #02-63
Midview City Singapore 573968
Tel. +65 6732 9522
www.pma.com.sg
SLOVAK REPUBLIC
OXFORD BOOKSHOP
Laurinska 9
811 01 Bratislava
Tel. +421 (02) 52 62 20 29
DR. JOSEF RAABE SLOVENSKO
Heydukova 12-14, Bratislava 811 08
Tel. 00421 232 661 843
www.raabe.sk
www.skolskyportal.sk
SLOVENIA
MLADINSKA KNJIGA TRGOVINA,
KNJIGARNA CENTER OXFORD
Slovenska Cesta 29
1000 Ljubljana
Tel. +386 (01) 360 3789
Fax + 386 (01) 588 75 21
mojca.mikuz@mk-trgovina.si
www.centeroxford.com
MODRIJAN OBRAZOVANJE doo
(exclusive for Sprint)
Stegne 9 b
1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija
Tel. +386 (01) 513 44 00
marjeta.juvan@modrijan-izobrazevanje.si
www.modrijan-izobrazevanje.si
SPAIN
EDITORIAL STANLEY
Office: Mendelu, 15
20280 Hondarribia (Guipúzcoa)
Warehouse: Polígono Soroxarta
Nave 5 C
20303 Irun (Guipúzcoa)
Tel. +34 (943) 640 412
Fax + 34 (943) 643 863
editorial@stanleypublishing.es
ALL FOR SCHOOL S.L.
C/Petronio n.6
28232 Las Rozas
Madrid
Tel. 0034 620642665
victoria.sanchez@allforschhol.es
maria.pina@allforschool.es
www.allforschool.es
SRI LANKA
International Book House
No 87, Kandy Road, Kurunegala
60000 Sri Lanka
SWEDEN
BETA PEDAGOG AB
Skutevägen 1
43299 Skällinge
Tel. +46 (0) 340 35505
Fax +46 (0) 340 35481
info@betapedagog.se
www.betapedagog.se

SWITZERLAND
INGOLD-BIWA
SUISSELEARN MEDIA AG
Hintergasse 16
3360 Herzogenbuchsee
Tel. +41 (0) 62 956 44 44
Fax +41 (0) 62 956 44 54
info@ingold-biwa.ch
www.ingold-biwa.ch
INGOLD-BIWA
SUISSELEARN MEDIA AG
Ebnaterstrasse 141
9631 Ulisbach-Wattwil
Tel. +41 (0) 71 987 00 00
info@ingold-biwa.ch
www.ingold-biwa.ch
SYRIA
SAMIR EDITEUR S.A.L.
Camille Chamoun Street
Torossian Bldg., Sin Al-Fil-Jisr
Al-Waty, Matn, Beirut
Tel. +961 489464
www.samirediteur.com
TAIWAN
CAVES BOOK LTD.
Foreign Language Merchandise
Department
5F, 207, Ti-Ding Ave. Sec.1
Nei-Hu District
Taipei 11494
Tel. +886 (2) 8792 5001
www.cavesbook.com.tw
TUNG HUA BOOK CO.
Chung Ching South Rd, Sec.I
Taipei 10045
Tel. +886 (2) 23114027
www.tunghua.com.tw
THAILAND
AKSORN
142 Tanao Road
Bangkok 10200
www.aksorn.com

SE-ED
1858/87-90 Nation Tower
Bang Na-Trat Rd, Bang Na
Bangkok 10260
www.se-ed.com
A SQUARE E CORPORATION LTD
9 Ramkamhaeng 118 Yaek 46-6
Ramkamhaeng Road
Bangkok 10240
pipat@a2e.co.th
TUNISIA
PROMOCULTURE
53, Rue Jawaher
El Nahrou Montfleury
1089 Tunis
Tel. +216 (0) 71483752 – 71390902
Fax +216 (0) 71396295
slim.jemmali@gnet.tn
TURKEY
IBER DIS TICARET LTD STI
Altintepe Mah. Zakkum Sok.No: 4
Maltepe, Istanbul
Tel. + 90 (0216) 368 4250 / 467 1161
Fax +90 (0216) 368 5568
mail.iber@gmail.com
banukocas@gmail.com
www.eli-iber.com
M. KEMAL DENIZ & Co. Ltd.
Deniz Plaza
Yenisehir – Lefkosa
TNRC Mersin 10
Tel. +90 (0) 392 22 88 321
Fax +90 (0) 392 22 88 332
mustafa.safakogullari@denizplaza.com
www.denizplaza.net
UAE and GCC
SAMIR EDITEUR S.A.L.
Camille Chamoun Street
Torossian Bldg., Sin Al-Fil-Jisr
Al-Waty, Matn, Beirut
Tel. +961 489464
www.samirediteur.com
SMART EDUCATION LLC
Office # C 1101, Tower C,
the Opus Tower, Dubai
Tel +971 4421 2581
askme@smarteducation.ae
www.smarteducation.ae

UK
EUROPEAN SCHOOLBOOKS LTD
Ashville Trading Estate
The Runnings
Cheltenham GL51 9PQ
Tel. +44 (01242) 245252
Fax +44 (01242) 224137
direct@esb.co.uk
www.esb.co.uk
THE EUROPEAN BOOKSHOP
123 Gloucester Road
London SW7 4TE
Tel. +44 (0207) 734 5259
Fax +44 (0207) 287 1720
bookshop@esb.co.uk
www.europeanbookshop.com
URUGUAY
ESPERANZA QUEROL
OPCIONES EN EDUCACION
Casilla de correo 16035
11600 Montevideo
Tel. +598 (02) 480 8720
Fax +598 (02) 487 3965
opciones@adinet.com.uy

DISTRIBUTORS

UTBILDNINGSSTADEN AB
THE BOOK CORNER
Rosenlundsgatan 3
41120 Göteborg
Tel. 0046 31 41 93 00
info@utbildningsstaden.se
Web-shop: www.utbildningsstaden.se

USA
WORLD OF READING
P.O. Box 13092
Atlanta, GA 30324-0092
Tel. +1 800 729 3703
www.wor.com
TEACHER’S DISCOVERY
Tel. +1 800 832 2437 (US only)
www.teachersdiscovery.com
VIETNAM
SQUIRREL RIGHTS AGENCY
No 18, 145/49 Quan Nhan, Nhan
Chinh, Thanh Xuan, Ha Noi, Viet Nam,
copyright.scp1@gmail.com

OTHER COUNTRIES
ELi Srl
International Department
Via Brecce
60025 Loreto
Italy
Tel. +39 (071) 750701
Fax +39 (071) 977851
international@elionline.com
www.elionline.com
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ELI PUBLISHING

enter and become part of eli’s social network

For over forty years, ELi has been at the forefront of foreign language teaching
publications. ELi’s monthly language magazines in five modern languages, its
language courses, supplementary materials and publications for pre-school, primary
school, secondary school and university students have created a world-famous brand
that guarantees quality and creativity.
ELi’s continuing investment in digital publishing, in line with the company’s tradition
in innovation, has created a wide range of materials running from supplementary
materials available online to digital books for Interactive Whiteboards (IWB).
For further information on our products, please send an email to our ELT Consultants.
They will be pleased to answer all your queries.
Harry Cullinane
international@elionline.com

Andy Cowle
international@elionline.com

SITES AND RESOURCES:

We’re waiting for you!
@ELi PUBLISHING
www.elionline.com
• digital platforms
• downloadable files
• extra resources
• teaching tips
www.eligradedreaders.com
• complete catalogue
• extra resources

Follow the icons throughout this
catalogue to find out the digital features
available for each course and for your
blended/online lessons.
DIGITAL BOOK
Interactive digital version of course
materials for IWB / PC / Mac

ELi LINK
ELi Link is a free app that allows
students to access all the audio and
video contents via a smartphone or
tablet, directly from the paper version
of the book.

2
ONLINE RESOURCES
Further and constantly updated online
resources available to download from
the website product page.

IWB
Materials for Interactive
Whiteboard

DIGITAL MATERIALS
CD / DVD / CD-ROM / DVD-ROM

American English

You’ll find:
• the latest news on the world of language teaching;
• information on training and webinars;
• updates on our texts, resources and products for schools;
• resources and fun facts.
• resources for your online lessons
• Video lessons and video-recorded webinars

www.elilanguagegames.com
• downloadable instructions
• video tutorials
• extra resources
www.elilanguagemagazines.com
• complete catalogue
• downloadable files

ELi Publishing

For any comments, questions,
suggestions or proposals
please send an email to
international@elionline.com

Social media
@ELi PUBLISHING
ELi MULTIMEDIA

ELi MULTIMEDIA
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